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This dissertation describes the development and implementation of advanced slice-accelerated
(SMS) MRI methods for imaging blood perfusion and water diffusion in the human brain.
Since its introduction in 1977, Echo-Planar Imaging (EPI) paved the way toward a detailed
assessment of the structural and functional properties of the human brain. Currently, EPI
is one of the most important MRI techniques for neuroscientific studies and clinical ap-
plications. Despite its high prevalence in modern medical imaging, EPI still suffers from
sub-optimal time efficiency - especially when high isotropic resolutions are required to
adequately resolve sophisticated structures as the human brain. The utilization of novel
slice-acceleration methods can help to overcome issues related to low temporal efficiency
of EPI acquisitions.
The aim of the four studies outlining this thesis is to overcome current limitations of EPI
by developing methods for slice-accelerated MRI. The first experimental work of this thesis
describes the development of a slice-accelerated MRI sequence for dynamic susceptibility
contrast imaging. This method for assessing blood perfusion is commonly employed for
brain tumor classifications in clinical practice. Following up, the second project of this
thesis aims to extend SMS imaging to diffusion MRI at 7 Tesla. Here, a specialized ac-
quisition method was developed employing various methods to overcome problems related
to increased energy deposition and strong image distortion. The increased energy deposi-
tions for slice-accelerated diffusion MRI are due to specific radiofrequency (RF) excitation
pulses. High energy depositions can limit the acquisition speed of SMS imaging, if high
slice-acceleration factors are employed. Therefore, the third project of this thesis aimed
at developing a specialized RF pulse to reduce the amount of energy deposition. The
increased temporal efficiency of SMS imaging can be employed to acquire higher amounts
of imaging data for signal averaging and more stable model fits. This is especially true
for diffusion MRI measurements, which suffer from intrinsically low signal-to-noise ratios.
However, the typically acquired magnitude MRI data introduce a noise bias in diffusion
images with low signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, the last project of this thesis aimed to
resolve the pressing issue of noise bias in diffusion MRI. This was achieved by transforming
the diffusion magnitude data into a real-valued data representation without noise bias.
In combination, the developed methods enable rapid MRI measurements with high tem-
poral efficiency. The diminished noise bias widens the scope of applications of slice-
accelerated MRI with high temporal efficiency by enabling true signal averaging and unbi-
ased model fits. Slice-accelerated imaging for the assessment of water diffusion and blood
perfusion represents a major step in the field of neuroimaging. It demonstrates that cur-
rent limitations regarding temporal efficiency of EPI can be overcome by utilizing modern
data acquisition and reconstruction strategies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is currently one of the most
versatile and widely applied imaging techniques for both neurosciences and
clinical applications. One major advantage of MRI over most other imaging
modalities is its ability to non-invasively provide a variety of detailed infor-
mation about the structure and function of the human brain.
MRI is based on the effect of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), which
describes the precession and polarization of nuclear spins in magnetic fields.
Electromagnetic radiofrequency (RF) pulses are employed to excite NMR
signals. MRI employs magnetic field gradients to provide three-dimensional
spatial encoding of these signals.
Traditionally, MRI data are acquired in Fourier-space (k-space), where the
acquisition of a single line of Fourier data is obtained after each signal ex-
citation. This traditional data collection method requires large numbers of
repeated excitations and acquisitions to collect all necessary data to gener-
ate an image. Even though these multi-shot data acquisition strategies can
provide high quality imaging data, they are inherently time-consuming and
exhibit high sensitivity to subject motion artifacts.
In contrast to traditional multi-shot data acquisitions, single-shot Echo-
Planar-Imaging (EPI) generally entails selective excitation, followed by a
complete readout of a single imaging slice [Mansfield, 1977, Stehling et al.,
1991]. Single-shot imaging methods enable acquisitions of whole-brain vol-
umes within a few seconds. This feature of EPI allows recording time series
of whole-brain imaging data.
Repeated measurements of the same imaging volume can be employed to
study dynamic and microstructural aspects of the brain. For instance, time
1
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resolved acquisitions of EPI might be used to assess blood perfusion and
vessel sizes of tissues [Weisskoff et al., 1994, Willats and Calamante, 2012].
Another application of EPI involves the investigation of anisotropic water
diffusion on a microstructural scale by employing magnetic field gradients in
multiple directions [Le Bihan et al., 1986, Turner et al., 1990]. These dif-
fusion MRI (dMRI) measurements provide valuable information about the
structural connectivity of the human brain. As such, dMRI also forms the
hallmark of the Human Connectome Project - a recent international collab-
orative effort to gain a detailed understanding of neuronal connectivity. To
summarize, the introduction of EPI paved the way towards a detailed assess-
ment of the structural and functional properties of the human brain and is
currently the most important MRI technique for neuroscientific studies.
The investigation of highly convoluted and detailed structures such as the
human brain requires imaging data with high isotropic resolutions. Nowa-
days, EPI acquisitions with resolutions on sub-millimeter scales are realized
by employing higher magnetic field strengths, stronger gradient systems and
advanced data acquisition strategies, such as parallel imaging [Heidemann
et al., 2012a,Polimeni et al., 2010].
Acquisitions of whole-brain volumes using EPI remain challenging when high
isotropic resolutions in combination with high temporal sampling rates are
desired. In such cases, acquisitions of large numbers of thin imaging slices
are needed, which prevents rapid acquisition of brain volumes, resulting in
time-consuming diffusion acquisitions. Therefore, it is often not possible
to combine high-resolution dMRI acquisitions with other functional imaging
modalities within the limited experimental time. If high temporal sampling
rates are required to measure time-varying physiological processes, as in per-
fusion or functional imaging, the number of EPI shots needs to be minimized
by reducing the slice resolution or brain coverage. Therefore, the low tem-
poral efficiency of MRI induces a general trade-off between sampling rate,
resolution and brain coverage.
1.2 Purpose and Overview
Currently available medical imaging and signal processing strategies only
provide few options to further accelerate EPI. The first and most commonly
employed method is parallel imaging, which undersamples the k-space data
and relies on spatial information from large receiver coil arrays to help with
reconstruction [Keil and Wald, 2013, Setsompop et al., 2013, Sodickson and
Manning, 1997, Pruessmann et al., 1999, Griswold et al., 2002]. The second
option is Compressed Sensing (CS), which utilizes random undersampling
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schemes and model-based reconstruction [Lustig et al., 2007]. However, such
methods are either constrained by physical and technological limitations or
require prior knowledge of the image composition.
Despite its increased acquisition speed, EPI encoding schemes still suffer from
low temporal efficiency since contrast encoding of the whole brain is repeated
for each two-dimensional (2D) imaging step. Three-dimensional single-shot
modalities, such as Echo Volumar Imaging (EVI), currently do not gener-
ate MRI data of similar quality to EPI, due to drastically increased readout
lengths and associated image artifacts [Van Der Zwaag et al., 2012].
Generally, parallel imaging is used in EPI to undersample the two-dimensional
k-space encoding and shorten the image-encoding time for each imaging slice.
This is generally referred to as in-plane acceleration. Nonetheless, such ac-
celerations do not provide large reductions of the overall EPI acquisition
time, since they only shorten the image-encoding duration. The remaining
components of image acquisition, including signal excitation and contrast
encoding, are not accelerated (i.e., an in-plane acceleration factor of three
does not shorten the acquisition by anywhere near three-fold for EPI).
The idea of parallel slice-accelerated imaging [Larkman et al., 2001] was intro-
duced only shortly after the general formulation of parallel imaging [Pruess-
mann et al., 1999,Sodickson and Manning, 1997] and could overcome issues
related to low temporal efficiency of MRI. In slice-accelerated MRI, the 2D k-
space image-encoding is not undersampled. Rather, multiple instead of single
imaging slices are excited and acquired simultaneously with each EPI encod-
ing. As such, a slice-acceleration factor of three (MultiBand Factor (MB)
= 3) provides exactly a three-fold reduction in the total acquisition time.
Unfortunately, commonly available receiver arrays do not feature sufficient
coil sensitivity differences to generate satisfactory results for Simultaneous
Multi-Slice (SMS) imaging. The introduction of Controlled Aliasing in Par-
allel Imaging (CAIPI) resolved this pressing issue by redefining the way MRI
acqusitions are encoded [Breuer et al., 2005, Setsompop et al., 2012c]. SMS
improves the temporal efficiency of MRI sequences by integer factors and,
therefore, helps to reduce the common trade-off between temporal sampling
rate, brain coverage and isotropic resolution.
The work presented in this doctoral thesis describes the development and im-
plementation of advanced slice-accelerated MRI methods for imaging blood
perfusion and water diffusion of the human brain. The first chapters of this
thesis provide an account of the physical basics underlying MRI, ranging from
the basics of NMR up to descriptions of modern parallel imaging strategies
and slice-accelerated imaging.
Following these theoretical accounts, the first original experimental work
describes an implementation of slice-acceleration for dynamic susceptibility
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contrast imaging, which is often employed for blood perfusion measurements
and brain tumor classification in clinical practice. The chapter presenting
these results is based on a previous publication [Eichner et al., 2014a].
To follow up on previous high-resolution diffusion MRI acquisitions, the sec-
ond project of this thesis aimed to extend SMS imaging to dMRI at 7 Tesla.
To achieve this goal, various specialized methods were combined to over-
come issues related to increased energy deposition and high in-plane acceler-
ation [Eichner et al., 2012]. The results of this work are based on a previous
publication [Eichner et al., 2014b].
A further project concerns increased RF energy depositions for slice-accelerated
dMRI at 7 Tesla. Such increased energy can significantly limit acquisition
speeds and slice-acceleration factors [Eichner et al., 2012]. A specialized
hybrid RF waveform was developed to reduce the amount of RF energy de-
position and susceptibility to hardware-related errors. The results of this
work are based on a previous publication [Eichner et al., 2014c].
Lastly, to counteract the pressing issue of low signal-to-noise ratios of diffusion-
weighted MRI data, the final project of this work aimed to eliminate noise
bias for low SNR dMRI data. A local phase correction was developed to
account for shot-to-shot phase variations in diffusion-weighted imaging to
extract real-valued dMRI data without an existing noise floor. A manuscript
based on these results is currently under review [Eichner et al., 2015].
Chapter 2
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
This chapter aims to provide a basic introduction to the physical principles
underlying Nuclear Magnetic Resonance - a microscopic quantum mechanical
phenomenon that is detectable on a macroscopic scale. Magnetic Resonance
Imaging is an application of this phenomenon.
2.1 Nuclear Spins
Atoms are composed of electrons and atomic nuclei, which can be classified
according to four distinct parameters: mass, charge, magnetism and spin.
Both mass and charge of magnetic nuclei have direct impacts on macro-
scopic characteristics of materials.
The quantum mechanical concept of a spin has no direct influence on macro-
scopic characteristics of materials. It can be understood as a quantum me-
chanical analogy to the classical angular momentum. However, due to the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle, a spin is only specified by its absolute
value and its projection onto a specific dimension. These eigenstates are
determined by calculating the eigenvalues of the quantum mechanical wave
function ψ using the Planck constant, ~.
sˆ2ψ = s(s+ 1)~ψ
sˆzψ = m~ψ
(2.1)
In this equation, the spin quantum number m can be any discretized value
within the set [−s,−s + 1, , s]. The absolute value of a spin quantum num-
ber, s, can be either of full (s = 0, 1, 2, 3, ) or half integer value (s =
1/2, 3/2, 5/2, ), classifying quantum mechanical particles either as bosons or
fermions, respectively. Therefore, according to equation 2.1, a fermion with
an absolute value of s = 1/2 can be measured in two distinct orientations in
5
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z-direction, which are specified by magnetic spin quantum number, m.
In MRI, the hydrogen nucleus 1H with s = 1/2 is the most important signal
source due to its high occurrence in biological samples and its large signal.
2.2 Microscopical Magnetism
All types of materials feature magnetic properties, enabling them to interact
with magnetic fields, ~B0. The interaction of materials with magnetic fields is
described as magnetic energy, Emag, using the magnetic moment vector, ~µ.
Emag = −~µ ~B0 (2.2)
As can be seen from equation 2.2, magnetic energy is minimized if a magnetic
moment is aligned parallelly to the magnetic field and maximized for anti-
parallel alignment. Spins, s, and magnetic moments of particles, µ, are
directly linked via the gyromagnetic ratio, γ - a scalar factor that depends
on the particular isotope observed.
~µ = γ~s (2.3)
The gyromagnetic ratio can be either positive or negative, thereby deter-
mining the direction of the magnetic moment. Atomic nuclei with large
gyromagnetic ratios exhibit a strong microscopic magnetism. The ensem-
ble of multiple quantum mechanical magnetic moments forms a detectable
macroscopic magnetization of a material.
~M =
∑
n
~µn (2.4)
2.3 Larmor Precession
The conservation of angular momentum forces nuclear magnetic moments
to precess in interaction with a magnetic field, ~B0 (see Figure 2.1). The
frequency of this precession, ω0, is proportional to the gyromagnetic ratio of
the nucleus, γ1, and the applied magnetic field strength.
~ω0 = −γ ~B0 (2.5)
This equation describes the nuclear precession in Larmor frequency, which
resembles a key aspect of NMR. The frequency of Larmor precession of 1H
1The gyromagnetic ratio of hydrogen nuclei is γ/2pi ≈ 42.57 MHz/T
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hydrogen nuclei in a magnetic field of B0 = 7 T strength is approximately
ω0 ≈ 300 MHz in counter clockwise direction. Placing materials into a mag-
netic field results in an alignment of magnetization along the direction of the
respective field. The amount of magnetization is linearly dependent on the
magnetic field strength and builds up to an equilibrium during the longitu-
dinal relaxation process.
Figure 2.1 Larmor Precession: The conservation of angular momentum of
magnetic moments, ~µ, in magnetic fields, ~B0, results in precessional movement
around the direction of ~B0. The frequency of this precession, which is denoted as
Larmor frequency, ω0, is linearly proportional to the magnetic field strength.
From a quantum mechanical point of view, the Zeeman effect describes
the Larmor precession as an energy transition between discretized spin en-
ergy states. In absence of an outer magnetic field, all spins have an identical
magnetic energy value for individual quantum states. However, in interaction
with magnetic fields, spins can align in (2s+1) distinct directions. According
to equation 2.2, the formation of multiple discretized spin alignments resem-
bles a spectral split of the previously degenerated energy states. Since spins
align their z-component with the magnetic field direction, it follows that the
quantum mechanical description of magnetic energy can be stated as follows.
Emag = −mγ~B0 (2.6)
The energy level of a spin within a magnetic field therefore depends on the
quantum number, m, that ranges from −s to s. Using these discretized
energy levels, the Larmor precession of an s = 1/2 spin system can be derived
on a quantum mechanical level as a transition between different energy states.
∆Em,m+1 = Emax − Emin
=
1
2
γ~B0 +
1
2
γ~B0
= γ~B0
(2.7)
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The Larmor precession frequency relates to this energy transition via the
Planck-Einstein relation.
ω0 =
∆Em,m+1
~
= γB0
(2.8)
The maximum detectable NMR signal depends on the asymmetry of the
Figure 2.2 Zeeman Effect: The degenerate energy levels, E, of hydrogen nuclei,
1H, split up in an external magnetic field. Both the energy difference, ∆E, and the
population difference, ∆N , between the energy states depend on the magnetic field
strength. In this context, the energy difference relates to the detectable Larmor
frequency. The Boltzmann distributed population difference between the energy
states accounts for the strength of the NMR signal.
distribution of spins in particular energetic states, which can be described
using the Boltzmann distribution using the Boltzmann constant, KB, and
the temperature, Θ.
∆N
N
= 1− exp
(
−∆Emag
KBΘ
)
(2.9)
Equation 2.9 describes the portion of nuclei that generate a detectable NMR
signal. By employing a Taylor approximation, it is evident that the relative
difference ∆N/N is proportional to the magnetic field strength.
∆N
N
= 1−
∞∑
n=0
∆En
(KBΘ)nn!
≈ ∆E
KBΘ
=
γ~B0
KBΘ
(2.10)
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Therefore, an increase of magnetic field strength, B0, generates a higher
amount of theoretically detectable signal. For an ensemble of hydrogen nuclei
at room temperature, this ratio is calculated as ∆N/N ≈ 5 · 10−5 at a
magnetic field strength of B0 = 7 T.
2.4 Excitation and Signal
The difference in energy states induces the formation of an equilibrium net
magnetization, ~M0, pointing along the magnetic field, which is aligned in
z-direction without loss of generality. However, the net magnetization is not
easily detectable since it is orders of magnitude smaller than the strength
of the main magnetic field, B0. Tilting ~M0 by a distinct flip-angle, θ, from
the z-direction into the xy-plane enables the measurement of this magnetiza-
tion. This excitation process induces a coherent precession of all spins within
the xy-plane, thereby creating a transverse magnetization, M⊥. The excited
transverse magnetization is perpendicular to the main magnetic field direc-
tion and, according to the Biot-Savart law, detectable by a closely located
radiofrequency coil.
Excitation is realized through a short radiation of an electromagnetic ra-
diofrequency (RF) pulse at Larmor frequency, which is often referred to as a
~B1 field. The flip angle of the excitation, θ, is dependent on both the ampli-
tude and duration, T , of the RF excitation field. A maximum NMR signal
is generated for θ = 90◦ since all available magnetization, ~M0, is rotated into
the transverse plane.
θ = γ
∫ T
0
B1(t)dt (2.11)
The rotating transverse magnetization induces an exponentially decaying
electromagnetic field, which is commonly denoted as Free Induction Decay
(FID). An inverse Fourier transformation (iDFT) of the FID reveals the
Larmor frequency spectrum of the examined sample. During and after the
excitation process, the magnetization continues its precession around the
z-axis, showing a spiral-shaped nutation in a fixed coordinate system. To
facilitate the investigation of this movement, a transformation of the fixed
laboratory coordinate system to a rotating system is carried out. This is
achieved by rotating the xy-plane around the z-axis in Larmor frequency.
After the transformation, the evolution of excited magnetization, ~M(t), is
given by the following equation.(d ~M(t)
dt
)
rot
=
(d ~M(t)
dt
)
lab
− ω0~ˆz × ~M (2.12)
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2.5 Relaxation and Bloch-Equations
Every excited NMR signal decays within a characteristic time due to mag-
netic relaxation. This process describes the transition of magnetization, ~M ,
from an arbitrary initial point to equilibrium magnetization, ~M0. In this con-
text, two different processes occur simultaneously. In one process, existing de-
tectable transverse magnetization, M⊥, decays during transverse relaxation.
In a second process, an equilibrium magnetization, ~M0, along the direction
of the magnetic field builds up. This latter process is generally referred to
as longitudinal relaxation. Both relaxation processes can be described using
the transverse and longitudinal relaxation times, T1 and T2, respectively. A
mathematical analytical framework to describe the time-dependent evolu-
tion of the magnetization vector, ~M(t), is given by the Bloch-equations - a
coupled system of differential equations.
d ~M(t)
dt
=
 −1/T2 γB0 −γB1,y(t)−γB0 −1/T2 γB1,x(t)
γB1,y(t) −γB1,x(t) −1/T1
 ~M(t) +
 00
M0/T1

with ~B1(t) =
 B1,x(t)B1,y(t)
0

and ~B0 =
 00
B0

(2.13)
After a θ = 90◦ NMR signal excitation, the Bloch-equations describe time-
dependent magnetic relaxation in terms of exponential functions.
Mz(t) = M0
[
1− exp
(
− t
T1
)]
M⊥(t) = M⊥(t = 0) exp
(
− t
T2
) (2.14)
Both transverse and longitudinal relaxations mainly arise from dipolar inter-
actions between nuclear spins. In addition, transverse relaxation is affected
by inhomogeneities of the main magnetic field, ~B0, which can result from
different magnetic susceptibilities in the sample or hardware-related imper-
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fections. The resulting transverse relaxation time is commonly referred to as
T ∗2 .
1
T ∗2
=
1
T2︸︷︷︸
dipolar interactions
+
1
T
′
2︸︷︷︸
magnetic field
(2.15)
The transverse relaxation times are influenced by factors such as tempera-
ture, density or magnetic field strength. Transverse relaxation times decrease
with growing magnetic fields, resulting in faster signal decay.
This chapter provided an overview of the physical principles underlying Nu-
clear Magnetic Resonance. The content of the following chapters will be
build upon these principles to gain deeper insights into both the theoretical
and practical facets of magnetic resonance imaging. A more detailed account
of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance is given in [Levitt, 2007].
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Chapter 3
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) employs three consecutive steps of sig-
nal excitation, contrast encoding and signal acquisition (see Figure 3.1) to
generate an image, S(~r), that represents the spatial distribution of a spin
density weighted by a specific contrast. MRI contrasts depend on various
factors such as magnetic relaxation and structural or functional tissue prop-
erties. The image contrast is generally determined in the second step of MRI.
The following chapter aims to provide a brief introduction to the basic phys-
ical principles underlying MRI.
Figure 3.1 Three Steps of MRI: Magnetic Resonance Imaging generally con-
sists of three steps: signal excitation, contrast encoding and spatial encoding. The
amount of time required for each of these steps mainly depends on the choice of
image contrast and resolution.
3.1 Magnetic Field Gradients
To enable spatial encoding in MRI, magnetic field gradients, ~G(~r), are intro-
duced to transform the constant magnetic field, ~B0, into a spatially varying
field. According to the Larmor Equation 2.5, the frequency of magnetic res-
onance is linearly proportional to the magnetic field strength. Therefore, a
13
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gradient induces a spatially varying resonance frequency along its applied
direction.
~ω0(~r) = −γ( ~B0 + ~G(~r)) (3.1)
The use of gradients in MRI allows a particular Larmor frequency, ~ω0, to be
linked to specific locations along the gradient axis. This relation enables both
spatially selective signal excitation and spatial encoding of existing signals.
Even though magnetic field gradients, ~G(~r), are differently employed, they
are essential components of each step throughout the imaging process. MRI
is realized through pulse sequences that can be described as combinations of
pulsed magnetic field gradients and RF pulses.
3.2 Selective Excitation
During selective excitation a specified portion of the MRI sample is excited by
a timed combination of gradients and an RF pulse. Often, a two-dimensional
plane is chosen to reduce the image dimensions and the necessary encoding
steps. According to equation 3.1, a magnetic field gradient induces spatially
varying Larmor frequencies of atomic nuclei within a sample. An RF pulse
with a specified frequency and bandwidth1 can excite a defined slice with
desired slice thickness along the employed gradient direction. Altering the
applied gradient strength results in a change of slice thickness, thereby defin-
ing the image resolution in this respective slice direction. A modulation of
the resonance frequency of the RF pulse results in a spatial change of the
position of the slice excitation along the gradient direction. A general ac-
count of the physics underlying selective RF excitation is provided in the
next chapter.
3.3 Frequency and Phase Encoding in k-Space
Subsequent to RF slice excitation and contrast encoding2, magnetic field gra-
dients realize spatial encoding within the excited signal plane. This signal
acquisition process is best understood in the abstract k-space delineation,
wherein the positional vector, ~r, is replaced with its Fourier transform, the
wave vector, ~k. The time integral of a magnetic field gradient allows com-
1The bandwidth of a pulse is defined as the range of frequencies it covers.
2Contrast encoding can be realized through a variety of mechanisms, such as choice of
sequence timing, RF pulses or additional gradients.
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puting ~k in each specific direction. The absolute value of ~k is proportional
to both the employed gradient strength and duration.
~k =
γ
2pi
∫ t
0
~G(t′)dt′ (3.2)
Magnetic field gradients induce directional phase dispersion of excited mag-
netization, M⊥, within the excited volume. The signal receiving RF coil
acquires the total magnetization within a volume, V . During signal acquisi-
tion, an active gradient, ~G, can therefore be regarded as a physical Fourier
transform.
Employing gradients after signal excitation represents navigation within
Figure 3.2 K-Space and Image Space: The gradient-controlled MRI data ac-
quisition is conducted in k-space. An iDFT translates k-space into image space.
The sampling density of k-space, ∆ki, defines the field of view of the acquired
image, FoVi, in each respective direction. The nominal image resolution, ∆i, is
defined by the coverage of k-space, FoV ki. Please note that only the magnitude
of generally complex MRI datasets is displayed. Image courtesy of Jonathan Poli-
meni, PhD.
the inverse Fourier space, which is commonly denoted as k-space. Both
k-space and image space represent equivalent representations of the informa-
tion within a dataset. The spatial distribution of an MR image, S(~r), can
be obtained by calculating the Fourier transform of a detected MRI signal in
k-space, S˜(~k). Therefore, the k-space formulation describes an option to use
magnetic field gradients to spatially encode NMR signals.
S˜(~k) =
∫
V
S(~r) exp
(
2pii~k · ~r
)
(3.3)
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The MRI signal, S˜(~k), is acquired in discretized steps. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to employ the inverse discrete Fourier transform (iDFT) for image
calculation. For discretized data, the sampling rate of acquired data points
in k-space, ∆k, defines the field of view (FoV) of the encoded image. The
closer two data points are encoded within k-space, the bigger the FoV of the
resulting image (see Figure 3.2).
1
∆k
= FoV (3.4)
The minimally required FoV depends on the dimensions of the chosen sam-
ple. In case the sample dimensions exceed the acquired FoV, the Nyquist
sampling theorem is not met, which results in aliasing artifacts3 in the ac-
quired image.
Spatial encoding of MRI signals is generally subdivided into frequency en-
coding (FE) and phase encoding (PE). Frequency encoding refers to signal
acquisition during gradient-driven spatial encoding. In contrast, phase en-
coding specifies encoding steps in k-space without signal acquisition between
FE steps. In other words, PE refers to pure navigation within k-space, while
FE refers to the acquisition of single lines in k-space. The sampling rate in
frequency encoding direction, ∆kx, is defined by the sampling rate of the em-
ployed analog digital converter (ADC). In phase encoding direction, the FoV
is determined by the navigated distance between two successively acquired
frequency encoding lines.
The nominal resolution of acquired MRI data in a specific direction (i.e.,
∆x) is dependent on the total coverage of k-space with respect to the center
of k-space4. Acquiring imaging data with higher resolutions thus requires
covering wider ranges of k-space (see Figure 3.2).
∆x =
1
FoVkx
(3.5)
Both the acquired k-space signal, S˜(~k), as well as the reconstructed image,
S(~r), are complex-valued, meaning that they are composed of magnitude and
phase values. Please note that Fourier encoding in MRI is only possible due
to the complex nature and acquisition of the NMR signal5.
3MRI artifacts are defined as features of obtained images, which do not represent the
underlying structure.
4The achieved resolution in MRI is generally only nominal due to the point spread
functions of signals.
5In other scientific fields, the absence of phase information leads to problems in data
reconstruction (e.g., X-ray crystallography).
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3.4 Gradient-Echo and Spin-Echo
There are two standard types of signal formation approaches in MRI, which
both follow particular signal relaxation schemes. The gradient-echo (GE),
as the first type of signal excitation, requires only one RF pulse (see Figure
3.3A). After signal excitation with a distinct flip angle, θ, magnetic field gra-
dients are employed to dephase and rephase the excited magnetization.
The second type of MRI signal excitation, the spin-echo (SE) follows a dif-
Figure 3.3 Gradient-Echo and Spin-Echo: MRI acquisitions entail two main
types of signal excitation. (A) Gradient-echo signals are generated using an RF
pulse with desired flip-angle, θ. A gradient, G, is used to dephase and rephase the
excited magnetization. A maximum signal is formatted at the echo time, TE. The
signal is acquired (ACQ) during the reversed rephasing gradient, providing spatial
encoding. (B) Spin-echo signals are created using a θ = 90◦ signal excitation and
an additional θ = 180◦ refocusing pulse with a 90◦ phase shift. In contrast to GE,
the dephasing and rephasing gradients are not reversed since the refocusing pulse
in itself incorporates rephasing of the signal. The θ = 180◦ refocusing pulse is
played out at t = TE/2
ferent excitation scheme. Its basic concept is to employ two RF pulses to first
excite a specific volume and, subsequently, refocus this signal with a second
pulse (see Figure 3.3B). As stated in equation 2.15, the transverse decay can
be split up into a dipolar and a magnetic field component. For spin-echo
imaging, the magnet field component of the transversal decay, T
′
2 (see equa-
tion 2.15), can be refocused using an RF pulse with θ = 180◦6. Therefore, the
transverse spin-echo relaxation follows only the dipolar component, T2. For
gradient-echo acquisitions it is not possible to refocus magnetic field compo-
nents of the transversal relaxation, resulting in a T ∗2 decay of the signal.
6Spin-echo refocusing can also be achieved using other flip angles. However, a refocusing
pulse with θ = 180◦ generates the highest spin-echo signal.
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The time elapsing from the signal excitation RF pulse until the maximum
of a gradient or spin-echo signal is referred to as echo time (TE). The time
between two consecutive excitation pulses of an identical volume is denoted
as repetition time (TR). Alongside with the choice of the flip angle, both TE
and TR are important parameters to choose the desired image contrast in
MRI pulse sequences.
3.5 Signal-to-Noise Ratio
The assessment of image quality is crucial to evaluate and compare MRI
acquisition methods. One important measure of image quality in MRI is the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)7. The SNR is defined as the ratio between the
signal, S, and the noise, N of a datapoint or image.
SNR =
S
N
(3.6)
Both signal and noise can be derived by quantitive analyses of the imaging
data. The signal, S, is generally defined as the mean signal within an image
range or across multiple repetitions. The image noise is generally estimated
as the standard deviation of datapoints within an image range or across
multiple repetitions.
3.6 Echo-Planar Imaging
The traditional method to acquire MRI data is a repeated cycle of excitation,
phase encoding and frequency encoding until all necessary k-space lines are
encoded (see Figure 3.4A). This successive multi-shot method can provide
good image quality but tends to be time-consuming and sensitive to subject
motion. This is especially true if high numbers of PE steps are required to
increase the image resolution or FoV.
In contrast to this traditional method, it is also possible to acquire all neces-
sary k-space data after only one slice excitation, using Echo-Planar Imaging
(EPI, see Figure 3.4B). This acquisition method incorporates only one slice
excitation to perform all necessary PE and FE steps.
EPI realizes phase encoding using gradient blips between alternating fre-
quency encoding lines. The TE of EPI sequences is defined as the time from
7Please note that there are also other measures of image quality (i.e., contrast-to-noise
ratio, temporal SNR, signal stability).
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signal excitation to the acquisition of the center of k-space. One great ad-
vantage of EPI is its ability to measure time series of MRI data (e.g., to
investigate functional or subvoxel properties of tissues) as opposed to tradi-
tional static multi-shot acquisitions. In this context, the TR of the employed
EPI sequence defines the sampling time, which refers the duration between
two acquisitions of the same imaging slice.
Even though the concept of EPI was already introduced in 1977 [Mansfield,
1977], it was not frequently used until the 1990s due to gradient hardware
Figure 3.4 Multi-Shot and Single-Shot EPI Sequences: (A) Multi-Shot
MRI sequences acquire MRI data consecutively in a cycle of RF excitation, phase
encoding (GP ) and frequency encoding (GF ) with acquisition (ACQ). TR is defined
as the time between each phase encoding line. The echo time (TE) is defined as
the time between the center of excitation and the maximum of each echo. (B)
Single-shot EPI sequences generally acquire all necessary k-space data after one
slice excitation. TE is defined as the duration from the center of excitation until
the acquisition of the maximum signal in k-space. TR refers to the duration
between two consecutive excitations of the same slice (i.e., the acquisition time of
one volume). Echo-spacing denotes the duration between the acquisitions of two
k-space lines.
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limitations [Stehling et al., 1991]. Nowadays, EPI is the most commonly
employed pulse sequence for functional and diffusion MRI measurements.
One major difficulty of EPI compared to traditional multi-shot imaging re-
sults from the alternating directionality of the FE steps (as seen in Figure
3.4). Phase evolutions during the acquisitions induce a shift of alternating
k-space lines and, therefore, can introduce ghosting artifacts to the final re-
constructed image. Hence, it is necessary to acquire an additional global
phase navigator scan before each EPI acquisition. This allows realigning fre-
quency encoding lines and to remove undesirable ghosting artifacts.
One common deficiency of EPI sequences concerns the time that is required
to record all necessary k-space information. Within this time, magnetic sus-
ceptibility variations across the sample can induce local phase evolutions that
are not encoded by the employed magnetic field gradients. This results in
image distortions, especially in PE direction which is acquired slowly over
time. Additionally, transverse T ∗2 relaxation during the readout can intro-
duce blurring of the final image, thereby reducing the total resolution8.
One relevant measure to classify susceptibility of an EPI sequence to such
artifacts is echo-spacing, which is defined as the time between two gradient-
echoes of consecutively acquired readout lines. It is possible to reduce image
distortions as well as T ∗2 blurring by reducing the echo-spacing to increase
the speed of k-space traversal. This can be achieved by adjusting the receiver
bandwidth (BW). However, BW also has an impact on the global signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of the acquired image due to a stronger acquisition of noise
for increasing bandwidths. A more detailed account of Magnetic Resonance
Imaging is given in [Bernstein et al., 2004,Buxton, 2009].
8Even though the nominal resolution remains constant, T ∗2 can induce blurring and
reduce the actually achieved resolution.
Chapter 4
Signal Excitation in MRI
The initial step of an MRI experiment is the excitation of an NMR signal
carried out by RF pulses. This chapter aims to provide an introduction into
the physical basics underlying RF excitation and commonly used RF pulse
types.
4.1 Excitation in the Small Flip Angle Do-
main
The Bloch-equation 2.13 offers the basic physical framework to understand
interactions of nuclear magnetization with RF pulses and magnetic field gra-
dients. In the rotating reference frame, the B0 term can be replaced by the
off-resonant gradient term, ~G · ~r, to account for aberrations from the main
magnetic field.
d ~M(t)
dt
= γ
 0 ~G · ~r −B1,y(t)−~G · ~r 0 B1,x(t)
B1,y(t) −B1,x(t) 0
 ~M(t) +
 00
M0/T1
 (4.1)
Please note that this modified version of the Bloch-equation neglects relax-
ation effects, as RF pulses are typically of much shorter duration, T , than the
relaxation time constants. The small flip-angle domain represents one op-
tion to analytically solve equation 4.1. Its basic assumption is an equilibrium
magnetization, M0, which is only marginally affected by the RF excitation
(Mz ≈ M0 = ”constant”). This simplified assumption enables a separate
observation of only transverse magnetization, M⊥, and yields the following
solution [Pauly et al., 1989].
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M⊥(~r) = iγM0
∫ t
0
B1(t) exp
(
−iγ~r
∫ t′
0
~G(s)ds
)
with M⊥ = Mx + iMy
(4.2)
The obtained result can be rewritten using an excitation wave vector, ~k. Such
use of ~k resembles a similar strategy as utilized to describe spatial encoding
of MRI signals in equation 3.2. In a similar fashion, the wave vector of the
excitation can also be obtained by integrating gradient, ~G, over time1 .
M⊥(~r) = iγM0
∫ t
0
B1(t) exp
(
i~r · ~k(t)
)
dt
with ~k(t) = −γ
∫ T
t
~G(t′)dt′
(4.3)
Equation 4.3 reveals that both B1 and k-space traversal define the shape of
the excited transverse magnetization, M⊥(r). The equation can be reformu-
lated to determine transverse magnetization as the Fourier transformation of
the product of a weighting function, W (~k), and a spatial frequency sampling
function, Γ(~k) [Pauly et al., 1989].
M⊥(~r) = iγM0
∫
~k
W (~k) · Γ(~k) exp
(
i~r~k
)
with W (~k) =
B1(t)
|γ ~G(t)|
and Γ(~k) =
∫ T
0
(
δ
(
~k(t)− ~k
) ∣∣∣∣∣∂~k(t)∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
)
dt
(4.4)
This rather general formulation of selective excitation accounts for discrete
k-space sampling as well as different rates of k-space traversal, resulting from
varying gradient strengths. The slice thickness and FoV of the desired slice
profile inversely depend on the coverage and sampling rate of the excitation
k-space, respectively (equation 3.4, equation 3.5). The introduced weighting
function, W (k), results in a scaling of the RF amplitude, B1(t), with the
1The excitation wave vector, ~k(t), is defined as the integral of the remaining gradient
waveform [Pauly et al., 1989]. The maximum signal at the origin of k-space is given
when the integral of the remaining gradient waveform is completely removed (i.e., halfway
through the slice select gradient) [Pauly et al., 1989].
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employed gradient strength.
To reduce the amount of necessary PE steps, the most commonly employed
selective excitation shape in MRI is a two-dimensional slice with rectangu-
lar profile. This type of slice selective excitation can be realized by using
the Sinc function, sin(k)/k, to modulate the B1 excitation field (see Figure
4.1A).
The sampling of k-space is generally realized through a constant gradient
over time in direction of the desired excitation profile. For an RF pulse with
a given bandwidth, ∆f , a modulation of gradient strength alters the thick-
ness of slice excitation (see Figure 4.1). A frequency modulation of the RF
pulse shifts the slice excitation along the gradient direction.
Figure 4.1 RF Slice Selection: For low flip angles, the RF pulse (A) and
excitation profile (B) are connected via a Fourier relationship. For a given RF
bandwidth, the gradient amplitude, ∆G, defines the slice thickness. A modification
of the underlying RF frequency, ∆f , alters the slice position along the gradient
axis.
The Sinc function is the Fourier transform of a rectangular shape and,
hence, of infinite duration. Due to physical and technical limitations, it
is not possible to play out such complete Sinc pulses. Since a full Fourier
relation is never realized for Sinc RF pulses, the quality of the excitation pulse
is expressed by the bandwidth time product (BWTP). This dimensionless
parameter can be calculated as the product of the pulse bandwidth, ∆f , and
its duration, T .
BWTP = ∆f · T (4.5)
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For RF pulses with high BWTP, a larger amount of k-space is sampled, yield-
ing a sharper slice selection2.
After a selective excitation pulse has been played out, the excited magneti-
zation is linearly dispersed due to the employed slice selection gradient. This
gradient-induced phase dispersion represents a non-central position in exci-
tation k-space. To regain maximum signal after slice excitation, the excited
magnetization thus needs to be rephased into the center of excitation k-space.
This is realized by playing out a gradient with reversed polarity after the RF
excitation pulse. To ensure complete signal rephasing, the second gradient
generally has to cover half of the area of the employed slice selection gradient.
4.2 Optimized RF Waveforms for Slice Exci-
tation
The Fourier relationship between k-space traversal and the excitation of
transverse magnetization is only valid for small flip angles, θ. Due to non-
linearity effects of the Bloch-equation, the excitation profiles of Sinc pulses
start to visibly degrade if large flip angles (θ < 30◦) are employed [Bern-
stein et al., 2004]. For high-quality slice excitations with larger flip angles,
it is possible to design RF pulses using the Shinnar-Le Roux (SLR) algo-
rithm [Pauly et al., 1991]. The SLR design represents a numerical solution
to the Bloch-equation 4.1 by converting it into a filter design problem3.
The basic concept underlying the SLR algorithm is the hard pulse approxima-
tion, replacing an RF waveform by a series of digitized constant rectangular
RF pulses with low flip angles. Using this concept, it is possible to transform
the Bloch-equation 4.1 to a 2× 2 matrix rotation equation. The total effect
of an RF pulse can be calculated as a multiplication of multiple consecutive
2×2 matrix rotations. This multiplication enables a reformulation of the re-
sulting rotational matrix to polynomials, which can be solved by using filter
design algorithms.
The SLR algorithm employs filter polynomials to derive corresponding RF
waveforms from desired slice excitations. SLR is bidirectional and can, there-
fore, also be employed to perform physical simulations of Bloch-equations
using existing RF pulses. Such simulations enable computations of slice ex-
citation profiles from given RF waveforms.
2A sharper slice selection refers to a slice profile that better resembles a rectangular
shape.
3The SLR algorithm was independently developed by both Shinnar and Le Roux in
1988.
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Please note that the excitation profile of each SLR pulse still depends on its
underlying BWTP. A complete account of the theory underlying the SLR
transform can be found in [Pauly et al., 1991].
4.3 Energy Transmission of RF Pulses
The radiation of RF pulses on tissues results in an absorption of thermal
energy by the tissues in question. This can result in an undesirable and
potentially dangerous increase of tissue temperature. This effect, which is
commonly known as RF heating, can be a limiting factor for MRI when
investigating tissues. Since RF excitation is an indispensable step of MRI
experiments, it is important to minimize RF heating by using RF pulses with
low energy.
A commonly employed measure to quantify the absorbed energy of RF pulses
is the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR). SAR is defined as the absorbed en-
ergy per mass unit of tissue and is proportional to the square of the RF pulse
magnitude [Conolly et al., 1988].
SAR ∝
∫
|B1(t)|2dt (4.6)
Therefore, RF pulses with large flip angles can cause particularly high energy
depositions due to high RF amplitudes. According to the flip-angle equation
2.11, one option to reduce SAR of a pulse with specific flip angle is to increase
its duration, T , thereby reducing its amplitude.
In addition to RF amplitude, the magnetic field strength, B0, is another influ-
ential factor on SAR. The global SAR of an excitation grows non-linearly with
the frequency of the applied RF pulse [Collins et al., 2004, Hoult and Phil,
2000, Hoult and Lauterbur, 1979]. As RF excitations need to be performed
in Larmor frequency, higher field strengths cause higher energy absorptions.
This increase of SAR can be a speed-limiting factor, especially for high field
strengths with B0 > 3 T, as additional cooling pauses need to be included in
the MRI experiment.
4.4 Variable Rate Selective Excitation
Since the energy transmission of RF pulses can limit the speed of MRI ex-
periments, it is desirable to reduce the energy of the B1 excitation field. One
option to achieve this aim is to employ the Variable Rate Selective Excitation
(VERSE) algorithm [Conolly et al., 1988].
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VERSE is based on replacing constant gradients, ~G, with time-varying gra-
dients, ~G(t), for slice selection (see Figure 4.2). According to Equation 4.3,
alterations of the gradient strength during RF excitation cause different rates
of k-space traversal. This has a direct impact on the amplitude of the RF
pulse, which is scaled with the gradient strength (see equation 4.4). This
relation enables time-dependent scaling of the B1 field by introducing a time-
varying slice selection gradient.
The peak of each RF pulse typically contributes the majority of the total RF
Figure 4.2 Variable Rate Selective Excitation (VERSE) reduces the maxi-
mum amplitude, maxB1, of selective RF pulses by replacing the constant gradient,
G0, with a time-varying gradient, G(t).
energy due to the quadratic relation of SAR with B1 amplitude (see equation
4.6). The VERSE algorithm can be employed to limit the RF amplitude of
an RF pulse below a certain threshold. As a result, the total SAR of a given
excitation can be decreased (see Figure 4.2). The factor, by which the RF
amplitude is reduced, is generally referred to as VERSE factor. Please note
that VERSE can be employed for any desired gradient waveform, enabling a
variety of RF pulse alterations.
Even though VERSE enables vast reductions of SAR in MRI pulse sequences,
the alteration of k-space traversal can affect the resulting excitation profiles.
If the Larmor resonance frequency is not met for slice excitation, slice pro-
files of VERSE pulses can become severely distorted. Magnetic field inho-
mogeneities become worse at ultra high field strengths (B0 = 7T), possibly
resulting in higher distortion of VERSE pulses. The degree of distortion de-
pends on both the B0 off-resonance as well as the employed VERSE factor.
Simulations of the Bloch-equations can be employed to evaluate susceptibil-
ity of VERSE RF pulses to B0 off-resonances. Furthermore, VERSE can
have impacts on the pulse duration, T (see Figure 4.2, T0 → TVERSE). This
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can be undesirable if very short RF pulses are required (e.g., to minimize
relaxation effects during excitation).
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Chapter 5
Parallel Imaging in MRI
The imaging speed of non-accelerated MRI acquisitions is restricted by the
duration of gradient-driven spatial encoding. In such non-accelerated ac-
quisitions, an increase of imaging speed can only be achieved by utilizing
stronger gradients. However, the gradient encoding speed is in turn restricted
by gradient power limitations and physiological stimulation1. The concept
of parallel MRI employs modern multi-channel coil arrays to speed up the
imaging process by reducing the amount of k-space encoding. This chapter
aims to provide an introduction to parallel imaging methods.
5.1 Multi-Channel Phased-Array Coils
Parallel imaging methods in MRI (pMRI) rely on the presence of multi-
channel information. Multiple signal receiving coil-elements on the surface
of a sample can help to cover images of large volumes. The concept of
multi-channel phased-array coils with four independent receiving elements
was already introduced in 1989 [Roemer et al., 1990]. Modern phased-array
head coils cover the brain with up to 96 channels [Keil and Wald, 2013,
Wiggins et al., 2009].
Multi-channel phased-array coils enable acquisitions of signals with dif-
ferent spatial weightings. Depending on the location of a coil-element, the
signal of each coil image, Ij, is weighted by a smooth complex coil sensitivity
profile function, cj (see Figure 5.1).
cj = |cj| exp iφj
Ij = cjI
(5.1)
1Rapidly switching field gradients can generate electric currents in the human body,
causing neuronal stimulation. Therefore, the speed of switching gradients, also referred to
as the slew rate, is limited to 200mT/m/s.
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All of the Nj coil-elements generate independent images with different phase
and magnitude components. The underlying image, I, is reconstructed by a
constructive combination of images from all coil-elements. An optimal com-
bination of coil-elements is both homogenous and yields a high signal-to-noise
ratio of the resulting image.
The most commonly employed strategy for coil combination is the Root-
sum-of-Squares (rSoS) approach, which does not rely on previous knowledge
about the coil system. Using the rSoS approach, a combined multi channel
MR image, I, can be obtained using equation 5.2.
ISoS =
√√√√ Nj∑
j=1
I2j (5.2)
Even though rSoS is a straightforward method for combining multiple coil-
elements, it is generally not preferable since it only yields optimal coil com-
binations for high SNR [Larsson et al., 2003].
To achieve optimal SNR of combined images, additional information about
complex coil sensitivities, cj, should be included in the reconstruction pro-
cess. In order to achieve constructive summation of the complex-valued mea-
surements in an optimized combination approach, individual images, Ij, are
multiplied by the complex conjugate sensitivity of each coil-element, c∗j [Keil
Figure 5.1 Phased-Array Coils: (A) Each coil-element, cj , generates a dis-
similar image, Ij , as the product of the full underlying image, I, and the coil
sensitivity map, cj . (B) Phased-array RF coils provide numbers of independent
channels, each viewing the volume from a distinct perspective. (C) Modern MRI
systems provide receiving arrays with 64 channels and more to image the human
brain. Image courtesy of Jonathan Polimeni, PhD and Boris Keil, PhD.
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and Wald, 2013,Pruessmann et al., 1999,Wright and Wald, 1997]. After coil
combination, the resulting image is homogenized using a weighting factor, w.
Iopt =
∑Nj
j=1 c
∗
jIj∑Nj
j=1 |cj|2
Iopt =
∑Nj
j=1 c
∗
jIj
w
(5.3)
Equation 5.3 only results in optimal SNR reconstructions under the assump-
tion of statistically independent channels and similar noise levels across all
channels. To account for noise correlations of individual channels, it is ad-
visable to pre-whiten2 the images of individual channels prior to the com-
bination. This can be achieved by employing the noise covariance matrix,
Ψ, which describes both the thermal noise variance of each channel as well
as the covariance between all channels. The noise covariance matrix can
be determined through statistical analysis of receiver noise between multi-
ple channels [Keil and Wald, 2013, Roemer et al., 1990]. Taking these noise
correlations into account, the optimum coil combination with pre-whitening
can be calculated using the following equation.
IΨopt =
∑Nj
j=1 c
∗
jΨ
−1Ij∑Nj
j=1 c
∗
jΨ
−1cj
(5.4)
The acquisition of accurate coil sensitivities is crucial for parallel imaging and
coil combinations. The typical way of collecting coil sensitivity information
is to acquire data with full FoV of both the uncombined coil-elements and
an image with homogenous sensitivity, as provided by the body-coil3 of MRI
systems. A voxel-wise division of both data types removes structural infor-
mation, yielding raw coil profiles. Coil sensitivities generally follow smooth
transitions. Therefore, a complex polynomial fit is conducted to eliminate
influences of noise on the final sensitivity profile. These steps should be per-
formed prior to each multi-channel MRI experiment as coil sensitivity profiles
generally vary across samples.
If no body coil is available (e.g., for 7 Tesla MRI systems), the coil sensitivity
profiles can be approximated by replacing the body coil image with an rSoS
image. However, this approach can erase phase contrast of the tissue.
2Pre-whitening refers to a linear decorrelation transformation. It transforms a set of
variables, such as independent coil-elements, into a new set of variables with a covariance
of the identity matrix. This means that pre-whitened coil-elements are uncorrelated and
have a variance of one [Martens et al., 2003].
3In contrast to surface RF coils, the body coil of MRI systems is a large receiving and
transmitting coil with uniform intensity.
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5.2 Introduction to Parallel Imaging
Sensitivity profiles of individual coil-elements provide additional spatial en-
coding, which can be used to supplement gradient encoding of the images.
This option enables significant reductions of acquisition times for MRI scans
by having to record less data. In pMRI acquisitions, k-space is undersampled
Figure 5.2 Image Aliasing in MRI: A reduction of k-space sampling density
has an impact on the resolved FoV in image space. If the resulting FoV is smaller
than the object dimensions, the Nyquist sampling criterion is not satisfied, result-
ing in overlapping signals from the same imaging slice. This effect is denoted as
signal aliasing.
by skipping PE steps. Such undersampling of k-space results in reduced FoV
and can cause signal aliasing within the encoded volume (see Figure 5.2).
Parallel imaging methods employ sensitivity variations of phased-array coils
to reverse the image aliasing.
The first attempt to develop parallel imaging strategies, incorporating coil
sensitivity information to unfold undersampled images, was introduced in
1988 [Hutchinson and Raff, 1988]. In this first theoretical work, PE steps were
completely replaced by large numbers of multiple signal receiving channels.
This early method required the number of coil channels to be approximately
equal to the number of desired PE steps. Therefore, practical limitations
prevented this method from being employed in practice.
In contrast, current pMRI methods achieve image acceleration by omitting
certain k-space lines. The degree by which the FoV is reduced is denoted as
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the acceleration factor, R. For instance, to achieve an acceleration factor of
two, it is necessary to encode only every second k-space line.
Parallel MRI can be performed in image space, k-space and hybrid forms
thereof. There are established methods for all domains, which are essentially
equivalent and yield similar results. The following section aims to provide a
brief introduction to two commonly employed pMRI methods in image and
k-space.
5.3 Sensitivity Encoding
The image-based Sensitivity Encoding (SENSE) method was first introduced
in 1999 [Pruessmann et al., 1999]. In order to unfold undersampled images,
SENSE requires additional full FoV acquisitions of coil sensitivity profiles,
cj, for each coil-element. Signal aliasing causes signal from voxels of multiple
locations to add up. The aliased signal, Y , varies for each coil-element, j,
depending on the coil-sensitivity, cj.
Yj = cj1I1 + cj2I2 (5.5)
Signal aliasing can be reversed by including multiple measurements from dif-
ferent receiver coil-elements, yielding a resolvable system of linear equations.(
Y1
Y2
)
=
(
c11 c12
c21 c22
)(
I1
I2
)
~Y︸︷︷︸
observed
= ~C︸︷︷︸
known
· ~I︸︷︷︸
sought
(5.6)
Such linear systems can be solved by computing the inverse of the coil sen-
sitivity matrix, ~C.
~I = ~C
−1 · ~Y (5.7)
Solutions to the SENSE equation 5.6 result in a number of unaliased images
per coil that can be combined to create an image with homogeneous intensity.
Given that ~C is generally non-quadratic and therefore not invertible (i.e.,
the number of observed coil-elements is larger than the acceleration factor),
the SENSE equation can be solved using the pseudo inverse coil sensitivity
matrix, pinv( ~C).
~I = pinv( ~C)~Y = ( ~C
∗ ~C)−1 ~C
∗~Y (5.8)
Larger numbers of coils typically result in more stable solutions due to higher
numbers of known variables, resulting in reconstructions being less influenced
by image noise.
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Accurate calculations of Moore-Pennrose pseudo inverse matrices, as per-
formed in equation 5.8, depend on linear independence of their columns.
Therefore, it is advisable to pre-whiten the imaging data by including the
noise covariance matrix, Ψ, in the calculation.
~I = ( ~C
∗
Ψ−1 ~C)−1 ~C
∗
Ψ−1~Y (5.9)
5.4 Signal-to-Noise Ratio in Parallel Imaging
Parallel imaging in MRI is based on reconstructing undersampled imaging
data to reduce acquisition time. However, acquisitions of narrowed datasets
come at the price of reduced SNR. The signal-to-noise ratio of an accelerated
image, SNRR, depends on the baseline SNR without acceleration, SNR0, as
well as the acceleration factor, R, and the coil geometry factor, g.
SNRR =
SNR0
g
√
R
(5.10)
The acceleration term,
√
R, results from a reduced number of acquired k-
space lines in pMRI. In Fourier encoding methods, all acquired k-space data
contribute to each voxel’s SNR. As less data are acquired in pMRI, this factor
needs to be considered as global SNR penalty across the complete image.
The coil geometry factor, g ≥ 1, addresses the problem of non-uniform noise
amplification, which is unique to pMRI. The distributions of noise are not
homogenous across the image, but instead follow a distinct pattern, which
is described in the coil geometry factor, g. As can be seen in equation 5.6,
SENSE requires a matrix inversion of the coil-sensitivity matrix, ~C. In areas
where the sensitivities of the receiver coil-elements are similar, the required
matrix inversion becomes unstable. This results in higher sensitivity to noise
and causes noise amplifications in the unaliased images. Since coil sensitivi-
ties converge in the center of the image, noise amplification is generally the
strongest in this area.
The geometry factor, g, depends on a variety of factors such as coil geom-
etry and parallel acceleration. Generally, noise amplification increases for
high acceleration factors due to smaller coil sensitivity variations of aliasing
voxels. Larger numbers of coil-elements with optimal alignment can reduce
the g-factor4. Additionally, reduced noise amplification can be achieved by
optimizing undersampling schemes in k-space (e.g., image acceleration in PE
4An optimum arrangement of coil-elements for pMRI is achieved when the sensitivity
profiles of all coil-elements are as orthogonal as possible across the imaging volume.
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directions with strong variance of coil sensitivities).
Due to non-uniform noise distributions in parallel imaging and non-uniform
signal intensities of phased-array coils, it is essential to evaluate the image
SNR independently for each voxel. This can be done by acquiring a time
series of 100 images and subsequently divide each voxel’s mean intensity by
its standard deviation [Goerner and Clarke, 2011].
5.5 Parallel Imaging in k-Space
SENSE provides an exact method to perform image-based pMRI but depends
on accurate and robust estimations of coil sensitivity profiles. For in vivo
measurements, such acquisitions can be challenging as respiration and sub-
ject motion can alter sensitivity profiles during data acquisition and, hence,
corrupt parallel reconstructions. As image and k-space domains are both
equivalent representations of the same data, pMRI can also be performed in
k-space. Such k-space based methods can overcome shortcomings related to
image-based pMRI acquisitions. The first attempt to perform pMRI within
k-space was the Simultaneous Acquisition of Spatial Harmonics (SMASH)
method [Sodickson and Manning, 1997]. Its basic underlying concept was to
replace PE steps in k-space with phase modulations provided by the coil sen-
sitivities, cj, using a weighted linear combination of multiple coil-elements.
Even though its basic idea was correct, SMASH still required error-sensitive
acquisitions of coil sensitivity profiles in the image domain. Furthermore, it
was strongly limited to linear coil arrays and performed image reconstruc-
tions with visibly reduced quality compared to SENSE [Schoenberg et al.,
2007].
Coil sensitivity profiles determine the relationship of acquired PE steps in
k-space. Therefore, acquisitions of coil sensitivity profiles can be replaced by
the identification of PE relations in k-space. The AUTO SMASH method
[Jakob et al., 1998] replaced the coil sensitivity profile mapping by additional
acquisitions of densely sampled PE steps in the center of k-space. These so-
called Auto Calibration Signals (ACS) enable direct k-space based detection
of coil sensitivity weights to perform SMASH. The introduction of Variable
Density (VD) AUTO SMASH improved the determination of coil sensitivity
weights between k-space lines by acquiring a higher number of ACS lines,
yielding better image reconstruction quality and higher SNR [Heidemann
et al., 2001]. Unfortunately, SMASH and (VD) AUTO SMASH suffer from
significantly reduced SNR compared to SENSE, since they only employ a
complex sum to combine individual coil-elements instead of rSoS or opti-
mum SNR combinations (equations 5.2 & 5.3).
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Figure 5.3 SENSE and GRAPPA: Both SENSE and GRAPPA are equivalent
parallel imaging methods. SENSE is an image-based method and represents an
exact solution to parallel imaging. In contrast, GRAPPA performs image aliasing
by reconstructing missing lines in k-space. In this context, coil sensitivity profiles
are represented by relationships between neighboring k-space lines. GRAPPA is
a less exact solution to parallel imaging, but generally yields higher stability than
SENSE.
Problems of previous k-space based pMRI methods were addressed with
Generalized Autocalibration for Partially Parallel Acquisitions (GRAPPA),
which is a more general implementation of VD AUTO SMASH (see Figure
5.3). In contrast to SMASH, GRAPPA performs parallel reconstructions on
a coil-to-coil basis, enabling improved coil combinations of multiple elements.
Additionally, larger amounts of ACS data can be included into the procedure
of fitting coil sensitivity weights. This yields high stability of pMRI recon-
structions and reduced artifact levels [Griswold et al., 2002].
Even though GRAPPA provides more stable parallel reconstructions than
SENSE for in vivo samples, it also suffers from g-factor and
√
R penalties
on SNR in a resembling fashion. In contrast to SENSE, GRAPPA provides
no analytical description of noise amplification, thereby aggravating a direct
comparison on SNR performance between both methods [Schoenberg et al.,
2007]. However, due to its high stability, GRAPPA is currently the most
commonly employed acceleration strategy for MRI.
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5.6 Benefits of Parallel Imaging
Even though pMRI can have negative influences on the image SNR, it is
widely employed in MRI. The reason for its high popularity lies in its ability
to speed up MRI acquisitions.
For traditional multi-shot acquisitions, parallel imaging strategies allow to
reduce the acquisition time, TA, by the employed acceleration factor, R. For
EPI sequences, skipping PE lines does not necessarily result in the same
amount of TA reductions as for multi-shot sequences. However, pMRI in
EPI can reduce the amount of distortions and blurring by shortening the
total readout duration (see Figure 5.4). In this context, a reconstruction of
accelerated k-space yields a reduced effective echo-spacing of all k-space lines
in the EPI readout. Additionally, faster k-space traversals enable reduced TE
for EPI acquisitions, thereby increasing the global image SNR. These benefits
Figure 5.4 Parallel Imaging and EPI: Parallel MRI methods are employed to
reduce distortions and image blurring of EPI acquisitions (see orange arrows). This
is realized by reducing the echo-spacing of EPI acquisitions by the acceleration
factor. In this context, an in-plane acceleration factor of R = 4 decreases an
original echo-spacing of 0.96 ms to an effective echo-spacing of 0.24 ms. Image
courtesy of Jonathan Polimeni, PhD.
make pMRI crucial for EPI at high field strengths, where image quality
can be severely impacted by signal loss and distortions. With growing field
strengths, signal relaxation becomes faster and stronger field inhomogeneities
cause heavy distortions, making the use of pMRI even more indispensable.
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Chapter 6
Simultaneous Multi Slice
Imaging
Parallel imaging strategies can accelerate MRI acquisitions by reducing the
number of employed PE steps. However, in EPI time series, in-plane ac-
celerations do not result in drastic reductions of the sampling time, TR.
Simultaneous acquisition of multiple slices enables direct reductions of TR,
yielding a higher time efficiency for EPI acquisitions (see Figure 6.1). The fol-
lowing chapter provides a brief summary of Simultaneous Multi Slice (SMS)
methods, incorporating both excitation and encoding procedures.
Figure 6.1 Simultaneous Multi Slice Imaging: The basic principle of Si-
multaneous Multi Slice (SMS) methods is to acquire multiple slices in one single
step. The simultaneous acquisition of three slices allows a three-fold increase in
temporal efficiency for MRI methods. Image courtesy of Kawin Setsompop, PhD.
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6.1 Controlled Aliasing in Parallel Imaging
Simultaneous acquisitions of multiple slices result in signal aliasing thereof.
Advanced image acquisition and reconstruction strategies can be employed
to unfold these aliased slices to gain full benefit of SMS acquisitions.
The first endeavor to concurrently acquire multiple imaging slices in MRI
was introduced in 1988 by Souza and colleagues [Souza et al., 1988]. The
introduced Simultaneous Multi Slice Acquisition (SIMA) method is based on
repeated acquisitions of multiple imaging slices with different global phase
terms. This results in a system of linear equations that can be solved to
unfold overlapping signals. SIMA is a straightforward method to undo slice
aliasing. However, an identical amount of independent measurements is nec-
essary to generate the system of linear equations. Therefore, SIMA is not
well-suited to accelerate image acquisition. The main application of SIMA is
to increase slice-coverage if a number of averages is already used to increase
the SNR of structural images.
The additional spatial encoding provided by phased-array coils is generally
employed to reduce the number of PE steps in in-plane parallel imaging.
Parallel MRI methods can also be employed to unfold aliasing slices in SMS.
The idea to use parallel imaging for slice-acceleration came up shortly after
the introduction of SENSE. In the original work, the authors used a SENSE
model to unfold aliasing slices of a multi-shot GE sequence [Larkman et al.,
2001]. The original SMS approach was later extended to single-shot EPI ac-
quisitions using GRAPPA [Moeller et al., 2009]. The major drawback of this
specific parallel SMS method is that coil sensitivity maps generally lack suffi-
cient differences in the slice direction, resulting in strong noise amplification
in the reconstructed images. This issue mitigates with decreasing distance
between the simultaneously acquired slices (i.e., with growing numbers of si-
multaneously acquired slices). Strong noise amplification visibly reduces SNR
of the acquired images and limits applications of this method. The original
SMS acquisition method was recently combined with a Simultaneous Echo
Refocusing (SER) method, which excites multiple slices concurrently with
different phase dispersions and employs elongated FE steps to prevent slice
aliasing [Feinberg et al., 2002, Feinberg et al., 2010, Reese et al., 2009]. In
contrast to SMS methods based on pMRI, SER does not suffer from increased
g-factor penalties from slice-acceleration.
The pressing issue of strong noise amplification in SMS imaging induced
the development of Controlled Aliasing in Parallel Imaging (CAIPI) [Breuer
et al., 2005]. The basic concept of CAIPI is to modify signal aliasing patterns
in order to gain higher SNR in the accelerated reconstructions. The SENSE
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model (equation 5.6) can be employed to describe simultaneous imaging of
multiple slices, Sn, using parallel techniques.(
Y1
Y2
)
=
(
C11 C12
C21 C22
)(
S1
S2
)
(6.1)
The matrix inversion of the coil sensitivity matrix is often ill-conditioned
resulting in high g-factors. The CAIPI method induces a slice-dependent
periodic shift, a, along the PE direction.(
Y1(x, y)
Y2(x, y)
)
=
(
C11(x, y) C12(x, y + a)
C21(x, y) C22(x, y + a)
)(
S1(x, y)
S2(x, y + a)
)
(6.2)
The induced shift changes the slice aliasing pattern in such a way that
regions with similar coil sensitivity profiles are not overlapping (see Figure
6.2). Therefore, the matrix inversion can be computed with lower error,
resulting in SMS reconstructions with significantly reduced g-factor [Breuer
et al., 2005].
According to the Fourier shift theorem, a shift of MRI data, S(y), along
a specific direction can be realized by introducing a linear phase slope in
k-space.
S(y −∆y) =
N/2−1∑
m=−N/2
 S˜(m∆k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k-space signal
exp (−im∆k ·∆y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
linear phase slope
 exp (im∆k · y) (6.3)
The original implementation of CAIPI realized the selective shift of specific
slices by employing alternating RF excitation phases for each slice-selective
encoding step. However, this implementation restricts the original controlled
aliasing method to structural multi-shot pulse sequences [Breuer et al., 2005].
A second method to introduce slice-dependent phase slopes across k-space
can be realized by using magnetic field gradients in slice direction. The uni-
form application of gradients alongside with each PE step changes Larmor
frequency along the slice-encoding direction, yielding different phase slopes
across k-space. In contrast to the original RF pulse encoding scheme, the
gradient-controlled aliasing can be employed for both multi-shot and single-
shot EPI sequences [Nunes et al., 2006]. Even though, this method success-
fully reduces noise amplification for EPI SMS imaging, an undesirable image
blurring is introduced. Blurring artifacts can be explained by the repeated
application of identical gradient blips in the same direction. Exact phase
slopes are only created in the center of the slices. The slice edges experience
a slightly different gradient strength and become continuously dephased with
each gradient blip [Setsompop et al., 2012c].
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Figure 6.2 Controlled Aliasing in Parallel Imaging: (A) The simultaneous
encoding of two different imaging slices results in signal aliasing from both slices.
(B) If simultaneously excited slices overlap directly, the coil sensitivity variations
might not be sufficient to unfold signals without substantial noise amplification
(top). Controlled Aliasing in Parallel Imaging (CAIPI) can be employed to selec-
tively shift slices, thereby maximizing inter-slice coil sensitivity variations. CAIPI
visibly reduces g-factor penalty (bottom). Reprint from [Breuer et al., 2005].
A recently introduced alteration to the method by Nunes et al. (2006) cir-
cumvents blurring artifacts by adding reversed rephasing blips to the uni-
form blip scheme [Setsompop et al., 2012c]. The rephasing blips prevent
constant dephasing of the slice edges and therefore repress image blurring.
This blipped-CAIPI method enables EPI acceleration by integer factors, re-
sulting in faster acquisitions of structural data and higher sampling rates for
functional data.
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6.2 Signal-to-Noise Ratio of SMS Acquisitions
Modern SMS acquisition methods are generally realized by using parallel
imaging techniques. Therefore, influences of non-uniform noise distributions
should be taken into consideration when investigating image SNR of SMS
acquisitions. Similar to other pMRI applications, SNR maps of SMS acqui-
sitions should be computed from at least 100 repeated acquisitions [Dietrich
et al., 2007, Goerner and Clarke, 2011]. SNR maps can subsequently be
employed to compare impacts of slice-acceleration and controlled aliasing
patterns on image quality on a voxel-wise basis. For such comparisons, it
is necessary to use identical imaging parameters and hardware settings to
compensate for other influences on image SNR.
In comparison to the majority of parallel in-plane acceleration methods, it
is not necessary to skip k-space encoding lines for SMS imaging. Therefore,
SNR of SMS acquisitions is only influenced by the g-factor but not by a
global
√
R penalty.
Slice-accelerated MRI methods can be combined with parallel in-plane accel-
eration to improve both EPI image quality and acquisition speed. However,
it is important to keep in mind that both methods rely on coil sensitivity
variations and cannot be applied to full extent in combination.
SMS can dramatically increase the temporal efficiency of two-dimensional
readout methods such as EPI. This distinct feature of SMS acquisitions can
help to increase image SNR by averaging higher amounts of data. The SNR
efficiency of 2D and 3D sequences is generally similar [Johnson et al., 1999].
If no relaxation effects and parallel noise amplification are taken into con-
sideration, the additional averaging from SMS imaging can help to increase
the total SNR of 2D acquisitions by a factor of
√
MB. The amount of par-
allel noise amplification depends on the employed MB factor and in-plane
acceleration factor. For MB = 3 acquisitions with in-plane acceleration of
R = 2, retained SNR values of 80% have been reported [Setsompop et al.,
2012c]. In such cases, the SNR of SMS EPI acquisitions is increased by a
factor of
√
0.8 · 3 = 1.54 compared to 3D acquisitions. Fast acquisitions can
result in T1 saturation effects of the signal. Therefore, the excitation flip
angles of SMS GE acquisitions need to be adjusted to result in the high-
est amount of signal given a specific TR and tissue T1 [Ernst and Anderson,
1966]1. For spin-echo signals, such flip angles are only given for the 90◦−180◦
combination. Consequently, even if SMS acceleration or 3D acquisitions are
employed, the TR of spin-echo acquisitions should be larger than the T1 of
the tissue. Therefore, slice-accelerated 2D sequences are more suitable for
1This condition is equally true for 2D and 3D acquisitions.
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spin-echo acquisitions, since only parts of the total tissue are excited and an
optimum TR can be achieved for the whole volume.
6.3 Signal Excitation for Slice-Accelerated Ac-
quisitions
Figure 6.3 SMS Excitation Strategies: (A) MultiBand pulses realize SMS ex-
citations through summation of multiple single-slice RF pulses with different phase
slopes. (B) PINS RF pulses achieve periodic slice excitation from a multiplication
of single-slice RF pulses with a Dirac Comb Function.
An essential step for SMS acquisitions is a simultaneous excitation of
multiple slices. MultiBand (MB) pulses are an established way to induce
SMS excitations by summing up multiple slice-selective RF pulses with dif-
ferent frequencies. Superpositions of different RF pulses result in multiple
simultaneously excited slice profiles (see Figure 6.3A). The number of simul-
taneously excited slices is commonly denoted as MultiBand factor, MB. A
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complete account of MultiBand excitation is described in [Souza et al., 1988].
Unfortunately, MB excitations are associated with a number of shortcomings.
The transmitted energy and peak amplitude of MB pulses are growing lin-
early with the MB-factor. Therefore, there are physiological and technical
upper limits for desired MB-factors. At high field strengths, SAR can limit
the MB-factor, especially if high flip angles are employed (e.g., for spin-echo
acquisitions). The increased peak voltage for high MB-factors can further-
more result in clipping of the RF amplifier. In such cases, the RF waveform
cannot be played out completely, resulting in distortions of the slice excita-
tion profile.
The peak RF voltage of MB pulses can be reduced by adjusting the global
phase of each simultaneously excited slice [Wong, 2012]. However, this only
helps to prevent the RF clipping effect, but cannot reduce the total energy
of MB pulses. A second option to reduce both RF voltage and transmitted
energy for MB pulses is the VERSE algorithm, as introduced in section 4.4.
However, especially for large MB-factors, it might be necessary to use high
VERSE factors to sufficiently reduce the transmitted RF energy. In such
cases, increased sensitivity to B0 off-resonances can result in stronger slice
profile distortions and thereby decrease the genuine image resolution.
A recently introduced alternative to MultiBand excitations is the utilization
of Power Independent of the Number of Slices (PINS) RF pulses [Norris
et al., 2011, Koopmans et al., 2013]. These RF pulses are created by mul-
tiplying single-slice RF pulses with Dirac comb functions (see Figure 6.3B).
Consequently, the continuous RF waveform is transformed into a series of
rectangular RF sub-pulses of specific lengths. The constant gradient of the
single-slice RF pulse is replaced be a series of gradient blips between the RF
sub-pulses. According to equation 4.4, the waveform of an RF pulse and
its resulting slice excitation are linked via a Fourier transformation. It is a
known property of Fourier space, that multiplications in time result in con-
volutions in the frequency range [Bracewell, 1986]. Therefore, PINS pulses
result in periodic excitations of identical slice profiles without a dependency
of RF energy on the employed MB-factor. Please note that VERSE can
also be applied to PINS pulses by selectively lengthening specific sub-pulses,
thereby reducing the total RF amplitude [Wu et al., 2002]. A more com-
plete account of PINS excitation is provided in chapter 9 and [Norris et al.,
2011,Koopmans et al., 2013].
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Chapter 7
SMS DSC Perfusion
Acquisition
The previous chapters provided insights into the physics underlying slice-
accelerated MRI. SMS is a versatile technique with numerous possible ap-
plications throughout science and clinical imaging. This following chapter
describes the implementation of SMS for a widely employed clinical blood
perfusion imaging method. SMS is employed to increase the previously lim-
ited slice-coverage of this perfusion technique. The results presented in this
chapter are based on a previously published research article [Eichner et al.,
2014a].
7.1 Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast
Dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC) MRI using Gadolinium (Gd)-based
contrast-agents (CA) has proven to be an accurate and reliable method to
quantify blood perfusion of brain tissue [Willats and Calamante, 2012]. In-
formation about tissue perfusion can be used to identify irreversibly injured
tissues and tissue at risk of infarction for brain strokes.
In the DSC technique, a fast bolus injection of a Gd-based contrast-agent
creates a large difference between the magnetic susceptibilities of the blood
vessels and extravascular space. This results in a shortening of the transversal
relaxation times, T2(t) and T
∗
2 (t), and a decrease of MRI signal intensity in
perfused brain tissue. The measure of signal over time allows to dynamically
trace the concentration of the contrast-agent, thereby enabling to investigate
blood perfusion in each voxel. To accurately acquire this time-dependent
perfusion signal, a high temporal sampling rate is required. Therefore, rapid
single-shot acquisitions such as echo-planar imaging (EPI) are used for DSC
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MRI.
In DSC imaging, simultaneous acquisitions of gradient-echo (GE) and spin-
echo (SE) signals (GESE) increase diagnostic values of perfusion imaging.
DSC provides additional insights into vascular properties of tissues due to
sensitivity differences of both signals to sizes of vasculature [Boxerman et al.,
1995, Weisskoff et al., 1994]. In particular, combined GESE imaging allows
calculating the mean caliber of cerebral vessels, thereby improving the clas-
sification of tumors [Kiselev et al., 2005,Prinster et al., 1997].
However, acquisitions of an additional spin-echo signal entail long echo times
and therefore result in an increased total acquisition time, TA. High tem-
poral sampling rates of approximately TR = 1s are crucial to sufficiently
record the time-dependent signal change after the CA injection. For this
reason, the combined GE and SE data comes at the cost of reduced slice-
coverage, because it is not possible to cover the whole brain at a suitable
spatial resolution in a sufficiently short TR. Reduced coverage is a major
disadvantage, in particular for longitudinal studies of growing brain tumors,
where the image slab is set to cover the tumor. In addition to the problem
of having consistent coverage in each scan, the tumor may grow out of the
covered region over the course of the study.
An additional problem concerns varying slice-coverages that complicate a
normalization of perfusion maps to a reference region. As consistent reference
regions are more difficult to find, consistency across repeated measurements
is reduced.
SMS acquisition has the potential to significantly improve the temporal ef-
ficiency of GESE DSC acquisitions. Please note that in the original SMS
study by Larkman et al. (2001), it was already proposed that such method
would be useful in improving the efficiency of DSC acquisitions [Larkman
et al., 2001]. The aim of this study is to combine the GESE sequence with a
blipped-CAIPI acquisition scheme to obtain high quality perfusion data with
sufficient slice-coverage at a high temporal sampling rate, TR. A simulta-
neous SMS acquisition of both GE and SE allows to investigate impacts of
slice-acceleration on both signal types.
7.2 Experimental Methods
For all measurements, institutional review board approval and informed con-
sents were obtained.
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7.2.1 Hardware and Sequence Programming
All measurements were performed using a 3 Tesla (T) MAGNETOM Tim
Trio whole-body MRI system (Siemens Healthcare Sector, Erlangen, Ger-
many). A 32-channel phased-array head coil (Siemens Healthcare Sector,
Erlangen, Germany) was used to receive the signal. The gradient system
specifications of the MRI scanner include a maximum gradient strength of
45mT/m with a gradient slew rate of 200mT/m/s.
A standard GESE sequence was modified to perform SMS data acquisition
Figure 7.1 Pulse Sequence for SMS DSC MRI Acquisition: Both gradient-
echo and spin-echo data are acquired within one TR. VERSE was employed to
reduce SAR of the MB pulses. Two blipped-CAIPI SMS readouts were used to
encode the SMS data.
(see Figure 7.1). MB pulses were used to excite and refocus multiple slices at
a time. The pulses were designed using a Shinnar - Le Roux algorithm [Pauly
et al., 1991]. To reduce energy transmission and peak RF voltage of these
pulses, the VERSE technique was used [Conolly et al., 1988]. Dedicated
software was developed to perform real-time online image reconstruction us-
ing a Slice-GRAPPA algorithm with low leakage artifacts [Cauley et al.,
2014a]. For in-plane accelerated reconstruction, a conventional GRAPPA al-
gorithm [Griswold et al., 2002] was used. For parallel reconstruction of GE
as well as SE images, a separate set of GE and SE ACS data was recorded.
7.2.2 Signal-to-Noise Analysis
One hundred repetitions time series data of GESE sequences with slice-
acceleration (MB = 2) and without slice-acceleration were acquired from
one healthy volunteer and used to calculate quantitative SNR metrics to aid
the comparison of the two sequences. No contrast-agent administered for
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these measurements. For both slice-accelerated and non slice-accelerated ac-
quisitions, 22 slices were recorded with an identical TR = 3000 ms. The long
TR in both protocols resulted from the slower acquisition in the standard
sequence without slice-acceleration (minimum TR for MB = 2 acquisition
is TR = 1500 ms). Identical TR was used for both acquisitions to eliminate
influences of differences in magnetization saturation/recovery on the results.
The slice thickness was set to d = 3 mm. All remaining protocol parameters
were matched to the patient studies (described in 7.2.3).
The image data in the time series of each of the two acquisitions was co-
registered using the MCFLIRT command of the FMRIB Software Library
(FSL) [Jenkinson et al., 2012] to correct subject motion during each of the
scans. The skull was excluded from the analysis using the FSL Brain Ex-
traction Tool (BET).
SNR maps were computed for each measurement by calculating the average
signal and standard deviation over a time series at every voxel with a signal
above a certain threshold. The calculated SNR maps for GE and SE with
and without slice-acceleration were then co-registered using FSL (FLIRT) to
enable a comparison of SNR at each image voxel. The ratio of both SNR
maps for either GE or SE acquisition reveals the voxel-wise retained SNR
from additional slice-acceleration.
SNRretained =
SNRSMS
SNR0
(7.1)
The total retained SNR of the SMS acquisitions was calculated as the mode
of the retained SNR distribution.
7.2.3 Perfusion Measurements in Glioblastoma Patients
To compare the results of perfusion analysis with and without slice-acceleration,
three patients with glioblastoma were scanned with both methods using sep-
arate CA injections. Table 7.1 shows the order of DSC acquisitions for each
scan. Subject 1 was scanned twice with reversed order of acquisitions. This
enabled the evaluation of the effect of a pre-dose on the second acquisition,
which results from performing two consecutive acquisitions/injections.
The protocol parameters for both standard and SMS acquisitions are
TR = 1500ms, TE(GE) = 32ms, TE(SE) = 98ms, 11/22 slices (no slice-
acceleration / MB = 2), slice thickness d = 5 mm, 30% slice-gap distance
factor, in-plane FoV = 192×192 mm2, nominal isotropic in-plane resolution
=1.5mm, in-plane acceleration of R = 2, partial fourier = 6/8. To maxi-
mize SNR for the MB = 2 acquisition, a blipped-CAIPI PE scheme for the
overlapping slices was used. Fat suppression was achieved with a spectral
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Table 7.1 DSC Subject Scans: Subject Scans that were Included in the DSC
Study
Scan # 1 2 3 4
Subject Subject 1, Visit 1 Subject 1, Visit 2 Subject 2 Subject 3
1st DSC Scan MB=2 No SMS MB=2 No SMS
2nd DSC Scan No SMS MB=2 No SMS MB=2
saturation pulse [Geen and Freeman, 1991,Haase et al., 1985].
The additional Slice-GRAPPA ACS data were acquired prior to the SMS
acquisition as a full slice stack, one slice at a time. No triggering was used
for such acquisition. The acquisition duration for this training data was the
product of the slice-acceleration factor and the TR of the SMS acquisition.
Thus, the acquisition of the slice-acceleration ACS data took 3 additional
seconds.
In addition, a three-dimensional magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo
(MPRAGE) [Mugler and Brookeman, 1990] volumetric anatomical acquisi-
tion was performed with 1mm isotropic nominal resolution both before and
after CA injection. This dataset was used for anatomical segmentation of
DSC EPI images.
7.2.4 Perfusion Analysis
Before perfusion analysis, potential motion artifacts in the DSC data were
detected and corrected using FSL (MCFLIRT). Perfusion analysis was per-
formed in a modified version of nordicICE1. In brief, cerebral blood volume
(CBV) and cerebral blood flow (CBF) maps were generated by an estab-
lished tracer kinetic model, which was used to correct for CA extravasation
based on the technique proposed by Weisskoff et al. [Weisskoff et al., 1994]
and later elaborated by Donahue et al. [Donahue et al., 2000] and Boxer-
man et al. [Boxerman et al., 2006]. The arterial input functions (AIFs)
were determined automatically in each patient by an established clustering
method [Mouridsen et al., 2006]. The CBV and CBF maps were calculated
with AIF deconvolution. Reference tissue masks representing unaffected gray
matter (GM) and white matter (WM) were generated automatically from
the DSC images as previously described [Bjornerud et al., 2011,Emblem and
Bjornerud, 2009]. The masks representing the combined WM/GM were used
to generate the reference tissue response curves used for CA extravasation
correction and also to generate normalized CBV and CBF maps by divid-
1NordicNeuroLab AS, Bergen, Norway, http://www.nordicneurolab.com/.
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ing the respective perfusion parameters by their corresponding mean value
in the WM/GM mask. This perfusion analysis has previously resulted in
highly consistent measurements [Jafari-Khouzani et al., 2013].
7.2.5 Image Analysis
Figure 7.2 Coverage of GESE Acquisitions: (A) Comparison of the FoVs
in standard and SMS DSC MRI. (1) Standard DSC, (2) SMS DSC, and (3)
SMS DSC after eliminating the tissues out of standard DSC FoV. (B) Labels of
automatically generated healthy anatomical regions overlaid on MPRAGE image.
For each subject, the tumor and healthy tissue regions of interest (ROIs)
were generated on MPRAGE images and subsequently mapped to both DSC
images. The enhancing tumor was outlined on post-contrast MPRAGE im-
ages by a radiologist. The whole brain was also automatically segmented into
several anatomical regions by nonrigid registration of the Harvard-Oxford at-
las, distributed by FSL, to the pre-contrast MPRAGE images using advanced
normalization tools2 [Avants et al., 2008]. These regions mostly included
cortical areas. Only the anatomical regions of the healthy hemisphere, con-
tralateral to the tumor side were retained for analysis of the healthy brain.
The SMS DSC images had a two-fold larger FoV. Therefore, a mask was
applied to eliminate tissues outside the standard DSC FoV before analyzing
SMS DSC. This procedure ensured that identical regions were evaluated in
2ANTS, http://www.picsl.upenn.edu/ANTS/.
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both DSC images (see Figure 7.2A). The mask was obtained by rigid co-
registration of the two DSC images. The same mask was applied to the label
volume of the anatomical regions. Figure 7.2B presents the resulting cortical
regions overlaid on a structural image. Finally, the resulting tumor and nor-
mal tissue labels were mapped to the perfusion maps by rigid co-registration
of structural images to perfusion maps using Statistical Parametric Mapping
software3 (SPM). The mean values of the generated perfusion maps were
calculated within each ROI. Healthy regions with less than 50 voxels were
excluded from the analysis.
7.2.6 Statistical Analysis
For each subject, agreement between the two measurements within healthy
tissues was assessed by intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) [Shrout and
Fleiss, 1979] and repeatability coefficients (RC) [Bland and Altman, 1986].
ICC describes how strongly two within-ROI measurements resemble each
other, relative to the variation between the measurements in all ROIs. An
ICC value close to zero represents poor agreement and a value close to one
represents good agreement. RC represents the estimated range of variation
between the measurements, so that the difference between two measurements
is expected to be between ±RC for 95% of cortical structures. Scatter plots
were generated, i.e., values of SMS DSC versus standard DSC, as well as
Bland-Altman plots, i.e., plots of differences versus mean values, which also
show the confidence limits according to ±RC.
7.3 Results
7.3.1 Signal-to-Noise Analysis
The results of the in vivo SNR comparison are shown in Figure 7.3 A,B. This
figure shows the retained SNR due to slice-acceleration for two simultaneously
acquired slices compared with the same slices without SMS. The distribution
of retained SNR across all slices can be seen in the histograms of this figure.
The peak value of the SNR distributions gives a retained SNR of 90% for
GE and of 99% for SE acquisitions.
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Figure 7.3 Retained SNR of GESE DSC Acquisitions: Results of the SNR
comparison between an acquisition without slice-acceleration and with an MB-
factor=2. (A) Retained SNR Maps (B) whole-brain retained SNR distribution.
Figure 7.4 CBV Maps with and without Slice-Acceleration: Representa-
tive GE CBV maps generated from standard (first row) and SMS (second row)
DSC images for subjects 1, 2, and 3 (from left to right). The CBV values were
normalized to the mean CBV across the brain volume.
7.3.2 Perfusion Analysis
Figure 7.4 compares representative slices of GE CBV maps for three patients
with and without slice-acceleration. As can be seen Figure 7.4, the maps
3SPM, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/.
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appear to be nearly identical. Visual inspection of the signal showed that
there is no degradation of image quality during the bolus passage compared
to nonslice-accelerated acquisitions. Table 7.2 presents the ICCs and RCs for
GE and SE CBV within healthy tissues for each scan. High agreement was
obtained between the two GE CBV measurements with ICC ≥ 0.95. For SE
CBV, this was reduced to ICC ≥ 0.56. The GE and SE RC values, however,
were comparable in all scans except in scan 4 (see discussion 7.4). In other
words, intra-region variability was similar for GE and SE images. It can be
seen that RC ≤ 0.39 and RC ≤ 0.54 for GE and SE images, respectively.
Figures 7.5 and 7.6 (first two columns) show the scatter and Bland-Altman
plots for GE and SE CBV maps, respectively. As shown, the inter-region
variability is higher in GE perfusion maps in comparison with SE perfusion
maps. Similar values were obtained for CBF maps.
The plots on the right side of Figures 7.5 and 7.6 compare the GE and SE
time courses of the two DSC images within the tumor for each scan. The
observed differences between the two profiles are in good agreement with (i)
the T1 effect of CA leakage, which should cause an increase in the signal
profile after the bolus dip for the first injection only, and (ii) the difference in
the injection times, which should cause a time shift between the signal dips.
Figure 7.7 shows the AIFs detected by nordicICE. As shown, the AIFs are
comparable across scans, except for scan 4.
Table 7.2 The values of ICCs and RCs reported for CBV within healthy regions.
Scan # ICC RC ICC RC
1 0.97 0.25 0.78 0.25
2 0.95 0.32 0.65 0.28
3 0.96 0.34 0.79 0.33
4 0.95 0.39 0.56 0.54
Average 0.96 0.33 0.70 0.35
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Figure 7.5 Gradient-Echo DSC Results: Scatter and Bland-Altman plots gen-
erated from GE CBV measurements within healthy tissue (first two left columns)
and GE DSC signal profile within the enhancing tumor (right column). The dot-
ted lines of the Bland-Altman plot in the center column show the 95% confidence
interval. The SMS signal in the signal profile plots on the right was scaled to make
the baselines similar. The time shift of the peak arises from manual timing of CA
injection. Each row corresponds to one scan.
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Figure 7.6 Spin-Echo DSC Results: Scatter and Bland-Altman plots gener-
ated from SE CBV measurements within healthy tissue (first two left columns)
and GE DSC signal profile within the enhancing tumor (right column). The dot-
ted lines of the Bland-Altman plot in the center column show the 95% confidence
interval. The SMS signal in the signal profile plots on the right was scaled to make
the baselines similar. The time shift of the peak arises from manual timing of CA
injection. Each row corresponds to one scan.
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Figure 7.7 GE and SE Arterial Input Functions: Arterial input functions
detected by nordicICE. Note that the baseline has been eliminated.
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7.4 Discussion and Conclusion
This study shows that high quality DSC data can be acquired with an in-
creased temporal efficiency using SMS imaging. The additional acceleration
was used to double slice-coverages of SMS DSC data compared to standard
DSC data, whilst preserving sufficient temporal sampling-rates. The SNR
results, depicted in Figure 7.3, reveal only neglectable losses in the total
retained SNR for the SE acquisition (99% retained SNR) and a minor loss
for the GE acquisition (90% retained SNR); allowing a two-fold increase in
slice-coverage at a minimal SNR cost. The SNR analysis revealed that the
higher reduction in SNR in the SMS GE acquisition is related to higher noise
amplification and not due to any changes in the signal level.
The increased noise amplification for GE data might result from different
ACS data that result in two separate Slice-GRAPPA kernels. Future work
will aim to investigate the effects of using identical Slice-GRAPPA kernels
trained on the SE ACS data to also reconstruct SMS GE data. Nonetheless,
please note that with this current implementation, a two-fold slice-coverage
increase still comes at a relatively low cost for the GE SMS acquisition.
The passage of the contrast-agent induces a strong change of contrast in
the images. The ACS data for Slice-GRAPPA were recorded prior to bolus
injection and therefore have a different contrast. With a conventional Slice-
GRAPPA algorithm, slice unaliasing performance can depend on the image
contrast of the training data. With the Split Slice-GRAPPA method [Cauley
et al., 2014a] used in this work, unaliasing performance is improved; with
lower slice-leakage and reduced dependency on image contrast. Visual in-
spection of the time course of the data confirms this. No additional slice-
leakage or ghosting was observed during the bolus-induced contrast change
and image quality with very low residual aliasing stays consistent during the
whole acquisition procedure.
Major sources of variability between the two measurements include differ-
ences between pulse sequences, order of acquisitions (i.e., the presence or
absence of CA in the body from a previous acquisition), and biological vari-
ations. The order of acquisitions could make a difference in the presence of
CA leakage within the tumor. This results in different DSC temporal profiles
(see Figs. 7.5 and 7.6). However, the T1 effect of CA leakage was corrected
in the perfusion analysis.
Comparing the current results with the ones obtained in a previous study,
which examined the consistency of standard DSC imaging for glioblastoma
patients [Jafari-Khouzani et al., 2013], yields an average RC of 0.36 and 0.47
for GE and SE of healthy brain regions, respectively (compared with 0.33
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and 0.35 in this study). The corresponding ICC values were 0.80 for GE
and 0.71 for SE (compared with 0.96 and 0.70 in this study). Differences be-
tween reported RC and ICC values are influenced by slight changes in the
experimental setups of both studies. The previously reported study [Jafari-
Khouzani et al., 2013] used only one scan per session and is therefore more
susceptible to biological differences. The present study on the other hand uses
two concatenated scans per session and is, therefore, susceptible to variations
arising from the bolus injection order. However, because the overall repeata-
bility values of both studies are very similar, the presented SMS method can
be used with a similar confidence as the previously used standard sequence.
For comparability reasons, the current study cut the slice range of acquired
SMS GESE data to match the number of slices for non-accelerated data.
However, larger slice-coverage will likely improve the repeatability of specify-
ing a reference tissue for normalization of the perfusion maps, which improves
repeatability of GESE measurements. To provide a more detailed assessment
of the performance of this method in clinical settings, further research effort
in this direction should be made by performing studies with higher numbers
of tumor subjects.
In this study, an SMS acquisition with MB=2 was employed to increase the
coverage of the GESE DSC acquisition by two-fold. This acquisition scheme
was chosen to provide the increased coverage at a neglectable cost in artifact
and SNR penalty when compared with the standard GESE sequence with
in-plane acceleration of two. With larger MB-factors, a potentially increased
resolution and/or temporal sampling rate will have to be traded off with po-
tential loss in SNR and increased artifacts. The effect of this on the quality
of the DSC data will have to be studied in detail. Based on previous work,
whole-brain acquisitions with a slice-acceleration MB = 3 and in-plane ac-
celeration R = 2, should result in a retained SNR of 80% compared with the
non slice-accelerated acquisition with the same in-plane acceleration [Set-
sompop et al., 2012c].
In scan 4, the estimated AIF for SE data was different between the two DSC
images, which could account for the high RC values and less agreement be-
tween the two SE measurements. This may be attributed to the lower image
quality due to the presence of a very large lesion, which can be observed in
Figure 7.7C, resulting in less reliable perfusion analysis.
In summary, this study introduced a slice-accelerated DSC measurement
to increase the brain coverage with low SNR penalty. With this combined
method, numerous improvements to GESE DSC MRI can be achieved includ-
ing a higher number of slices for larger brain coverage or increased slice reso-
lution as well as a higher temporal sampling rate. All of these improvements
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can help to further advance confidence in tracking therapeutic responses of
brain tumor patients.
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Chapter 8
Diffusion-Weighted SMS
Imaging at 7 T
The previous chapter described an application of SMS imaging to clinical
DSC perfusion measurements. Another focus of this doctoral thesis is the de-
velopment of slice-accelerated imaging methods for high-resolution diffusion-
weighted MRI (dMRI) beyond the current state of the art. The following
chapter describes the first successful implementation of SMS to diffusion
imaging at 7 Tesla. The dMRI results presented in this section were previ-
ously selected for publication [Eichner et al., 2012,Eichner et al., 2014b].
8.1 Diffusion-Weighted MRI
Diffusion-weighted MRI is a method to sensitize MRI signals to incoherent
water movement arising from Brownian motion of water molecules [Turner
et al., 1990]. The most widely employed method to sensitize NMR signals
to water diffusion is to introduce pulsed field gradients, GDiff, into spin-echo
sequences [Stejskal and Tanner, 1965]1. A pulse sequence diagram depicting
the Stejskal-Tanner sequence is shown in Figure 8.1A. Diffusion-weighted
signals, SDiff, are smaller than non diffusion-weighted signals, S0. The total
amount of signal reduction is exponentially dependent on the underlying dif-
fusion coefficient, D, of the material and the employed pulsed field gradients
(see Figure 8.1B).
1Diffusion-weighted pulse sequences are not restricted to measurements of water diffu-
sion. Originally, Stejskal and Tanner evaluated diffusion processes in dry glycerol.
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Figure 8.1 Diffusion-Weighting in MRI: (A) One way to introduce water
diffusion-weighting into an MRI signal is to use a spin-echo sequence with pulsed
diffusion gradients, GDiff, of duration, δDiff, and strength, G. This type of sequence
is generally denoted as Stejskal-Tanner sequence. The diffusion time between the
gradients is denoted as ∆Diff. (B) Signal-attenuation from diffusion-weighting in-
troduces a microstructural tissue contrast. Depending on the orientation of white
matter tissue, signal-attenuation depends differently on the diffusion-weighting, b.
Even though, microstructural diffusion contrast increases visibly with diffusion-
weighting, the total image SNR reduces with the b-value. The MRI images de-
picted here were acquired as part of the Human Connectome Project.
SDiff
S0
= exp
(
−γ2G2Diffδ2Diff
(
∆Diff − δ
3
)
D
)
= exp (−bD)
with b = γ2G2Diffδ
2
Diff
(
∆Diff − δDiff
3
) (8.1)
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The b-value in equation 8.1 is a commonly employed quantitative measure
for the strength of diffusion-weighting. The b-value is influenced by the gra-
dient strengths and timings, as depicted in Figure 8.1 [Le Bihan et al., 1986].
Diffusion-weightings of NMR signals can be measured in different directions
by changing the gradient directionalities.
Signal-attenuation in diffusion-weighting can be understood as a process of
signal dephasing and rephasing. If water molecules move due to underlying
diffusion, they will not be rephased correctly due to their altered position.
Therefore, materials with higher diffusion coefficients, D, experience stronger
signal-attenuation.
Diffusion of water molecules can generally be described as isotropic Gaus-
sian processes. However, the isotropic nature of diffusion is influenced by
microstructural properties of observed tissues. Fibrous tissue structures,
such as white matter of the brain, restrict specific directions of water dif-
fusion within image voxels. In fibrous tissues water diffusion is constrained
in directions perpendicular to the fibers. This results in reduced signal-
attenuation for these diffusion directions. Anisotropic water diffusion rep-
resents an additional microstructural MRI contrast that can be employed
to probe the underlying microstructure2. Figure 8.1 shows MRI brain slices
with diffusion-weightings of different strengths for one specific diffusion direc-
tion. From Figure 8.1B, it is evident that different brain regions experience
different amounts of signal-attenuation from diffusion-weighting.
The anisotropy of the diffusion coefficient, D, can be represented using the
Diffusion Tensor Imaging model (DTI) [Basser et al., 1994]. DTI employs
six diffusion-weighting directions and one additional image without diffusion-
weighting, b0, to reconstruct a tensor for each image voxel. The diffusion
tensor can be used to supply information about the main diffusion direction
as well as the fractional anisotropy (FA) of the tissue. FA is a dimensionless
measure of intra-voxel diffusion anisotropy, with FA = 0 representing perfect
isotropy and FA = 1 perfect anisotropy [Alexander et al., 2007].
Even though it is widely employed, DTI relies on the unrealistic assumption
that there is only one major fiber direction present within each voxel. How-
ever, multiple fiber directions are generally present in each voxel, making
DTI reconstructions hard to interpret [Jones and Cercignani, 2010, Setsom-
pop et al., 2013,Wedeen et al., 2012,Jones et al., 2013].
To overcome shortcomings associated with DTI, a variety of different dMRI
models incorporating multiple fiber directions were developed. The most
2Grey matter of the brain exhibits more sophisticated water diffusion properties than
white matter. Specialized imaging methods can be employed to gain valuable information
from grey matter diffusion [Leuze et al., 2014, Ozarslan and Basser, 2011, Shemesh and
Cohen, 2011,Shemesh et al., 2012,Callaghan, 2011].
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commonly employed diffusion models with multiple fiber directions are Dif-
fusion Spectrum Imaging (DSI) [Wedeen et al., 2008], Constrained Spherical
Deconvolution (CSD) [Tournier et al., 2007,Tournier et al., 2008] and Q-ball
imaging [Tuch et al., 2002, Descoteaux et al., 2007]. All of these models
require higher numbers of diffusion directions to be acquired in order to
reconstruct accurate fiber orientation density functions (ODF). These recon-
structed ODFs can subsequently be used for fiber-tracking algorithms to gain
insights into the structural white matter connectivity of the brain. A more
detailed account of techniques and applications regarding diffusion MRI is
provided in [Jones, 2009,Callaghan, 2011].
8.2 Challenges for dMRI at 7 Tesla
The initial NMR signal (t = 0) grows linearly with the employed magnetic
field strength, which allows acquiring MRI data with higher nominal spa-
tial resolutions. However, a number of shortcomings at high magnetic field
strengths (B0 ≈ 7T ) aggravate acquisitions of high-resolution dMRI data.
The transverse relaxation times, T2 and T
∗
2 , which describe NMR signal de-
cay, shorten with growing field strengths [Bandettini et al., 2012]. Faster
relaxation reduces the available signal acquisition time and induces image
blurring during the EPI readout train. Field inhomogeneities, which become
more severe at strong magnetic fields, induce vast image distortions in PE
direction. In addition to the general shortcomings of EPI acquisitions at 7
T, the diffusion encoding is very time-consuming and takes up most of the
acquisition time. Slow diffusion encoding in combination with fast trans-
verse relaxation place an upper limit on the maximum b-values that can be
achieved. Therefore, acquisitions of dMRI data are especially challenging at
7T due to fast relaxation and limited time for diffusion encoding [Speck and
Zhong, 2009].
High in-plane accelerations, R, can help to minimize most of these short-
comings by reducing both TE and effective echo-spacing. However, high
acceleration factors can potentially reduce the image quality due to strong
noise amplification in parallel imaging. Therefore, it is necessary to employ
phased-array head coils with many receiver channels to minimize the g-factor.
An additional limitation for dMRI at 7 Tesla arises from increased RF energy
transmissions at higher magnetic field strengths. Diffusion MRI sequences
most commonly rely on spin-echo signals with large flip angles. Therefore,
long repetition times are necessary to prevent tissue-heating effects. Long
repetition times can be a speed limiting factor for SMS acquisitions at 7 T
using energy-consuming MB pulses [Eichner et al., 2012].
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8.3 High-Resolution dMRI at 7 Tesla
In vivo dMRI of the human brain was recently acquired with nominal isotropic
sub-millimeter resolutions at 7 T. This was accomplished by a combination of
outer-volume suppression and parallel imaging, given the name Zoomed Par-
tial Parallel Acquisition (ZOOPPA) [Heidemann et al., 2012a]. The basic
Figure 8.2 ZOOPPA In-Plane Acceleration: Accelerated oil-phantom acqui-
sitions for full FoV (A) and reduced FoV (B). High in-plane acceleration factors
from pMRI on its own can result in high g-factor noise amplification (C). In
contrast, the ZOOPPA combination of outer-volume suppression and GRAPPA
in-plane acceleration results in low g-factor penalty on SNR (D). A second bene-
fit of ZOOPPA concerns the reduced artifact level for similar acceleration factors
(compare white box in (B) with (A)). Outer-volume suppression can introduce
image artifacts if the OVS pulse fails to completely suppress the image signal. This
can result in residual aliasing of the suppressed image volume. Reprint from [Hei-
demann et al., 2012a].
principle underlying ZOOPPA is to accelerate EPI acquisitions by reduc-
ing the FoV in PE direction. Nyquist signal aliasing from tissue outside
of the encoded volume is suppressed using a non-symmetric skewed outer-
volume suppression (OVS) RF pulse, which is played out before signal ex-
citation [Pfeuffer et al., 2002]. Within the reduced FoV, parallel-imaging
methods can be employed to further accelerate the EPI acquisition. The
total ZOOPPA in-plane acceleration factor, R, is the product of the inverse
FoV reduction, RZOOM, and parallel imaging acceleration, RPPA [Heidemann
et al., 2012a]. ZOOPPA enables a significant increase of the total in-plane
acceleration without using only parallel imaging strategies. ZOOPPA can be
understood as a trade off between g-factor and FoV. This enables dMRI ac-
quisitions with high acceleration factors, R, and with a significantly reduced
g-factor penalty compared to parallel imaging on its own. A second benefit
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of ZOOPPA in-plane acceleration is the reduced image artifact level at high
acceleration factors (see Figure 8.2).
One general drawback of dMRI acquisitions with high nominal isotropic reso-
lution is that many slices (≈ 100) are required to cover reasonably large parts
of the brain. Consequently, long acquisition times (TAs) of one hour or more
are necessary to record sufficient numbers of slices and averages [Heidemann
et al., 2012a].
A promising approach to reduce TA is to acquire multiple slices simultane-
ously and to unfold these slices using parallel imaging methods [Larkman
et al., 2001, Setsompop et al., 2012c]. This approach has already been suc-
cessfully applied to dMRI using EPI at B0 = 3T [Setsompop et al., 2012b].
However, at high field strengths increased energy consumption of convention-
ally employed MB pulses prevents an accelerated combination of ZOOPPA
and SMS given that introduced cooling pauses prevent a reduction of the
repetition times. Durations of dMRI acquisitions at 3 Tesla were previ-
ously accelerated by a factor of three. In contrast, recent experiments at
7 T field strength showed a possible time acceleration of only 1.3, even for
MB = 3 [Eichner et al., 2012]. Therefore, increased energy transmission of
MB pulses at 7 Tesla slows down previously accelerated SMS acquisitions.
In this study, low energy PINS pulses are employed to beneficially combine
ZOOPPA with blipped-CAIPI SMS to enable dMRI data acquisitions with
high isotropic resolutions at 7 Tesla in significantly reduced scan times.
8.4 Experimental Methods
8.4.1 Hardware and Sequence Programming
Three healthy subjects were examined and informed consent was obtained
prior to each study. Two subjects were scanned on a 7 T and one subject
was scanned on a 3 T whole-body MR scanner (Siemens Healthcare Sector,
Erlangen, Germany). The 7 T MRI system was equipped with a 32-element
phased-array head coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, MA) and a gradient sys-
tem with a maximum amplitude of 70mT/m and a slew rate of 200T/m/s.
The 3 T MRI system was equipped with a 32-element phased-array head coil
(Siemens Healthcare Sector) and a gradient system with a maximum ampli-
tude of 45mT/m and a slew rate of 200T/m/s.
A Stejskal-Tanner [Stejskal and Tanner, 1965] diffusion-weighted EPI se-
quence was modified to employ ZOOPPA [Heidemann et al., 2012a, Hei-
demann et al., 2012b] and blipped-CAIPI [Setsompop et al., 2012c]. A
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Figure 8.3 Slice-Accelerated SMS Pulse Sequence: Schematic depiction of
employed diffusion-weighted spin-echo pulse sequence with MB excitation, PINS
refocusing, blipped-CAIPI readout and a skewed RF Pulse for outer-volume sup-
pression. Fat suppression was achieved using a gradient-reversal approach.
schematic representation of the employed pulse sequence is depicted in Figure
8.3.
8.4.2 RF Pulses
The θ = 180◦ refocusing pulse is responsible for the majority of the energy
deposition of a diffusion-weighted EPI sequence. In SMS imaging, the RF
power deposition of MB pulses increases with the number of simultaneously
excited slices. The high energy transmission of 180◦ MB RF pulses requires
the use of long TRs to stay below the physiological SAR limits. In order to
reduce SAR, a 180◦ PINS RF pulse [Norris et al., 2011] was used for refocus-
ing.
The SLR algorithm [Pauly et al., 1991] was used to calculate the θ = 90◦ MB
excitation pulse in combination with VERSE [Conolly et al., 1988] in order
to reduce its peak RF voltage and energy transmission.
The combination of MB and PINS pulses enables simultaneous acquisitions
of multiple slices within a desired range along any given slice-encoding di-
rection. In this context, MB pulses excite specified numbers of slices within
the desired range, while the PINS refocusing pulses affect both slices in and
outside the range. The non-excited slices outside the range are only inverted
by the PINS pulse and do not contribute to the overall signal.
In contrast, if PINS pulses are used for both excitation and refocusing, slice
excitation needs to be constrained in a different manner. For instance, this
can be done by choosing slice orientations, where the tissue boundaries de-
termine the number of excited slices (sagittal or coronal acquisitions) [Koop-
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mans et al., 2012]. The combination of MB excitation and PINS refocusing
pulses enables a direct specification of any number of slices and SMS factors
in any desired orientation.
The slice-GRAPPA reconstruction of blipped-CAIPI [Setsompop et al., 2012c,
Setsompop and Wald, 2012, Cauley et al., 2014a] requires acquisitions of
single-slice ACS training data. ACS data need to be acquired using single-
slice RF pulses with similar off-resonance behavior as the employed PINS/MB
pulses. This ensures that the ACS data have the same z-locations and cor-
responding coil sensitivities as the imaging slices of the SMS data.
If only MB pulses are employed, the off-resonance behaviors of the calibra-
tion data and SMS pulses can be easily matched because both pulse types
use the same BWTP and gradient waveform. This approach is not appli-
cable for PINS pulses because equivalent single-slice excitations do not ex-
ist. Therefore, single-slice ACS pulses were manually matched to resemble
similar off-resonance behaviors as the employed PINS pulses. Matching off-
resonance behavior of both pulse types was performed employing numerical
Bloch-simulations.
8.4.3 Fat Suppression
Fat suppression was achieved using two different strategies. For the acquisi-
tion at 3 T, the off-resonant fat signal was suppressed by applying a spectral
saturation pulse [Geen and Freeman, 1991,Haase et al., 1985].
At 7 T, this technique does not work reliably due to inhomogeneities of the
excitation field. Furthermore, an additional spectral saturation pulse would
increase the energy transmission. Thus, a gradient-reversal approach [Eich-
ner et al., 2011, Nagy and Weiskopf, 2008, Volk et al., 1987] was employed
for fat suppression at 7 T. This was achieved by reversing the gradient po-
larity of the PINS pulse in comparison to the MB pulse. As a result, the
excited and the refocused slices for fat and water are shifted in different di-
rections. Consequently, the off-resonant fat signal is not refocused and does
not contribute to the overall signal.
8.4.4 ZOOPPA In-Plane Acceleration
The ZOOPPA approach was used to achieve increased in-plane acceleration
for dMRI. The overall acceleration is the product of the acceleration, R, due
to the reduced field of view (RZOOM) and the parallel imaging acceleration,
RPPA [Heidemann et al., 2012a]. Since ZOOPPA outer-volume suppression is
not accompanied by a significant g-factor penalty (g ≈ 1), it holds potential
to considerably increase the SNR compared to parallel imaging on its own.
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8.4.5 Diffusion Data Acquisition
Four repetitions of diffusion-weighted images with 99 slices and nominal
isotropic resolutions3 of 1 mm (7 T), 1.2 mm (7 T), and 1.5 mm (3 T) were
acquired in vivo with 60 diffusion directions, a b-value of b = 1000 s/mm2
and seven interspersed b = 0 images (see Table 8.1 for imaging parameters).
Table 8.1 Diffusion-Weighted Protocols with and without Blipped-
CAIPI Slice-Acceleration: 99 slices, 60 diffusion directions, b = 1000s/mm2
with different MultiBand factors, MB, and in-plane acceleration factors, R. TA
is given for the duration of only one average. The slightly increased TR for the
1.2mm isotropic acquisition is due to a higher energy deposition of the 1.2mm MB
excitation pulse. All data were acquired with partial fourier 6/8. Note: shorter
TE at 7 T was achieved due to a stronger gradient system.
Nominal
Isotropic
Resolution 1 mm 1 mm 1.2 mm 1.5 mm
TR (ms) 13600 5000 5000 6000
TE (ms) 68 64 64 82
MB 1 3 3 3
RPPA×RZOOM 2×1.4 = 2.8 2×1.5 = 3 2×1.5 = 3 2×1 = 2
FoV (mm) 180×125×99 180×120×99 180×125×118.8 190×190×148.5
TA (min) 15:52 6:15 6:50 7:56
8.4.6 Diffusion Data Processing
Diffusion data pre-processing was carried out using the LIPSIA software
package4, including correction for motion and eddy currents followed by an
image restoration procedure [Lohmann et al., 2010]. Constrained Spherical
Deconvolution [Tournier et al., 2008] of the data was performed using the
software package MRtrix5 [Calamante et al., 2011] to generate fiber ODFs.
Finally, whole-brain deterministic streamline tracking was carried out for 105
fibers.
3In this thesis, an isotropic resolution of n mm refers to a nominal resolution of n×n×n
mm3.
4Lipsia, http://www.cbs.mpg.de/institute/software/lipsia/.
5MRtrix, http://www.nitrc.org/projects/mrtrix/.
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8.4.7 RF Energy Calculations
RF energy deposition was compared between MB and PINS excitation pulses.
A set of PINS and MB pulses for slice thicknesses of d = 1.5mm and
BWTP = 2 was computed for a range of MB-factorsMB = (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8).
MB pulses were computed with V ERSE = 2 and without VERSE. The
waveform calculation was based on a standard Sinc waveform for both pulse
types. The chosen SMS excitation configuration influences the shape and
duration of PINS pulses. To provide a fair comparison of energy deposition,
the durations of the MB pulses were matched to the durations of the PINS
pulses by adjusting the MB gradient strengths. RF energies were calculated
as the sum of the square RF waveforms over time and normalized to the
highest calculated energy transmission.
8.4.8 Signal-to-Noise Analysis
An SNR analysis was performed using 100 time points of b0-images, which
were acquired with an isotropic nominal resolution of 1.5mm at 3 T. A head-
shaped water-filled phantom with an internal structure was used for the
acquisition. Following imaging parameters were employed: TR = 10000ms,
TE = 45ms, FoV = 200mm, GRAPPA in-plane acceleration R = 2, partial-
Fourier PF = 6/8. SNR-maps were computed for MB = 1 and MB = 3
with and without ZOOPPA. ZOOPPA was employed using a 60% FoV and
a constant TE = 45ms to observe the influence of OVS on image noise with
constant signal. The MB = 3 acquisition was further examined by analyzing
the influence of PINS refocusing and gradient-reversal on retained SNR.
SNR maps of each acquisition were calculated using Mathworks Matlab 7.10.
In a further processing step, the SNR maps were co-registered using FSL
FLIRT to ensure accurate voxel-wise estimation of SNR ratios. Retained
SNR was calculated by dividing the SNR of SMS acquisitions by the SNR of
acquisitions without slice-acceleration.
8.5 Results
8.5.1 Diffusion Reconstruction
Table 8.1 lists the imaging parameters of the different acquisitions. The first
two columns allow direct comparisons of acquisitions with and without SMS.
Blipped-CAIPI (shown in columns 2-4) significantly reduced TA by a factor
of 2.5 compared to conventional acquisitions without slice-acceleration.
Figure 8.4 shows that a combination of blipped-CAIPI and PINS pulses yields
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good results at 1.5 mm nominal isotropic resolution at 3 Tesla. At this field
strength, lower in-plane accelerations are sufficient compared to 7 T. There-
fore, it is not necessary to use ZOOPPA (i.e., no outer-volume suppression)
to achieve the desired in-plane acceleration.
An example of the acquired diffusion-weighted data of a specific single
direction without any further processing is shown in Figure 8.5. These data
were acquired at 7 T with a nominal isotropic resolution of 1.2 mm and a
diffusion-weighting of b = 1000 s/mm2. Figure 8.6 shows axial and coronal
views of the reconstructed fiber tracks at 7 Tesla with the imaging parameters
Figure 8.4 Diffusion Fiber Tracking Results at 3 T: Fiber tracking results
with 1.5 mm nominal isotropic resolution of whole-brain dMRI data at 3 T. At
this field strength, it is not necessary to employ ZOOPPA OVS as distortions and
T2 decay effects are lower. The color-coding for estimated fiber directions in this
thesis is red (left-right), green (anterior-posterior) and blue (superior-inferior).
Figure 8.5 Unprocessed 7 Tesla dMRI Data: Subset of diffusion-weighted
data after parallel image reconstruction, without averaging and before further
post-processing steps with an isotropic resolution of 1.2mm and b = 1000s/mm2
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of column 2 in Table 1. These data were acquired with a nominal isotropic
resolution of 1 mm. A 5 mm slab of reconstructed fibers is superimposed on
a gray scale b = 0 image. This protocol employs a slice-acceleration MB = 3
and an in-plane acceleration R = 2× 1.5 = 3.
Figure 8.6 Fiber Tracking Results at 7 T: Streamline fiber tracking of 100.000
fibers (5mm slab) of coronal (left) and axial (right) brain slices: Four times av-
eraged 7 T dMRI data with 1mm isotropic resolution and 60 diffusion directions
with b = 1000s/mm2. (Identical color-coding as in Figure 8.4.)
Figure 8.7 Energy Transmission for PINS and MB RF Pulses: A compar-
ison of calculated relative energy transmission is provided for multiple MB-factors.
Please note that the energy is depicted in arbitrary units, relative to the pulse with
the highest transmission.
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8.5.2 RF Energy Calculations
Figure 8.7 shows a comparison between energy depositions of PINS and MB
pulses for different SMS factors. The energy values are depicted on a nor-
malized scale, relative to the RF pulse with the highest energy. Both RF
pulse types show an energy growth with the employed SMS factor. The en-
ergy of PINS pulses shows a linear dependency on the MB-factor. Both MB
pulses, with and without VERSE, exhibit a nonlinear dependency of energy
on slice-acceleration that grows more rapidly with the employed MB-factor.
8.5.3 Signal-to-Noise Analysis
Figure 8.8 Retained SNR for SMS dMRI Acquisitions: (A) The retained
SNR map resembles the expected results at 3 Tesla [Setsompop et al., 2012b]. (B)
The retained SNR distribution forMB = 3 reveals 85% retention for SMS. (C) Ad-
ditional application of PINS refocusing and gradient-reversal increases the retained
SNR to 91%. (D) Application of ZOOPPA with 60% FoVPE yields a retained SNR
of 63% compared to a non-zoomed measurement without slice-acceleration. The
retained SNR in histograms (B-D) was defined as the mode of each SNR distri-
bution.
The SNR analysis (Figure 8.8 A-D) revealed similar g-factor amplifica-
tions for MB=3 acquisitions, as previously reported at 3 T (Setsompop et al.,
2012b). The retained SNR was defined as the mode of each SNR distribu-
tion seen in histograms B-D. Figure 8.8 B shows the retained SNR histogram
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for the MB = 3 acquisition. The retained SNR of this acquisition equaled
85%. An additional application of PINS refocusing and gradient-reversal
fat-suppression increased this value to a retained SNR of 91.6% (see Figure
8.8C). Employing ZOOPPA with 60% FoV increased the effective in-plane
acceleration from R = 2 to R = 2× (1/0.6 = 3.33), yielding a retained SNR
of 63% compared to an MB = 1 acquisition (see Figure 8.8D).
A reduced FoV of 60% enabled a possible TE reduction by 6 ms to TE =
39ms. However, the retained SNR histogram in Figure D was calculated
based on data with a constant TE = 45ms. Assuming a white matter
T2 ≈ 70ms at 3 T [Whittall et al., 1997], a reduced TE=39 would fur-
ther increase the MRI signal by 9%6. Furthermore, PINS refocusing resulted
in an SNR increase by approximately 7% (Figure 8.8B). If both factors, re-
duced SNR and PINS refocusing, are taken into account, the retained SNR of
ZOOPPA SMS would increase to 74.1%, compared to a non-zoomed MB = 1
acquisition.
8.6 Discussion and Conclusion
High nominal isotropic resolutions are crucial to study complex and con-
volved structures such as the human brain with in vivo dMRI. To achieve
high resolutions for dMRI, time-consuming acquisitions of multiple repeti-
tions are necessary [Heidemann et al., 2012a]. Furthermore, large numbers
of thin slices have to be acquired, which inherently increases the TR of acqui-
sitions. Both effects result in long scan times. In this context, dMRI sessions
of about an hour have been reported [Heidemann et al., 2012a]. In the cur-
rent work, slice-accelerated imaging was implemented for dMRI acquisitions
at 7 Tesla to rapidly acquire high-resolution diffusion-weighted imaging data.
EPI sequences, as used for dMRI acquisitions, suffer from strong distortion
artifacts, image blurring and signal loss at 7 Tesla. To address these issues,
high in-plane acceleration factors, R, are used to rapidly read out k-space.
ZOOPPA [Heidemann et al., 2012a,Heidemann et al., 2012b] was employed
to achieve high in-plane acceleration without significant g-factor penalty. The
basic principle underlying ZOOPPA is to employ outer-volume suppression
to enable the acquisition of a reduced FoV in PE direction. However, the
improved quality of ZOOPPA images comes at the cost of reduced brain cov-
6Please note that no reliable T2 values of in vivo white matter are published for 7 Tesla.
The published values of white matter T2 generally vary between studies and within the
brain. In vivo white matter T2 values at 7 Tesla generally range between ≈ 40ms and
60ms and are therefore significantly smaller than at 3T [Cox and Gowland, 2010, Heule
et al., 2014].
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erage.
In this work, blipped-CAIPI SMS [Setsompop et al., 2012b] was used to re-
duce acquisition times. Given that parallel SMS imaging can result in high
g-factor penalty if employed in conjunction with strong in-plane accelera-
tion, ZOOPPA was employed to reduce g-factor noise penalty of the in-plane
acceleration. Blipped-CAIPI is a highly suitable slice-acceleration approach
for dMRI at 7 T as it has some remarkable benefits compared to other SMS
methods. For example, the original SMS approach proposed by Larkman
et al. [Larkman et al., 2001], which was later also applied for EPI [Moeller
et al., 2009], does not employ controlled aliasing. The resulting high g-factor
penalty of this original approach, therefore, results in significantly reduced
SNR compared to blipped-CAIPI. In contrast, the SER method for SMS
imaging [Feinberg et al., 2002, Feinberg et al., 2010, Reese et al., 2009] does
not suffer from high additional g-factor penalty. However, the underlying
principle of SER requires reading out multiple echoes, which prolongs the
EPI readout duration. This can result in additional blurring and signal loss,
especially at 7 T.
Setsompop et al. (2012) showed that blipped-CAIPI SMS has great potential
for dMRI at 3 T [Setsompop et al., 2012b]. However, due to SAR constraints
at higher field strengths, this method cannot be directly used at 7 T. If
commonly employed MB pulses are used for spin-echo refocusing, repetition
times of TR > 11, 000ms are necessary for dMRI at 7 T [Eichner et al., 2012].
In other words, there is no significant speed advantage if only conventional
MB RF pulses are used for spin-echo diffusion acquisitions at 7 T. This issue
becomes even more severe for higher MB-factors since energy transmissions
of MB RF pulses increase with the number of excited slices. To take full
advantage of blipped-CAIPI SMS at 7 T, low energy PINS refocusing pulses
were employed in conjunction with MB excitation pulses. Applying only
VERSE [Conolly et al., 1988] does not result in sufficient energy reductions
at 7 T. This is due to a variety of reasons, such as the limited amount of time
for the RF pulse in a sequence. Furthermore, VERSE slice profiles gener-
ally degrade severely at off-resonant frequencies. For larger VERSE factors,
the slice gradient strength can become very small, making this problem even
more severe, especially at high field strengths.
Energy transmissions of PINS and MB pulses with and without VERSE
were compared for multiple MB-factors. The results show increasing energy
depositions for growing MB-factors (see Figure 8.7). MB pulses display sig-
nificantly higher energy depositions for all employed MB-factors compared
to PINS pulses.
The energy transmission of PINS pulses might be considered to be inde-
pendent of the excited number of slices. However, Figure 8.7 shows that in
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practice the energy deposition of PINS pulses increases linearly with the em-
ployed SMS factor. This is due to a decreasing duration of PINS pulses for
growing SMS factors for constant volume coverages. Consequently, the power
deposition of PINS pulses grows linearly with increasing SMS factors [Norris
et al., 2011].
MB pulses with matched BWTP and duration show a rather quadratic energy
dependency on the employed MB-factors. This arises from an intrinsically
growing energy deposition due to pulse shortening and an additional linear
growth of energy deposition with increasing SMS factors. Obviously, there
is a significant difference in energy transmission of PINS and MB pulses for
SMS factors larger than two. Additional simulations reveal that PINS and
MB pulses with a higher BWTP show a similar pattern for growing MB-
factors.
The spatial distribution of RF power deposition only depends on the electro-
magnetic field and the excitation coil geometry. The periodic slice excitation
of PINS pulses is a direct result of their excitation k-space trajectory (see
Section 4.1). Consequently, a larger spatial coverage of slices does not nec-
essarily imply a larger energy deposition [Norris et al., 2011]. However, the
RF shapes of PINS pulses come at the cost of a periodic and, thus, infinite
series of slice excitations. If only PINS pulses are used, the number of slice
excitations can only be defined by choosing an acquisition plane that limits
the number of slices by the tissue borders. Due to the combination of MB
and PINS excitation, this periodic slice excitation was circumvented.
Since SAR is significantly lower at 3 T, it is possible to obtain similar slice-
accelerations without using PINS pulses [Setsompop et al., 2012b]. However,
larger SMS factors result in higher energy depositions. This might also be-
come a speed-limiting factor for spin-echo sequences at field strengths lower
than 7 Tesla. Thus, combining MB and PINS pulses should also help to
address upcoming SAR problems for highly accelerated SMS imaging at 3
Tesla.
To ensure that there is no substantial drop in image quality, a stepwise
SNR analysis was performed for the implemented features of the sequence
(i.e., SMS, PINS pulses, ZOOPPA OVS). The results of this analysis demon-
strated that a combination of ZOOPPA and blipped-CAIPI does not result
in a significant SNR drop (see Figure 8.8). The non-zoomed MB=3 sequence
resulted in a retained SNR of 85% compared with MB = 1. A slight increase
of retained SNR is observed when PINS pulses are used for refocusing, which
results from a higher signal due to a broader slice profile.
Figure 8.8 shows that ZOOPPA provides retained SNR of 63.2% compared to
an MB = 1 acquisition without additional outer-volume suppression. This
reduced SNR is due to an additional in-plane acceleration of R = 1/0.6 ≈ 1.6,
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which decreases retained SNR to
√
0.6× 85% = 65.9% due to reduced num-
bers of sampling points. The additional SNR reduction by 2.7% arises from
a slightly increased g-factor penalty resulting from the reduced FoV. The
smaller FoV causes aliasing voxels to be closer in image space, which results
in slightly increased noise amplification. However, the reduced FoV enables
acquisitions with shortened echo times, TE. If both a reduction in TE and
an application of PINS pulses are taken into account, a retained SNR of
74.1% was obtained for the MB = 3 acquisition with ZOOPPA compared to
a non-zoomed acquisition with MB = 1.
The reduced TA for MB = 3 increases the temporal SNR by a factor of√
2.5 to 117% of the MB = 1 acquisition without outer-volume suppression.
Therefore, SNR reductions of ZOOPPA were offset by gains of temporal ef-
ficiency whilst retaining significantly reduced image distortions. Please note
that these SNR evaluations were performed at 3 T. Higher variations in coil
sensitivities and shorter T2 values at 7 T entail less noise amplification and
higher signal gain from TE reduction [Setsompop et al., 2012b]. Both factors
should enable even better performances of temporal SNR at 7 T.
By combining ZOOPPA and blipped-CAIPI, dMRI datasets with 1 mm
isotropic resolutions and 60 diffusion directions can be acquired in a sig-
nificantly reduced TA of ≈ 6 min compared to TA of ≈ 16 min in previous
studies [Heidemann et al., 2012a]. The recorded data show sufficient SNR to
resolve neural fiber crossings [Calamante et al., 2011].
In summary, acquisitions of dMRI data with high nominal isotropic resolu-
tions are feasible at 7 T by using strong in-plane accelerations. However, such
acquisitions can be time-consuming since multiple repetitions are necessary
for signal averaging. In the current work, blipped-CAIPI slice-acceleration
was employed to increase the temporal efficiency of dMRI at 7 Tesla. This
allows acquiring higher numbers of repetitions in a significantly reduced time.
ZOOPPA was employed to prevent high noise amplification from combined
slice-acceleration and in-plane acceleration.
Acquisitions of slice-accelerated spin-echo dMRI data are limited by RF en-
ergy depositions of commonly employed MB refocusing pulses. Recently
introduced low energy PINS pulses were used to replace MB pulses for re-
focusing purposes to generate spin-echoes. A combination of MB excitation
and PINS refocusing enables using PINS pulses in any desired slice direc-
tion. This circumvents the common problem of periodic slice selection of
PINS pulses that was previously reported [Koopmans et al., 2012, Norris
et al., 2011, Norris et al., 2014]. The combination of ZOOPPA OVS with
PINS refocusing and blipped-CAIPI enables slice-accelerated acquisitions of
high-resolution dMRI data at 7 Tesla.
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Chapter 9
Low Energy SMS RF Pulses
The previous chapter showed that PINS pulses enable SMS imaging with
high flip-angles, even at 7 Tesla. However, growing MB-factors and faster
acquisitions result in increases of RF energy transmission - a limiting factor
for highly slice-accelerated MRI. Therefore, novel excitation strategies are
necessary to enable stronger slice-accelerations. This chapter describes the
development of a novel RF waveform for low energy SMS excitation. The
results presented in this chapter are based on an previous publication [Eichner
et al., 2014c].
9.1 Introduction
The first step of SMS imaging is a simultaneous excitation of multiple imag-
ing slices. The conventional way of creating such excitations patterns is to
sum up several single-slice RF pulses with different phase slopes. However,
a side effect of this summation is a linear growth of both transmitted energy
and peak RF amplitude with the number of simultaneously excited slices.
This increase in energy and peak RF amplitude limits full usability of MB
pulses, particularly for spin-echo based dMRI acquisitions at 7 T [Eichner
et al., 2012].
Recently, Norris et al. (2011) introduced an RF pulse for periodic slice ex-
citation of multiple slices, also known as Power Independent of Number of
Slices (PINS) [Norris et al., 2011,Koopmans et al., 2013]. PINS pulses gen-
erate a periodic excitation pattern by constant undersampling of single-slice
RF pulses. In contrast to MultiBand pulses, the RF energy of PINS pulses
is independent of the total number of excited slices. This distinct feature
makes PINS pulses interesting for 7 T applications, where SAR constraints
can limit the application of SMS technology.
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PINS pulses do not have a continuous RF and gradient waveform, but consist
of alternating rectangular sub-pulses and gradient blips (see Figure 9.1). Pe-
riodic PINS excitation has been successfully used to enable slice-accelerated
spin-echo functional MRI [Koopmans et al., 2012], high-resolution diffusion
MRI [Eichner et al., 2014b], magnetization inversion [Koopmans et al., 2013]
and turbo spin-echo (TSE) [Norris et al., 2014] at 7 Tesla.
Even though PINS pulses effectively enable slice-acceleration at high mag-
Figure 9.1 MultiBand, PINS and MultiPINS RF Pulses: Comparing PINS
excitation (A,F) and MB excitation (B,G). Different gradient shapes of PINS and
MB pulses result in altered k-space trajectories. (C) The same range of k-space
is covered if BWTP and slice thickness of both pulses are similar. (D) The MB
RF waveform can be reshaped to follow the gradient course of the PINS pulse
without changing its excitation profile. PINS and reshaped MB are played out
at different time points. (E) Therefore, it is possible to mix both waveforms
to form a MultiPINS pulse. (H) The resulting excitation profile shows a partly
excited periodic PINS excitation profile. The added MB component results in a
full excitation of the desired slice range for a specific MB-factor.
netic field strengths, there are some drawbacks related to this method. In
particular, the segregation of PINS pulses into distinct time-bands, contain-
ing either rectangular RF sub-pulses or non-constant gradient blips, prevents
a fast traversal of excitation k-space [Pauly et al., 1989]. Due to physiological
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gradient slew rate limitations, gradient blips cannot be accelerated signifi-
cantly. This results in a slow excitation k-space traversal with high sensitivity
to slice profile shifts due to off-resonance effects.
One option to speed up PINS pulses is to shorten their RF sub-pulses, which
results in a large increase of RF amplitude. However, the pulse amplitude
is restricted by both the RF amplifier and SAR limitations and, thus, limits
the feasibility of shortening RF sub-pulses.
The current study offers a solution to this problem by showing that PINS and
MB pulses can beneficially be combined to generate a hybrid RF pulse, which
is termed MultiPINS. This new pulse has features of both MB and PINS ex-
citation. The excitation pattern of MultiPINS pulses remains unchanged for
any desired MB-factor compared to MB or PINS excitation. By optimizing
the mixing-ratio between PINS and MB pulses, energy transmission of the
excitation can be minimized. With reduced energy transmission and lowered
RF peak amplitude, the pulse duration can be shortened without exceeding
SAR limits. Consequently, off-resonant effects on the excited slice profile are
reduced.
Bloch-simulations and energy calculations were employed to demonstrate the
advantages of MultiPINS, compared to general PINS and MB excitation.
Furthermore, a MultiPINS refocusing pulse was employed for a whole-brain
in vivo acquisition of high spatial and angular resolution dMRI at 7 T, using
blipped-CAIPI SMS [Setsompop et al., 2012c] in just 3 min.
9.2 Theory
9.2.1 When is PINS Excitation Useful?
PINS RF pulses generate periodic slice excitations, which are only limited
by the dimensions of the skull [Norris et al., 2011]. Therefore, RF energy of
PINS pulses is theoretically not dependent on the employed MB-factor. How-
ever, shortened durations of PINS pulses result in growing RF energy with
increasing MB-factors for constant imaging volumes [Eichner et al., 2014b].
To investigate when the use of PINS pulses is beneficial, it is necessary to
analyze their timely composition.
PINS pulses replace the constant gradient of standard slice-selective RF
pulses with a train of gradient blips, each with duration, TG. Thus, PINS
pulses are generally longer in duration, compared to MB and single-slice RF
pulses. A conversion from a single-slice RF pulse to a PINS pulse with iden-
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tical BWTP and sub-pulse duration, TRF, induces a duration lengthening, L,
that depends on the ratio between TRF and TG.
L =
TRF + TG
TRF
(9.1)
If the transition from single-slice to PINS pulse comes with, e.g., a two-fold
increase in pulse duration (L = 2), a lengthened single-slice RF pulse with
identical duration, T , and BWTP would contain 50% of its original energy
transmission. Therefore, a lengthened single-slice RF pulse with MB = 2
would have the same energy as an equivalent PINS pulse. In this case, the
choice of PINS over MB pulses will be beneficial for MB-factors larger than
two. To provide a precise definition of L, an additional factor is added to
equation 9.1 to account for the fact that PINS pulses possess one less gradient
blip than RF sub-pulses, NRF.
L =
NRF − 1
NRF
TRF + TG
TRF
(9.2)
General energy efficiency, Eff, for using PINS instead of MB pulses with a
given MB-factor can be calculated according to the following equation.
Eff =
MB
L
(9.3)
This formula, which provides the inverse of PINS power compared to MB
power, yields a measure about which pulse type to use for a given MB-
factor. Since this equation provides relative RF power information, it can be
combined with further knowledge about energy relations between different
pulses. Generally, if Eff > 1, the usage of PINS over MB pulses is beneficial
for a given MB-factor.
Because TG of PINS pulses varies for different inter-slice distances (see equa-
tion 9.1), the energy efficiency factor depends on each multislice acquisition
and should, therefore, be evaluated separately for each application.
9.2.2 MultiPINS: Combining MB and PINS Pulses
PINS gradient blips, which are played between RF sub-pulses, form a modu-
lated linear trajectory in excitation k-space (see Figure 9.1C). According to
equation 9.4, PINS and MB pulses with identical BWTP and slice thickness,
d, navigate the same distance along kz.
kz,tot =
BWTP
d
(9.4)
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In this equation, kz,tot represents the total amount of k-space coverage (see
Figure 9.1C). Because both pulses cover the same gradient moment, one can
transform the RF waveform of the MB pulse into the RF waveform of the
PINS pulse.
RFMB(kz,MB)
VERSE−−−−→ RFMB(kz,PINS) (9.5)
This transformation can be performed using a modified VERSE algorithm
[Conolly et al., 1988], which involves interpolation of RFMB and scaling of
RF with the gradient strength. The resulting RF pulse (see Figure 9.1D)
follows the gradient waveform of a PINS pulse. In a MultiPINS pulse, the
transformed MB waveform is played out during the gradient blips, while
the PINS RF waveform is played out in between the gradient blips. As
shown in Figure 9.1E, MultiPINS pulses consist of MB and PINS pulses at
a specific mixing-ratio, M . The combined pulse owns features of both MB
and PINS excitation. The resulting slice profile of this pulse combination is
shown in Figure 9.1H. The PINS part of the combined pulse creates a slice
excitation at periodic locations, whereas the MB part affects only a specific
number of slices at chosen locations. Therefore, the interaction of both pulse
parts creates a fully excited slice profile at the desired locations and partially
excited slices at periodic locations outside the regions of interest.
Both the PINS and the reshaped MB pulse follow the same kz trajectory,
but their energy is deposited at different points in excitation k-space. The
energy deposition of the MB pulse does not follow a perfectly linear slope,
but rather a linear slope with minor sinusoidal modifications. This could
potentially lead to slice profile distortions that differ between MB and PINS
components of the MultiPINS pulse at offset frequencies. However, as will
be shown in my simulations, this is generally not an issue because energy
deposition trajectories of the excitations are only marginally different.
A MultiPINS pulse with a scalar mixing-ratio, M , between PINS and MB
pulses is represented as:
RFMultiPINS = MRFMB + (1−M)RFPINS (9.6)
By using the gradient blips as additional time points for excitation, the to-
tal RF energy transmission of the pulse is spread out over the total pulse
duration. Since the energy of an RF pulse depends on its square ampli-
tude, a more spread out waveform results in a lower specific absorption rate,
SAR. This is especially the case for MultiPINS pulses with long gradient
blips, resulting in large L values. With this additional parameter, the to-
tal energy transmission of a specific MultiPINS pulse is a two-dimensional
function, which is dependent on the sub-pulse duration and the mixing-ratio.
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9.3 Experimental Methods
Figure 9.2 Energy Transmission of MultiPINS RF Pulses: MultiPINS
mixing parameter, M , allows increased pulse energy control. (A) Normal PINS
pulse with short duration and high energy. (B) An increase of the RF sub-pulse
duration, TRF, yields reduced energy of PINS pulses but increases their duration.
(C) MultiPINS mixing allows reducing the RF energy without increasing the pulse
duration. (D) The energy of a specific MultiPINS excitation is represented by a
2D function of sub-pulse duration, TRF, and MB mixing-ratio, M . Bloch-simulated
pulses (i-iv) are highlighted in this figure. The relative energy transmission values
equal (i): 12.69%, (ii): 8.95%, (iii): 12.85%, and (iv): 22.22%, compared to the
maximum energy transmission.
9.3.1 Energy Calculations
For any given MultiPINS excitation, the sub-pulse duration, TRF, and mixing-
ratio, M , can be adjusted (see Figures 9.2A-C). As can be seen in Figure 9.2,
an increase of the mixing-ratio, M , of PINS pulses results in RF energy
transmission during the gradient blips. Therefore, the RF amplitude of the
generated MultiPINS pulse is reduced compared to the original PINS pulse,
without affecting its duration (see Figure 9.2C). The mixing-ratio, M , has
no influence on pulse duration but alters the RF voltage, which in turn in-
fluences power transmission.
To assess the behavior of energy transmission for a specific MB = 3 Mul-
tiPINS refocusing pulse, a two-dimensional energy matrix was calculated for
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Table 9.1 Overview of the PINS & MultiPINS Pulses Used for Bloch-simulations
and dMRI measurements. Parameters are the sub-pulse Duration (TRF), number
of sub-pulses (NRF), total duration (T ) and mixing-ratio (M).
Pulse TRF(µs) NRF T (ms) M Type
i 70 61 11.4 0 PINS
ii 70 61 11.4 0.3 MultiPINS
iii 40 61 9.4 0.4 MultiPINS
iv 40 61 9.4 0 MultiPINS
sub-pulse lengths TRF = 10 ms to TRF = 100 ms and for MB mixing-ratios
M = 0% (pure PINS) to M = 100% (pure MB). The remaining parameters
of the MultiPINS pulse were set to: NRF = 61, dPINS = 1.4 mm, DPINS = 35
mm, BWTPPINS = 2.5. The interslice-distance of D = 35mm yields a gradi-
ent blip duration TG = 110ms, assuming a gradient slew rate of 180mT/m/s.
The RF waveforms of the PINS/MultiPINS pulses were calculated using a
Shinnar-Le Roux (SLR) algorithm [Pauly et al., 1991] with Mathworks Mat-
lab 7.10. SLR waveforms were employed to improve slice profiles compared
to Sinc waveforms, which were originally implemented for PINS pulses [Nor-
ris et al., 2011].
A representation of relative energy transmission was calculated as the sum
of the square of the RF waveform and normalized to the maximum value.
This measure yields the relative variability of RF power within the calculated
parameter range. Energy efficiency of specific PINS/MultiPINS pulses was
assessed using equation 9.3 (see Table 9.1 for pulses). According to equation
9.3, energy efficiency calculations are only possible for pure PINS pulses.
Therefore, relative changes in energy between the different employed pulses
were included in the calculation.
The current study mainly focused on refocusing pulses for MB = 3. How-
ever, to provide a broader view on MultiPINS applicability, I evaluated the
optimal settings for MultiPINS pulses for a range of MB-factors. In or-
der to assure the comparability of energy transmissions between multiple
pulses, slice thickness d = 1.4 mm, BWTP = 2.5 and TRF = 40 ms of the
PINS/MultiPINS pulses were kept constant and the optimal mixing-ratio was
calculated for MB = (3, 5, 7, 9). Interslice-distances were adjusted to cover
a desired slice-range of ≈ 75 slices (FoV = 105 mm along the slice direction).
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9.3.2 Bloch-Simulations
Numerical Bloch-simulations were performed incorporating 0th and 1st or-
der B0 inhomogeneities to quantify sensitivity of MultiPINS/PINS pulses
to field inhomogeneities. The off-resonance behavior of PINS/MultiPINS
pulses (i-iv) as well as the off-resonance behavior of a MB and PINS pulse
with V ERSE = 2 (two-fold reduction of peak amplitude) was simulated at
B0 offset resonances, ranging from Ω = 0 Hz to Ω = 200 Hz. The four sim-
ulated PINS/MultiPINS pulses (i-iv) are depicted in the energy matrix in
Figure 9.2D and are summarized in Table 9.1. The additional V ERSE = 2
PINS pulse [Wu et al., 2002] was created by lengthening the duration of the
high amplitude RF sub-pulses to reduce their amplitude. Gradient blips were
not altered.
All pulses were matched in BWTP. The duration of the MB pulse and the
VERSED PINS pulse was matched to the duration of the MultiPINS pulse
(iii). To realize this condition for the V ERSE = 2 PINS pulse, TRF was
reduced from 40ms to 30ms to compensate for other lengthened sub-pulses.
The distortions of slice profiles at off-resonances was quantified using the
normalized root mean square error (RMSE) metric between the undistorted
profile and the simulated off-resonant profile. The bulk shift in slice position
at off-resonances was corrected for all frequencies before RMSE metric calcu-
lation. Note that the bulk shift is identical for all simulated pulses since they
were matched in duration (and hence in bulk speed of k-space traversal). For
further evaluation, the energy of the V ERSE = 2 PINS and MB pulse was
calculated and compared to the energy of the MultiPINS pulse (iii).
MultiPINS pulses are a superposition of two different RF waveforms. There-
fore, Bloch-simulations were used to evaluate the degree to which both com-
ponents are affected differently by constant background gradients. These
gradients of the B0 field can arise from eddy currents or shimming imperfec-
tions. Preferably, both MB and PINS components are identically affected so
that they add up constructively - even in the presence of background gradi-
ents.
The slice profiles of the PINS and MB components of the MultiPINS pulse
(iii) were separately simulated at different constant linear B0 background
gradients. The gradient strength was quantified in terms of the frequency
difference across a desired slice range of 10 cm (i.e., a background gradient
of 4.6× 10−3 mT/m creates a frequency difference of 20Hz over a FoV = 10
cm). The correlation between the pure PINS (M = 0) and the pure MB
profile (M = 1) was calculated as a measure of similarity between both ex-
citation components of the MultiPINS pulse (iii) under the influence of B0
gradients.
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Bloch-simulations were used to evaluate the sensitivity of PINS/MultiPINS
pulses to hardware-related gradient timing errors. Gradient timing errors
were evaluated within a range of 16µs. These computations were performed
for the MultiPINS pulse (iii), PINS pulse (iv) and a MB = 3 pulse with
V ERSE = 2. The duration and BWTP of all pulses were matched. To
quantify the profile distortion arising from gradient delays, the RMSE be-
tween the optimal and the distorted excitation was calculated.
Further Bloch-simulations were employed to assess slice-selection performance
of MultiPINS compared to PINS pulses. Simulations were performed for a
single refocused Stejskal-Tanner sequence [Stejskal and Tanner, 1965] with
MB = 3. Excitation was simulated with the following SLR MB pulse:
BWTPMB = 3, dMB = 1.4mm, DMB = 35mm, no VERSE, duration T =
2480ms. Refocusing was realized using pulses (i-iii). Different average slice-
selection gradient strengths were used for the excitation and refocusing pulses.
At UHF, this is a reliable low SAR technique for fat suppression [Ivanov et al.,
2010]. However, as a side effect, the desired water signal can drop in regions
of high susceptibility gradients. Therefore, the total off-resonant signal was
evaluated from -100Hz to 100Hz.
9.3.3 Qualitative Slice Measurements
Slice measurements were performed on a cylindrical water-filled phantom
using a 3 T whole-body MR scanner (MAGNETOM Tim Trio, Siemens
Healthcare Sector, Erlangen, Germany). A multi-shot spin-echo sequence
was modified to read slice direction using the following parameters: TR =
2000ms, TE = 45ms, isotropic in-plane resolution 0.6mm, dMB = 2.0mm,
BWTPMB = 3, dPINS = 1.4mm, D = 35mm. The PINS/MultiPINS pulses
(i-iii) were used for refocusing.
9.3.4 Human dMRI Measurements
Experiments were performed on a 7 T whole-body MR scanner (MAGNE-
TOM 7 T, Siemens Healthcare Sector, Erlangen, Germany). A custom-built
32-channel head coil was used for reception. The MRI scanner was equipped
with a gradient system, achieving a maximum amplitude of 70mT/m and
a slew rate of 200T/m/s. One healthy subject was examined and informed
consent was obtained prior to the study.
A Stejskal-Tanner diffusion-weighted EPI sequence was modified to use blipped-
CAIPI (see Figure 9.3A). Excitation was performed using an MB pulse. The
signal was refocused with the SLR MultiPINS pulse (iii) (see Figure 9.3B).
Pulse parameters were as follows: dMB = 1.4mm, D = 35mm, BWTPMB = 3,
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V ERSEMB = 0, TMB = 3.6ms, dMultiPINS = 1.4mm, NRF,MultiPINS = 61,
BWTPMultiPINS = 2.5, TRF = 40ms, TG = 110ms, TMultiPINS = 9.04ms,
MMultiPINS = 40%. Fat Suppression was achieved by using different pulse
lengths for excitation and refocusing. This prevents the fat signal from being
refocused, resulting in a suppression of the fat signal. This fat suppression
method results in very low energy deposition and is, therefore, suitable for
Figure 9.3 Diffusion MRI Sequence with MultiPINS Pulse: (A) Depiction
of the employed pulse sequence. Refocusing is performed with a MultiPINS pulse.
For SMS imaging with high SNR, a blipped-CAIPI EPI readout was used. (B)
An MB pulse excites a desired number of slices. The MultiPINS refocusing pulse
affects an infinite number of slices but only fully refocuses the desired slice range
that was defined by the MB pulse. Signal from other slices is spoiled by the
sequence and does not contribute to the signal.
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spin-echo imaging at 7 T [Ivanov et al., 2010].
One set of diffusion-weighted images with 75 slices and nominal isotropic res-
olutions of 1.4mm with TR = 3000ms and TE = 69ms was acquired for 60
diffusion directions with a b-value of b = 1000s/mm2 and 7 interspersed b0
images. Preprocessing was carried out using the standard FSL DTI pipeline,
involving correction for eddy-currents and motion with FSL eddy.
A structural MPRAGE scan with 1 mm nominal isotropic resolution was
acquired with the following parameters: TR = 5000ms, inversion time TI =
900ms, TE = 1.8ms. The processed DTI data were co-registered to this
structural scan using the software FreeSurfer1.
9.4 Results
9.4.1 Energy Calculations
The energy simulation results for MultiPINS pulses are shown in Figure 9.2D.
As expected, energy transmission is a quadratic function of the sub-pulse du-
ration, TRF. An increase of the mixing-ratio, M , reduces the total energy
transmission up to a minimum, which depends on the employed TRF. A
further increase of MB mixing-ratio, M , results in a growing energy trans-
mission up to a point where it exceeds the energy transmission for certain
PINS pulses.
Energy efficiency calculations of PINS/MultiPINS pulses (iiii) compared to
MB pulses yielded following values: Effi = 1.18, Effii = 1.87, Effiii = 1.61.
This corresponds to an energy reduction of 15% for the PINS pulse (i) and
47% for the MultiPINS pulse (ii) when compared with an MB pulse of the
same duration. MultiPINS pulse (iii) has a similar power transmission to
PINS pulse (i) but a shorter duration. In this study, PINS pulse (iv) with
a similar TRF = 40ms shows an energy efficiency of Effiv = 0.81 and would,
therefore, not be beneficial when compared with an MB pulse of the same
duration. Going from pure PINS (iv) with TRF = 40ms to MultiPINS (iii),
on the other hand, reduces energy transmission by 49%, allowing for such
short sub-pulses. The energy efficiency Effiii = 1.61 of MultiPINS pulse (iii)
corresponds to an energy reduction of 37% compared to an MB pulse of iden-
tical duration and BWTP.
Calculated maximum energy reduction values for different MB-factors are
summarized in Table 9.2. It can be observed that the total energy reduction
of MultiPINS pulses compared to PINS remains almost constant for growing
MB-factors, from 53% (MB=3) to 51% (MB=9).
1Freesurfer: http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/.
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Table 9.2 Possible Energy Reduction Arising from MultiPINS Compared to PINS
Pulse with d = 1.4mm, BWTP = 2.5 and TRF = 40ms for Different MB-
factors. The values in the table are the MB-factor, (MB), number of sub-pulses
(NRF), inter-slice distance (D), energy reduction from MultiPINS and the opti-
mum mixing-ratio (M).
MB NRF D (mm) Energy Reduction M
3 61 35.0 53% 0.5
5 37 21.0 52% 0.5
7 27 15.4 51% 0.5
9 21 11.2 51% 0.5
9.4.2 Bloch-Simulations and Slice Measurements
Figure 9.4 summarizes the results of the Bloch-simulations for the 0th and
1st order B0 inhomogeneities as well as the gradient timing errors. Figure
9.4A shows the distortions of slice profiles for PINS, MultiPINS, and MB
excitations from off-resonant B0 fields. It is evident that all PINS and Multi-
PINS pulses (i-iv) experience very similar amounts of low profile distortion.
The slice profile distortion at 100Hz off-resonance is RMSE = 0.06% for
PINS/MultiPINS pulses, RMSE = 0.7% for a PINS pulse with V ERSE = 2
and RMSE = 4.1% for a MB pulse with V ERSE = 2. This suggests that
the VERSE MB pulse exhibits distortions that are two orders of magnitude
higher than those of the PINS/MultiPINS pulse at Ω = 100 Hz off-resonance.
The evolution of slice profile distortions as a function of off-resonance for dif-
ferent pulse types is shown in Figure 9.4B. It is obvious, that while VERSE
introduces slice profile distortions for MB and PINS pulses, MultiPINS (no
VERSE) slice profiles remain undistorted within the simulated off-resonant
frequency range.
Energy calculations for the V ERSE = 2 PINS and MB pulses show that
the MultiPINS pulse (iii) achieves a 16.8% energy reduction compared to a
MB pulse with V ERSE = 2 and a 39.7% energy reduction compared to the
PINS pulse with V ERSE = 2.
Figure 9.4C shows the influence of constant background B0 field gradients
on MultiPINS pulses. The correlation between the PINS and MB component
of the MultiPINS pulse is very high (more than 99% over the whole simulated
range).
Figure 9.4D shows the simulation results for profile distortions due to gra-
dient timing errors. Pure PINS pulses experience the smallest amount of
distortion from gradient timing errors, specifically below 1% RMSE for the
whole simulated range. MultiPINS pulses appear to be more sensitive to
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gradient timing errors with RMSE ≈ 0.7% for ∆t = 6 µs. MB pulses with
VERSE show the highest sensitivity to gradient/RF amplifier delays, with
RMSE≈ 3.5% for ∆t = 6 µs.
Figure 9.4 MultiPINS Bloch-Simulation Results: (A) Slice profile distor-
tions from B0 off-resonance on a logarithmic scale. Bloch-simulated slice profiles
at off-resonances up to 200Hz were corrected for B0 related slice shifts, and evalu-
ated for slice profile distortions using RMSE. Please note that RMSE of (iii) and
(iv) are identical, which is why both curves overlay. (B) Examples of center slice
profile distortions for selected pulses over an offset resonance range from 0-200 Hz.
Slice profiles are shown on a logarithmic scale to emphasize even small evolutions
in slice profile distortions. Pulses are duration-matched, and, therefore, experi-
ence the same amount of shifting. (C) Correlation of PINS and MB components
of MultiPINS pulse (iii) to B0 inhomogeneity gradients. Background B0 gradient
strength is given in units of frequency change over a range of 10cm. RMSE of the
MB component versus the PINS component was calculated within the gradient
range of up to 200 Hz/10 cm. (D) Simulated sensitivity of slice profiles of PINS,
MultiPINS and VERSE = 2 MB pulses to gradient amplifier delays of up to 16
µs. The figure shows the RMSE of pulse profiles with gradient delay compared to
pulse profiles without gradient delay.
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Figure 9.5 shows that the on-resonant spin-echo excitation profiles for all
pulse combinations (i-iii) are similar. Visual inspection of the measured ex-
citation yields an identical pattern (see Figure 9.5B), confirming the Bloch-
simulations. Slice excitation from the shorter pulse (iii) experiences lower
off-resonant slice shifts compared to pulses (i,ii) (see Figure 9.5, center col-
umn). The difference between PINS (i) and MultiPINS (iii) central slice
Figure 9.5 MultiPINS Bloch-Simulations and Slice Measurements: (A)
Bloch-simulations results for PINS/MultiPINS pulses (i)-(iii). The left column
shows on-resonant spin-echo slice profiles. The center column shows only the center
slice of the PINS/MultiPINS SMS excitation at different off-resonant frequencies.
(B) Qualitative slice measurements at 3 T for the pulses in each corresponding
row (C) Total spin-echo signal conservation depends on the off-resonant frequency
for pulses (i) and (iii). Pulse (ii) shows identical behavior as (i). (D) Difference
plot between excitation (i) and (iii) as a function of the off-resonance frequency.
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excitations becomes more pronounced as the B0 offset increases and rises
up to 12% at Ω = 100Hz off-resonance (see Figure 9.5D). At Ω = 100Hz,
the conserved signal is 81% for pulsse (i,ii) and 87% for pulse (iii), rep-
resenting an approximate 7.5% increase in signal due to its reduced length
for the MultiPINS pulse when compared to the PINS design (see Figure 9.5).
9.4.3 Human dMRI Measurements
Figure 9.6 MultiPINS DTI Reconstruction: Reconstructed axial (A) and
coronal (B) 1.4 mm isotropic diffusion-weighted data, 60 recorded diffusion direc-
tions with b = 1000s/mm2 and 7 interspersed b = 0 images. Color-coded fractional
anisotropy data from DTI fit were superimposed on a structural MPRAGE scan
(Identical color-coding as in Figure 8.4).
Figure 9.6 shows coronal and axial views of whole-brain color-coded frac-
tional anisotropy DTI data. For better visualization, data were superim-
posed on a structural MPRAGE image. The MultiPINS pulse (iii) used in
this sequence reduced refocusing energy by ≈37% compared to a comparable
conventional MB pulse.
9.5 Discussion and Conclusion
This study aimed at significantly reducing the RF energy transmission of
SMS excitation pulses. Here, I showed that PINS and MultiBand pulses can
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beneficially be combined to create a new hybrid RF pulse waveform. Multi-
PINS pulses offer increased control over energy and pulse timing compared
to standard PINS pulses.
Additional MB mixing provides more control over the energy transmission of
PINS pulses (see Figure 9.2D). Starting from conventional PINS pulses (see
Figure 9.2D, i), it is possible to reduce transmitted energy to a minimum
(ii) or to keep it constant whilst reducing pulse duration and, therefore, in-
fluences of off-resonance effects. For the simulated pulses, a transition from
PINS pulse (i) to MultiPINS pulse (ii) results in an energy reduction of 36%,
yielding an increased efficiency of Effii = 1.87 compared to Effi = 1.18. This
suggests that MultiPINS pulse (ii) has a power reduction of 1/1.87 ≈ 54%
compared to an equivalent MB pulse. The equivalent PINS pulse (i) merely
achieves an energy reduction of 15%.
The transition from (i) to (iii) does not change RF power, but significantly
shortens the RF pulse duration. This results in lower off-resonance depen-
dency and, therefore, a signal increase of ≈7.5% at ±100Hz off-resonance
for this chosen spin-echo excitation. The energy efficiency of both calculated
MultiPINS pulses (ii,iii) exceeds energy efficiency of the respective PINS
pulses with equivalent durations. The reductions in transmit energy and off-
resonance sensitivity of the MultiPINS pulse are achieved without affecting
the slice profile.
Energy reductions from adjusting the mixing-ratio, M , are minimally de-
pendent on the desired MB-factor (see Table 9.2). The energy reduction is
almost constant over the simulated range of MB-factors (53% at MB = 3 to
51% at MB = 9). The usefulness of MultiPINS excitation for higher MB-
factors is counterintuitive, but can be explained by increased PINS gradient
blip durations for shrinking interslice-distances. For constant slice ranges,
growing MB-factors increase blip duration, enabling longer MB RF times.
Additionally, if BWTP and TRF are kept constant as in the current study, a
reduced interslice-distance will result in a lower number of PINS sub-pulses.
Therefore, the total amplitude of those sub-pulses grows, which is why addi-
tional MB mixing has a higher impact on the total energy transmission. My
research results indicate that MultiPINS pulses are generally more energy
efficient than comparable PINS pulses.
The SAR benefit of MultiPINS over PINS pulses is dependent on the dura-
tion of the gradient blips during the excitation in relation to the total RF
pulse duration. Large benefits can be achieved for pulses where gradient blips
occupy large portions of the total pulse duration. The opposite is true for
pulses where gradient blips occupy only a small portion of the pulse duration,
making the PINS design also highly efficient.
Bloch-simulations revealed significantly reduced off-resonant slice profile dis-
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tortions for MultiPINS compared to MB or PINS pulses using VERSE.
RMSE quantified slice profile distortion for MultiPINS pulses as two or-
ders of magnitude lower than for MB pulses using VERSE = 2 and as one
order of magnitude lower than for a PINS pulse using VERSE=2 (see Figure
9.4A). This very low distortion is a result of only minuscule deviations from a
straight k-space traversal in time for MultiPINS pulses (see Figure 9.4C). In
Figure 9.4B, no profile distortions can be observed for the MultiPINS pulse
(iii) as opposed to VERSE=2 MB or PINS pulses. The VERSE=2 PINS
pulse experienced much lower distortion than the corresponding VERSE=2
MB pulse. This can be explained by the fact that PINS RF sub-pulses only
make up a small fraction of the overall duration. Thus, extending specific RF
sub-pulses results only in a small change of the overall k-space traversal rate
and, therefore, does not result in such strong distortions as the MB pulse.
In the current study, a relatively high VERSE = 2 factor was not able to
achieve a lower RF energy transmission than the MultiPINS pulse (iii). Mul-
tiPINS (iii) has a 16.8% energy reduction compared to the MB VERSE =
2 pulse and a 39.7% energy reduction compared to the PINS VERSE = 2
pulse. The relatively small energy saving of PINS VERSE = 2 is due to
the fact that the durations of the pulses were kept constant, which is why
TRF was shortened, yielding a higher pulse power. If the duration could be
altered more freely, PINS VERSE should result in a larger energy reduction.
Table 2 reveals that MultiPINS pulses (ii) and (iii) were not played out at
the optimum mixing-ratio, M and, therefore, hold further potential in energy
reduction.
Bloch-simulations were used to ensure that the MB and PINS components
of MultiPINS pulses add up constructively, even in the presence of constant
B0 background gradients. High correlations (i.e., larger than 99% over the
whole simulated range between MB and PINS profiles) indicate that MultiP-
INS pulses are useful even if B0 background gradients influence slice selection.
MultiPINS pulses show very low sensitivity to gradient amplifier timing er-
rors compared with MB pulses using VERSE. For a standard Siemens MRI
system, such as used in this work, a gradient delay of ∆t = 6 µs or less can
generally be expected, yielding profile distortion of less than 1% for MultiP-
INS excitation.
In this work, a MultiPINS pulse design was shown to enable faster k-space
traversal relative to the PINS pulse, while maintaining a similar energy de-
position level. This gain can be used to create shorter RF pulses with lower
off-resonance dependency. Alternatively, it can be used to create MultiPINS
pulses with increased BWTP, but the same pulse duration as the original
PINS pulse. However, the increase in transversal speed from the MultiP-
INS design is relatively small and would not enable a significant increase
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in BWTP. More research will be needed to further shorten PINS pulses
to achieve high BWTP. The exploration into parallel transmission methods
for MultiPINS/PINS pulses could potentially help to mitigate this issue by
speeding up k-space traversal2. Successful applications of parallel transmit to
MB excitation were recently demonstrated, allowing for additional reduction
in RF power transmission [Poser et al., 2013,Wu et al., 2013].
The VERSE algorithm provides a flexible SAR reduction framework for any
given pulse profile, and, therefore, could provide benefits in further reducing
SAR of MultiPINS excitation. The feasibility of this approach remains to be
investigated.
The use of high performance head gradient systems, with increased max-
imum gradient slew rates can, furthermore, improve PINS/MultiPINS effi-
ciency by shortening their lengthening-factor, L. To illustrate, a quadrupling
of the maximum gradient slew rate from 200 to 800T/m/s will shorten the
PINS/MultiPINS gradient blips by a factor of
√
4 = 2 and, therefore, in-
crease PINS/MultiPINS energy efficiency by the same amount.
The acquired dMRI images show that MultiPINS pulses can be used to ac-
quire high angular and spatial resolution data with slice-acceleration at 7
T. In this study, a blipped-CAIPI SMS sequence with MB-factor = 3 was
used to acquire dMRI data with a nominal isotropic resolution of 1.4mm at
7 Tesla in a short scan time of approximately 3 min.
In summary, MultiPINS pulses help to decrease the peak and the average
energy transmission and/or off-resonance behavior for SMS imaging. Multi-
PINS pulses can achieve lower energy transmissions than PINS or MB pulses,
even when VERSE is used. MultiPINS pulses do not introduce slice profile
distortions and are significantly less sensitive to hardware errors as compared
to VERSE RF pulses.
2Parallel transmission methods employ multiple excitation RF coils to homogenize the
B1 excitation field and to achieve faster RF excitations.
Chapter 10
Real-Valued
Diffusion-Weighted MRI
The previous chapters showed that SMS can increase the temporal efficiency
of dMRI measurements. Acquisitions of higher amounts of data can be used
for signal averaging to increase SNR or for model fits with higher accuracy.
However, the noise floor of commonly employed magnitude dMRI data with
low SNR prevents accurate averaging and data fitting, even if higher amounts
of data are available. In contrast to magnitude MRI data, a full complex
or real-valued data representation does not suffer from such noise bias at
low SNR. However, complex diffusion data are incoherent due to varying
background phase contaminations for each EPI-shot. Therefore, only the
magnitude of dMRI data is generally employed for diffusion analyses. This
chapter presents an algorithm to transform magnitude dMRI signals into
real-valued data representations without noise bias. The results presented in
this chapter are based on a manuscript that is currently under review [Eichner
et al., 2015].
10.1 Introduction
Diffusion-weighted MRI has long been employed to provide neuroscientific
and clinical imaging data by sensitizing MRI signals to anisotropic water dif-
fusion [Stejskal and Tanner, 1965, Turner et al., 1990]. In order to generate
this contrast, the MRI signal is attenuated by applying switched magnetic
field gradients along a specific direction (i.e., the direction in which diffusion
is to be measured). This results in an image with useful diffusion contrast but
reduced signal-to-noise ratio. Diffusion MRI models such as Diffusion Ten-
sor Imaging (DTI) [Basser et al., 1994], q-ball [Descoteaux et al., 2007,Tuch
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et al., 2002, Tuch et al., 2003], Diffusion Spectrum Imaging (DSI) [Wedeen
et al., 2005] or AxCaliber [Assaf et al., 2008] utilize such diffusion-weighted
signals to gain microstructural tissue information.
An MRI signal is inherently complex-valued, having both magnitude and
phase components. During the diffusion encoding process, physiological ef-
fects such as brain motion, cardiac pulsation, perfusion and respiration cause
background phase variations, φBG, across the acquired complex image. Even
though the background phase strongly varies for each imaging slice and rep-
etition, it generally follows a spatially smooth distribution [Bammer et al.,
2010]. These background phase variations do not have an impact on the
commonly used magnitude of the data. In contrast, phase data are generally
not included in diffusion analyses since they are overlaid by φBG, which varies
considerably for each imaging slice and repetition (see Figure 10.1). When
Figure 10.1 Complex Diffusion-Weighted MRI Signal: Six repetitions of
one specific diffusion direction are shown. The magnitude images (top row) remain
constant in each shot, whilst phase images (bottom row) show different patterns
for each shot. Such shot-to-shot phase variations can arise from subject movement
(shot 3), cardiac pulsation (shot 6), blood circulation or field inhomogeneities when
diffusion gradients are employed.
the SNR of magnitude data is low, the distribution of image noise can have
an impact on the diffusion data. A complex MRI signal, S, generally consists
of positive signal intensity, I0, with phase information, φBG, and uncorrelated
complex Gaussian noise, SE. For visualization purposes, complex MRI data,
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S, are generally split into magnitude, I, and phase, φ.
S = Ieiφ = S0 ± SE = I0eiφBG ± IEeiφE (10.1)
In this equation, the noise distribution of the magnitude image is not Gaus-
sian, but rather resembles a non-zero-mean Rician distribution - more specif-
ically, a non-central χ2 distribution for multi-channel data and parallel imag-
ing [Aja-Ferna´ndez et al., 2011,Constantinides et al., 1997,Gudbjartsson and
Patz, 1995]. This is generally not an issue if SNR is high, because the Rician
distribution of noise approximates a Gaussian for SNR > 3 [Gudbjartsson
and Patz, 1995]. In dMRI and other low SNR acquisitions, however, signal
averaging unfortunately piles up Rician noise, yielding biased data points
at low signal intensity - also referred to as Rician noise floor1. As a result,
fitting low SNR data to a model of diffusion-related attenuation becomes
challenging when only its magnitude is considered.
This noise-induced bias on the diffusion signal is a well-known issue in dMRI,
especially when averaging is employed to increase SNR [Jones et al., 2013].
The individual dMRI data often have low contrast, which results in inaccu-
racies in diffusion measures such as fractional anisotropy (FA) and increased
angular error in fiber tracking [Jones and Basser, 2004]. The problem be-
comes more severe as SNR drops, for example with strong diffusion-weighting
or high spatial resolutions. However, such data promise to provide the most
detailed information about anatomical microstructure [Cohen-Adad et al.,
2012,Descoteaux et al., 2011,Heidemann et al., 2012a,Wedeen et al., 2012].
The Rician noise floor induces a signal bias and, therefore, prevents such
data from being used to their full benefit.
When optimized coil-combinations are used to obtain magnitude data, the
impact of non-Gaussian noise distributions on multi-channel data can be re-
duced [Setsompop et al., 2012b, Sotiropoulos et al., 2013]. However, this
strategy only ameliorates the noise floor problem associated with combining
coil-elements, but does not diminish the noise floor in dMRI.
For complex-valued data with low SNR, signal averaging and model fitting
are only valid if the signals are overlaid by an uncorrelated Gaussian noise
distribution. This condition is fulfilled if the real part, <, and the imaginary
part, =, of the complex signal, S, are considered separately.
S = <+ i= = S0 ± SE = (<0 ±<E) + (=0 ±=E) (10.2)
In this equation, <0 and =0 denote the real and imaginary part of the com-
plex MRI signal, whilst <E and =E denote uncorrelated real and imaginary
1The Rician noise floor is a traditional terminology, which also includes non-central χ2
distributions of noise for phased-array coils.
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complex noise. If averaging is carried out in a domain without noise bias, it
is possible to significantly increase the spatial resolution for structural imag-
ing [Bernstein et al., 1989,Oros-Peusquens et al., 2010,Turner et al., 2008].
Unfortunately, it is not beneficial to directly average complex diffusion MRI
data, since the shot-to-shot variability in background phase contamination,
φBG, diminishes signal coherence in both the real and imaginary components.
This causes an unwanted elimination of the signal due to averaging. This
effect does not occur when the magnitude component, I, is taken. If the time
and location dependent background phase variation could be eliminated, a
coherent complex signal with constant phase could be constructed. Remov-
ing φBG would allow to coherently average the real part of the signal, <,
without undesirable noise bias. This would allow to obtain higher spatial
resolutions and more accurate diffusion model fits.
Because of these significant gains from complex averaging in dMRI, several
attempts have been made to eliminate the noise floor. For instance, the
background phase has been estimated and removed by means of extensive
spatial smoothing [Holdsworth et al., 2012, Pipe, 1999]. In another study,
φBG is removed by means of various polynomial and linear fits to the signal
in both image and diffusion space (q-space) [Sperl et al., 2013].
Background phase contamination is also an important issue for multi-shot
diffusion measurements, where varying background phase terms prevent ac-
curate combinations of multiple imaging shots. One way of estimating the
smooth φBG term is by acquiring low resolution two-dimensional navigators
and performing phase correction before multiple shots are combined [McNab
et al., 2010,Miller and Pauly, 2003,Porter and Heidemann, 2009]. In a more
recent implementation, multi-shot dMRI data were acquired without addi-
tional navigator and reconstructed using total variation (TV) for background
phase estimation [Chang et al., 2014,Chen et al., 2013]. However, it needs to
be noted that even in the advance of methods to remove background phase
contamination, it is still a common, yet suboptimal practice to use magni-
tude data for dMRI.
In this work, characterization of background phase elimination was per-
formed for dMRI, specifically for high spatial resolutions and strong diffusion-
weighting acquisitions. A total-variation smoothing algorithm was used to
estimate and remove φBG, in order to gain real-valued data with significantly
reduced noise bias.
One high-resolution dMRI dataset with strong diffusion-weighting and con-
sequently low SNR was recorded. Real and magnitude-valued data were
extracted from this dataset to perform a qualitative and quantitative com-
parison of both data types. The presented reconstruction method creates
ideal conditions for signal averaging without noise bias and allows higher
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contrast in diffusion model reconstructions with reduced magnitude bias as
well as more accurate fiber tracking results.
10.2 Theory
10.2.1 Background Phase Correction
An accurate estimation of φBG is the first necessary step for effective back-
ground phase removal. The image phase term, φ, can be regarded as a su-
perposition of background phase contamination, φBG, tissue phase, φT , coil
phase, φcj , and phase noise, φE.
φ = φBG + φT + φcj + φE (10.3)
It is not directly obvious from equation 10.1 that the total phase can be
derived from the uncorrelated superposition of φBG and φE. However, it has
been shown that phase noise is closely approximated by a Gaussian distribu-
tion, even for low SNR values [Gudbjartsson and Patz, 1995]. Additionally,
if the coil-element data are combined with optimized complex weighting, as
in Sotiropoulos et al. [Sotiropoulos et al., 2013], the noise phase retains its
Gaussian character. Therefore, the phase noise can be viewed as superim-
posed on the other phase contributions.
Figure 10.2A shows the image reconstruction process as a flowchart. It is
crucial to employ a complex coil combination method, which flattens out
coil phase information, yielding a smoother phase image [Hammond et al.,
2008,Pruessmann et al., 1999]. For the sake of brevity, coil and tissue phase
information in equation 10.3 can be disregarded since they are removed with
φBG.
φ = φBG ± φE (10.4)
As can be seen in the flowchart (see Figure 10.2A), the real-valued diffu-
sion image reconstruction method differs from the standard magnitude re-
construction strategy only after the multi-channel coil combination. The
real-valued diffusion data reconstruction required two additional steps of lo-
cal phase correction and real-part extraction.
The local phase correction itself can be divided into two sub steps: an ac-
curate estimation of the background phase contamination and a subsequent
removal of φBG (see Figure 10.2B). The result of this operation is a diffusion-
weighted dataset, Scorr, without background phase contaminations.
Scorr = Se
(−iφBG) = Ie(−iφ−φBG) = Ie(iφE) (10.5)
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Figure 10.2 Workflow for Extracting Real-Valued Diffusion Data: (A)
Flow chart for creating real-valued diffusion data. Standard steps are displayed
in black and white and additional steps for extracting real-values are indicated in
blue. (B) Depiction of the phase correction process. Complex dMRI signal is used
for a smooth background phase estimation of φBG without noise contamination.
The smooth background phase is subtracted, creating a complex image without
background phase but image noise. The real part including diffusion contrast and
Gaussian noise are extracted. The imaginary part contains only Gaussian noise
and can therefore be discarded.
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The new dataset, Scorr, contains no further phase information apart from the
uncorrelated phase noise and can, therefore, be directly displayed as real and
imaginary parts (see equation 10.2). Once the data have been accurately
rephased, it is no longer necessary to use the magnitude of the data. In this
way, a complex-valued dMRI dataset is obtained, containing no undesired
noise bias.
Regarding the background phase estimations, it is crucial to adequately sep-
arate actual background phase information, φBG, from the phase noise, φE,
which is part of the complex Gaussian noise and should therefore not be
rephased. In practice, an elimination of the phase noise, φE, would result in
transforming the real part of Scorr into its magnitude, I. This would rein-
troduce the undesired noise bias to the data and make the whole process
redundant [Holdsworth et al., 2012].
If phase estimation and correction are performed accurately, the actual dif-
fusion signal will be repositioned in the real part of Scorr. Therefore, Scorr is
a superposition of the original signal, I0, and both the real and imaginary
parts of the complex Gaussian noise:
Scorr = <corr + i=corr = I0 ±<E ±=E (10.6)
In this case, the imaginary part of the signal contains only Gaussian noise
and can, therefore, be discarded for further processing. At this step, the real
part of the data, which is overlaid by Gaussian noise, can be extracted for
further analysis.
Scorr = <corr = I0 ±<E (10.7)
10.2.2 Implementation of Background Phase Estima-
tion
A precise estimation of φBG is the key step in removing background phase.
As already stated in section 10.1, there are different methods for background
phase estimation in dMRI.
Spatial smoothing operations, such as triangular filtering of k-space, have
been shown to be fast and suitable methods for background phase removal
in clinical dMRI [Holdsworth et al., 2012,Pipe, 1999]. However, the optimal
smoothing kernel size depends on image SNR and resolution and is, therefore,
hard to configure. Problems can also arise when strong diffusion-weighting is
used. In such cases, background phase contamination can take complicated
forms (see Figure 10.2B) that might be unresolved in the smoothed image. A
similar problem arises when using low-order polynomial fitting for the estima-
tion of φBG [Sperl et al., 2013]. Polynomial functions may be inappropriate
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to properly estimate higher-order phase terms and, therefore, be unsuitable
for strong diffusion-weightings. The polynomial method is furthermore re-
stricted to high-density q-space sampling for DSI, and involves additional
processing steps (i.e., phase unwrapping and brain masking), making an im-
plementation for online reconstruction difficult.
Navigator-based phase removal strategies for multi-shot dMRI were shown
to be stable and reliable [McNab et al., 2010,Miller and Pauly, 2003,Porter
and Heidemann, 2009]. However, reacquiring data at the k-space center is
time-consuming, making this method less desirable for fast EPI acquisitions.
In this work, a total variation (TV) denoising algorithm was employed for
background phase estimation. TV has already been successfully used for
combining multi-shot dMRI data without additional navigation [Chen et al.,
2013]. The TV denoising algorithm assumes a piecewise smooth distribution
of a noisy n-dimensional signal, y, to estimate the underlying denoised signal,
x. Similarity of the original and denoised signals is measured by the sum of
squares error, 1
2
∑
(y − x)2 = ‖y − x‖22. To enforce the degree of smooth-
ness, a regularization term, λ, of the l1 norm of the signal gradient, ∇x, is
introduced:
arg min
x∈C
=
{
1
2
‖y − x‖22 + λ‖∇x‖1
}
(10.8)
The TV algorithm was selected due to its edge-preserving denoising charac-
teristics [Rudin et al., 1992]. TV can be used on complex datasets, C, yielding
an image intensity-weighted estimation of background phase contamination.
Furthermore, no additional preprocessing steps, such as masking or phase un-
wrapping are required, providing a future option for online real-value dMRI
reconstruction.
It must be noted, however, that even though real-value extraction employs
TV, it is not a denoising strategy for dMRI. It rather employs knowledge
about smoothness of the background field to correct for phase contamina-
tion and, thus, to extract image representations with Gaussian noise distri-
butions. In this context, equation 10.8 was only employed to extract the
smooth phase term of the denoised signal, x, to subsequently rephase the
original noisy non-smoothed dataset, y.
10.3 Experimental Methods
10.3.1 MRI Data Acquisition
Diffusion MRI data of one healthy adult were acquired. Written informed
consent was obtained before the experiment. Imaging was performed on
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the MGH-UCLA Skyra Connectom Scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen,
Germany) using a maximum gradient strength of 300mT/m with a slew rate
of 200T/m/s. A custom-built 64 channel phased-array head coil was em-
ployed for signal reception [Keil et al., 2013]. Six repetitions of one dMRI
dataset were acquired using a single-refocused spin-echo Stejskal-Tanner se-
quence [Stejskal and Tanner, 1965] with an EPI readout.
Acquisition parameters were: nominal isotropic resolution 1.2 mm, FoV =
210 mmx×210 mmy×117.6mmz, 98 axial slices, Partial Fourier=6/8, TR =
4600 ms, TE = 54 ms in-plane GRAPPA acceleration factor R = 3 [Griswold
et al., 2002], Simultaneous Multi Slice (SMS) acceleration factor MB = 2,
blipped-CAIPI PE-Shift 3/FoV [Setsompop et al., 2012c, Setsompop et al.,
2012b], bandwidth=1578 Hz/Px. dMRI data with diffusion-weighting b =
5000 s/mm2 and 128 diffusion directions were acquired together with 10
interspersed b = 0 images. SMS was performed using a dedicated online
reconstruction software with low inter-slice leakage [Cauley et al., 2014a].
To create complex-valued multi-channel dMRI data, the reconstruction of
magnitude and phase images was performed separately. The reconstructed
magnitude data for each channel were combined using a vendor-provided
adaptive coil combination [Walsh et al., 2000]. The phase data of individ-
ual coil-elements were combined using an optimized method for high field
strength [Hammond et al., 2008]. For field strengths of up to 3 T, this
method provides a good approximation to an optimal coil combination, as
described in Pruessmann et al. [Pruessmann et al., 1999]. For higher field
strengths, it might be necessary to acquire coil sensitivity maps in order to
employ an optimum SENSE coil combination (see equation 5.4), or to use
local phase offset corrections [Robinson et al., 2011]. The magnitude and
phase data were combined into complex-valued datasets using Mathworks
Matlab 8.3.
10.3.2 Real-Value Extraction
The background phase has a distinct shape for each EPI shot. Real-value
extraction was performed using TV with Mathworks Matlab 8.3 (see Figure
10.2B). The l1 regularized TV formulation was solved through a fast iterative
Split-Bregman method using a preconditioned hierarchically semi separable
(HSS) solver [Cauley et al., 2014b,Goldstein and Osher, 2009,Xia et al., 2010].
The algorithm was run using a soft threshold of β = 30% of the total variation
and a TV regularization of λ = 6. As can be seen from Figure 10.2A, the real-
value data are a direct output of the suggested phase correction algorithm.
For comparison, the identical dMRI dataset was reconstructed as standard
magnitude images.
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10.3.3 Diffusion Data Processing
Diffusion MRI magnitude as well as real data were preprocessed using the
standard FMRIB Software Library2 (FSL) diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
preprocessing pipeline. In a nutshell, both real and magnitude data were
concatenated and corrected for motion and eddy currents using the func-
tion eddy as implemented in FSL. Next, a DTI fit of the corrected real and
magnitude data was conducted using the function dtifit.
10.3.4 Quality Assessment of Non-averaged Real and
Magnitude Q-ball Reconstructions Using Reg-
ular Bootstrap
The quality and variability of magnitude and real data based q-ball recon-
struction were assessed using a regular bootstrapping method of the six
acquired repetitions [Cohen-Adad et al., 2011]. Bootstrapping describes a
statistical method that can be employed to infer accuracy of models, given
specific datasets. Bootstrapping involves random resampling of given data
to create synthetic datasets, that can be used for statistical analyses [Efron,
1979,Efron, 1982].
The pre-processed dMRI data were re-shuﬄed using jackknife sampling [Chung
et al., 2006] to synthesize 500 bootstrapped repetitions. For each synthetic
dataset, the voxel-wise diffusion orientation distribution function (ODF) was
estimated using q-ball reconstruction based on spherical harmonics func-
tions [Descoteaux et al., 2007]. To assess the stability of the estimated fiber
directions, angular confidence intervals were derived for the first (CI1) and
the second ODF maximum (CI2) as a measure of angular uncertainty.
10.3.5 Quality Assessment of Averaged Real and Mag-
nitude Q-ball Reconstructions Using Residual
Bootstrap
Regular bootstrapping can provide valuable information about uncertainties
in ODF reconstruction. However, multiple repetitions of datasets are re-
quired to resample a high number of synthetic bootstraps. An alternative
approach to assess q-ball reconstruction quality of dMRI data, that does not
require multiple repetitions, is residual bootstrapping [Sotiropoulos et al.,
2011].
2FSL http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/.
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To evaluate how the six-times averaged noise floor affects q-ball reconstruc-
tion, residual bootstrapping was employed on both the averaged magnitude
and real diffusion datasets, using the FSL function qboot with the follow-
ing default settings: Constant Solid Angle (CSA) ODF (Aganj et al., 2010),
lmax=4, number of peaks = 2, threshold for ODF peak = 0.4.
10.4 Results
10.4.1 Magnitude vs. Real Averaging
Figure 10.3 shows the results of signal averaging across six acquisitions for
real-valued and magnitude data. The non-averaged real and magnitude data
quality is displayed in Figure 10.3A, and the six-times averaged data are
shown in Figure 10.3B. All images are displayed on the same intensity scale.
The very low SNR is clearly noticeable in both non-averaged images (see
Figure 10.3A). However, it is observable that the Gaussian noise of the real-
valued data in Figure 10.3A (bottom) already results in higher contrast than
in the magnitude counterpart.
The differences in the underlying noise distributions become even more ev-
ident in the averaged data in Figure 10.3B. The averaged magnitude data
clearly show the effect of accumulated noise, resulting in a mist of uniform
noise overlaying the image, even if a high number of averages is employed.
The real-valued data after phase correction, on the other hand, show a differ-
ent behavior after signal averaging. There is no accumulation of noise floor,
allowing for small scale signal changes to become clearly visible. Further-
more, employing real-valued data prevents magnitude-related upward bias.
Figure 10.4 shows the impact of the magnitude noise bias on individual data
points within one voxel in a crossing fiber region. Even though, both data
types follow a similar pattern, it is clearly visible, that the noise floor of mag-
nitude data prevents dMRI data from attaining low values, thereby damping
diffusion attenuation.
10.4.2 Diffusion Tensor Imaging for Real and Magni-
tude data
The results of the DTI fits for real and magnitude dMRI data are summa-
rized in Figure 10.5. A direct comparison between color-coded directional
fractional anisotropy (FA) values for both data types is shown in Figure
10.5A (magnitude data) and Figure 10.5B (real data). The effect of noise
bias becomes visible as magnitude FA data are reduced compared to real-
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Figure 10.3 Signal Averaging for Real-Valued and Magnitude Diffusion
Data: (A) Single average dMRI data with low SNR for magnitude (top) and
phase corrected real-valued (bottom) data. (B) Result of averaging for both data
types. After six averages, magnitude data (top) show piled up noise - visible as
mist overlaying the image. In contrast, phase corrected real-valued dMRI data
(bottom) are not affected by the noise bias. Therefore, averaging visibly increases
SNR for real diffusion data. All images are displayed on the same intensity scale.
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Figure 10.4 Example of Signal Evolution within a Single Voxel for Real-
Valued and Magnitude Data: The signal evolution of a single voxel within
a crossing fiber region of the averaged datasets clearly shows the signal damping
that the noise floor induces on dMRI data.
valued FA data. This results from diffusion attenuation being damped by the
noise floor in highly anisotropic regions, yielding a reduction of measured FA.
This effect is not present in the real dMRI data, leading to a more accurate
representation of the diffusion propagator (i.e., less blobby). Therefore, real-
valued dMRI data generally generate FA maps with higher contrasts (see
Figure 10.5B). This is especially true for central brain regions (see Figure
10.5B), where the intrinsic SNR of the receiver array is reduced. In addition,
the coil profiles are less orthogonal in these regions, leading to higher g-factor
noise amplifications, which further reduces SNR when parallel imaging is em-
ployed [Keil and Wald, 2013,Pruessmann et al., 1999,Wiesinger et al., 2004].
The effect of noise on magnitude-based FA is also illustrated in Figure 10.5C.
The FA calculated from low SNR magnitude data is reduced in highly anisotropic
regions, such as in the corpus callosum (CC) and the corticospinal tracts
(CSP) (see Figure 10.5C,D). High magnitude-based FA values in Figure
10.5C are only visible in areas adjacent to the reception coil, where SNR
is generally higher (difference in FA highlighted by white boxes) [Keil and
Wald, 2013]. In contrast to the magnitude based FA dataset, the results of the
FA calculation based on real dMRI data correctly identify highly anisotropic
regions as such (see Figure 10.5D). The calculated real FA values are dis-
tributed evenly throughout the brain, with no bias towards high SNR areas.
The distribution of FA values over the whole brain volume can be seen in the
histograms in Figure 10.5E. Both real-based and magnitude-based FA maps
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Figure 10.5 Results of the DTI Fit for Real-Valued and Magnitude
Diffusion Data: (A, B) Results of the DTI fits for standard magnitude and real
diffusion data. Real diffusion DTI results are significantly brighter - especially
in central magnified, low SNR regions of the brain, where additional anatomical
structures become visible. (C, D) For standard magnitude data, high FA values
only appear in high SNR areas (close to receiver coil-elements). In the center, noise
bias of magnitude data reduces FA, even in highly anisotropic fiber structures (e.g.,
corpus callosum (CC), corticospinal tracts (CST)). Real diffusion is not influenced
by noise bias, creating more anatomically correct FA maps, even in low SNR
regions. (E) A shift to higher FA contrast over a larger range can be observed for
real diffusion data.
show two peaks for gray and white matter. Comparing both histograms, it
can be seen that the real-based FA values have an approximately 50% wider
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range, resulting in increased contrast. The magnitude-based FA distribution
shows a clear trend toward smaller values, which can also be observed in the
respective FA images (see Figures 10.5A-D).
10.4.3 Regular Bootstrapping Results
Figure 10.6 Regular Bootstrapping Results from Six Repetitions: (A)
Angular confidence intervals for the primary (CI 1) and secondary fiber direction
(CI 2). Angular error of CI 1 is similar for magnitude and real-valued data.
Real diffusion data show more secondary fiber directions with CI2 < 45◦ (box).
Magnitude data result in more secondary fiber reconstructions with high CI2 >
45◦ - even in single fiber structures such as the corpus callosum (arrow). (B)
Voxel histograms of CI1 and CI2: Real diffusion data show increased sensitivity
to secondary fiber crossings with low angular error. Histograms were masked to
show the distributions of voxel locations, where fiber directions were detected for
both data types.
The regular bootstrapping results are summarized in Figure 10.6. The
angular uncertainty of the primary (CI1) and secondary maximum (CI2) is
shown for one axial brain slice in Figure 10.6A. The distributions of CI1
and CI2 values within this slice are displayed in the histograms in Figure
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10.6B. Note that the angular uncertainty of fiber directions is shown only
up to CI < 45◦. No visible difference between the angular uncertainties of
the first maximum (CI1) can be observed (see Figure 10.6A). The top his-
togram in Figure 10.6B confirms this observation. Real dMRI data provide
a slight shift to smaller angular errors, CI1, compared to magnitude data.
Both CI1 histograms have the same basic shape with one distinct peak at
approximately 10◦ angular uncertainty.
A greater impact of dMRI data type on angular uncertainty can be seen with
respect to the second ODF maximum (CI2). The arrows in the bottom row
of Figure 10.6A indicate that, for magnitude data, a much larger number
of secondary fiber directions with an angular uncertainty CI2 > 45◦ appear
in the corpus callosum. In fiber crossing areas, more secondary fiber direc-
tions with low angular error (CI2) appear in the real-based data (see Figure
10.6A, bottom, boxes). In total, 25% more crossing fibers with an angular
uncertainty of CI2 < 45◦ can be found using real dMRI data. At locations
where both real and magnitude data were able to resolve fiber crossings, a
shift to lower uncertainty is observed for real dMRI data (see Figure 10.6B).
The magnitude-based CI2 histogram is clearly shifted toward higher errors,
due to the lower contrast that these data provide.
10.4.4 Orientation Distribution Function Shapes for
both Data Types
ODFs of the averaged data were calculated using Matlab Version 8.3. For
visual comparison, averaged ODFs are shown for one region of interest (ROI)
with fiber crossings in Figure 10.7. The selected ROI is displayed as an orange
box within the brain on the left side of Figure 10.6C. Visual inspection of
both ODF types shows that ODFs based on real data are sharper and more
uniform within each tissue type (see yellow boxes in Figure 10.6C). Fiber
crossings are resolved more clearly (left box) and single fiber directions show
no secondary maxima (right box).
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Figure 10.7 ODF Shapes for (A) Magnitude and (B) Real-Valued dMRI
data Calculated ODF shapes within fiber crossing area marked (red) in the b0
image. Real diffusion ODFs are more accurately defined in crossing fiber areas
(left yellow box). In areas without fiber crossings, real diffusion ODFs correctly
identify less secondary fiber directions and appear sharper than magnitude ODFs
(right yellow box).
10.4.5 Residual Bootstrapping Results
The results of residual bootstrapping for CSA ODF reconstruction are shown
in Figure 10.8. Axial and coronal views are displayed with the estimated fiber
orientations for six-times averaged magnitude and real dMRI data (see Fig-
ure 10.8). Both the real and magnitude reconstructions resolved crossing
fibers (i.e., in the crossing region between corpus callosum (CC) and corti-
cospinal tracts (CST), also known as centrum semiovale (CSO, see Figure
10.8). However, the magnitude reconstructions identified a high number of
non-existing fiber crossings, perpendicular to the true fiber orientation in
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Figure 10.8 Residual Bootstrapping Results for Magnitude and Real-
Valued Averages Across Six Repetitions: (A) magnitude and (B) real-
valued diffusion data. Many incorrect orthogonal fiber crossings are detected in
the corpus callosum for magnitude data (A). These incorrect estmations are almost
completely eliminated for real-valued diffusion data (B).
the corpus callosum3 - even after low SNR magnitude dMRI data had been
extensively averaged (see Fig 10.8A). When averaged real dMRI data were
used, the number of incorrectly estimated fiber crossings was visibly reduced
in this region (see Figure 10.8B).
Adjustment of the threshold for finding fiber directions for the calculated
magnitude-based dyads made it possible to suppress spurious fiber crossings
in the corpus callosum. However, this procedure also eradicated the anatom-
ically plausible fiber crossings in the centrum semiovale.
3The corpus callosum represents an ideal structure for such comparisons, as it contains
only one main fiber direction.
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10.5 Discussion and Conclusion
This study illustrates the substantial benefit of using real-valued data for dif-
fusion MRI. Advances in both imaging methods and hardware allow previous
limits of dMRI data acquisition to be surpassed for contemporary neurosci-
entific and clinical applications. However, this striving for higher resolutions
and stronger diffusion-weightings will inherently reduce the SNR of dMRI
data. Especially, for low SNR acquisitions, non-Gaussian noise distributions
have a severe impact on diffusion reconstruction, resulting in reduced diffu-
sion contrast and biased model fits.
A method for background phase correction of complex-valued dMRI data
with high resolutions and strong diffusion-weighting was introduced. The
employed rephrasing algorithm uses TV to estimate the smooth background
phase variation of dMRI data, which is then subtracted from the whole com-
plex dataset. This results in a complete rotation of the complex dMRI signal
into the real part. The complex image noise does not follow a smooth varia-
tion and is, therefore, unaffected by the TV algorithm. After rephasing, the
real part, <, of the complex data contains all of the actual image information
and can be extracted for further analysis. In contrast to magnitude data, the
image noise of real-valued data does not follow a non-central χ2 distribution
but rather a Gaussian distribution with a zero mean. The use of real dMRI
data thus significantly reduces the bias of image noise on low SNR images.
In this work, six repetitions of a high-resolution dMRI dataset were acquired
with a strong diffusion-weighting of b = 5000s/mm2. A combination of
both high-resolution and strong diffusion-weighting was chosen to acquire
a dataset with low SNR to help illustrating the effect of noise distributions.
Real data extraction was performed using the introduced TV-based method
(see Figure 10.2). My results indicate that real diffusion data enable true sig-
nal averaging without the effect of piling up noise as opposed to traditional
magnitude MRI (see Figure 10.3).
Furthermore, I compared the results of fitting a diffusion tensor model to the
extracted real as well as the traditional magnitude data. The results for the
magnitude data are largely in agreement with previously published studies
showing a damping of FA contrast if magnitude data are employed [Jones
and Basser, 2004]. After real-part extraction, the DTI fit showed visibly
increased FA contrast, especially in central brain regions where noise ampli-
fication from parallel imaging noticeably reduces SNR. The FA distribution
over the whole brain volume (see Figure 10.5E) showed that FA contrast
was increased by approximately 50% in the current study. Please note that
the magnitude noise floor of dMRI data introduces severe signal bias not
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only for DTI, but for diffusion MRI experiments in general. For example,
model-free [La¨tt et al., 2008, Ong et al., 2008] or model-based [Assaf et al.,
2008] q-space methods aiming at estimating axon diameter strongly suffer
from this magnitude bias, because the estimated parameters become incor-
rect [Alexander, 2008]. Employing real instead of magnitude data thus has
the potential to significantly increase the performance of diffusion MRI mod-
els in general.
For both the real and magnitude data, a regular bootstrap comparison was
performed to evaluate the angular error of primary and secondary fiber direc-
tion estimations. During this process, six repetitions of the acquired dMRI
data were resampled to create 500 synthetic bootstraps. Orientation den-
sity functions were calculated for all synthesized datasets. Subsequently, the
angular uncertainties of primary and secondary (crossing) fiber orientations
were estimated from the distribution of ODFs. For this computation, a q-ball
reconstruction based on a previous publication was employed [Descoteaux
et al., 2007]. This diffusion model is known to create smooth ODFs and can
therefore result in an underestimation of numbers of fiber directions [Aganj
et al., 2010]. However, for comparing very noisy data, as in the current work,
it can be beneficial to use conservative reconstruction methods, since more
recent strategies tend to show increased susceptibility to noise. This, in turn,
might result in higher detected numbers of non-existent fiber crossings for
both data types. The results of the regular bootstrapping method showed
that the use of real diffusion data for q-ball reconstruction provided 25%
more existing fiber crossings with an angular uncertainty of less than 45◦,
compared to magnitude data.
When the analysis was restricted to voxels in which both methods detected
fiber crossings, the real dMRI data q-ball reconstruction created ODFs with
strongly reduced angular error of the secondary fiber direction (see Figure
10.6). Furthermore, regular bootstrapping revealed that a greater number
of incorrectly estimated fiber crossings with high angular error > 45◦ was
found when using magnitude data. Due to their high angular uncertainty,
it is likely that the high number of magnitude crossing fibers actually rep-
resent spurious findings. The angular uncertainty of the first fiber direction
for q-ball reconstructions was also slightly improved for real compared to
magnitude dMRI data.
To evaluate the effect of signal averaging on CSA q-ball reconstruction, a
residual bootstrapping analysis was conducted. For magnitude data, the ac-
cumulation of noise as a result of averaging (see Figure 10.8) prevented an ac-
curate ODF reconstruction. Even though anatomically plausible fiber cross-
ings were correctly identified, the magnitude reconstruction also identified
spurious fiber crossings in almost every voxel within the highly anisotropic
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corpus callosum - even after extensive signal averaging. Changing the thresh-
old for ODF maxima recognition resulted in a failure to identify existing fiber
crossings for magnitude data. Again, real dMRI data did not show this be-
havior and were able to correctly identify anisotropic diffusion within the
corpus callosum whilst resolving existing fiber crossings.
My analyses show that using real-value dMRI data is advantageous over
magnitude data with respect to both increased image contrast and data fit-
ting. Please note that the major benefits of my method are partially due to
the fact that very low SNR data were acquired. Magnitude dMRI datasets
with low resolution and diffusion-weighting are influenced to a lesser extent
from magnitude-induced noise bias, due to their higher SNR. However, SNR
has a strict trade-off with spatial resolution and diffusion-weighting. Re-
cently developed MRI systems with stronger gradients and higher numbers
of parallel imaging channels allow to acquire data with significantly higher
diffusion-weightings and spatial resolutions (but still, unavoidably, with low
SNR) [Keil et al., 2013,Setsompop et al., 2013]. Current advances in SMS for
diffusion imaging enable faster acquisitions than conventional MRI, allowing
a higher number of averages to be acquired [Eichner et al., 2014b, Feinberg
et al., 2010, Setsompop et al., 2012b]. Slice-acceleration has only recently
been developed and further improvements can be expected, using specialized
technologies for slice excitation and reconstruction [Eichner et al., 2014c,Fein-
berg and Setsompop, 2013,Bilgic et al., 2014,Norris et al., 2014,Setsompop
et al., 2012a].
For these reasons, real-value dMRI will fully reveal its potential as it deals
with highly accelerated data, high spatial resolution and/or strong diffusion-
weighting. The possibility of acquiring high numbers of averages will enable
true signal averaging with significantly reduced noise bias, leading to higher
resolutions and deeper insights into tissue microstructure.
In summary, the noise of accelerated magnitude MRI data follows a non-
central χ2 distribution. This data feature induces a noise floor into magni-
tude MRI data with low SNR, such as dMRI measurements. Consequently,
concepts like signal averaging and model fitting of data become severely im-
pacted, particularly when high resolutions or strong diffusion-weightings are
employed. However, especially such data provide the most anatomical details
and the highest water diffusion contrast as well as a valuable microstructural
contrast for neurosciences [Cohen-Adad et al., 2012,Fan et al., 2014].
The method presented in this chapter aims to overcome the noise bias of
dMRI data by performing a spatial phase correction of the actual signal in
the complex data representation. In contrast to the MRI signal, complex
noise remains unchanged. If the phase correction is performed correctly, the
real part of the complex phase-corrected data contains all actual image infor-
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mation and can be extracted for further analysis. The imaginary part of the
data only contains the imaginary part of the image noise and can therefore
be discarded. In contrast to magnitude data, the extracted real-valued dMRI
data are superimposed by zero mean Gaussian noise without noise bias.
My analyses revealed that real-valued dMRI data enable signal averaging
and data fitting without noise bias and will therefore be crucial for future
dMRI acquisitions with high resolutions and strong diffusion-weightings.
Chapter 11
Summary and Conclusion
11.1 Goals and Challenges
Simultaneous Multi Slice acquisition represents one of the most promising
developments in the recent evolution of Magnetic Resonance Imaging to over-
come issues related to low temporal efficiency. The work presented in this
thesis aimed at developing slice-accelerated methods to provide clinical blood
perfusion measures and high-resolution representations of water diffusion in
the living human brain. In combination, both methods offer a wide range of
clinical and neuroscientific applications, such as evaluations of brain tumors
and strokes as well as measurements of structural white matter connectivity.
Acquisitions of diffusion MRI data with high nominal resolutions require
strong signal intensities. Two techniques were alternatively employed to
enhance signal intensity of dMRI data. The first method involved the acqui-
sition of MRI data at a magnetic field strength of 7 Tesla to gain high initial
signal intensity. The second method utilized strong magnetic field gradients
of 300 mT/m in order to minimize signal decay during diffusion encoding.
Currently, there is only one human MRI system available to achieve such
gradient strengths, which was developed as an essential part of the Human
Connectome Project.
To achieve the previously set goals, it was necessary to identify and over-
come large numbers of technological challenges. For instance, acquisitions
of clinical perfusion measurements need to satisfy high standards regarding
sufficiently fast temporal sampling, high stability to patient movements as
well as changes of imaging contrasts.
Acquisitions of slice-accelerated dMRI data at 7 Tesla require high in-plane
accelerations due to quickly decaying signals, image blurring and image dis-
tortions. However, in-plane acceleration and slice-acceleration are competing
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parallel imaging techniques that can result in strong noise amplification if
both are used to full capacity. To prevent this issue, an outer-volume sup-
pression technique was employed to increase in-plane acceleration.
An additional challenge for slice-accelerated dMRI acquisitions at 7 T arises
from increasing energy depositions of commonly employed MultiBand RF
pulses. Increased energy depositions slow down slice-accelerated dMRI ac-
quisitions at 7 T, impairing their temporal benefit. Recently introduced PINS
RF pulses were utilized to revoke this undesirable increase of RF energy and
enable slice-accelerated dMRI at 7 T.
One drawback of PINS RF pulses arises from their periodic slice excitation
pattern. Slice-acceleration factors of pure PINS excitation can only be con-
trolled by tissue boundaries. The work presented in this thesis showed that a
combination of MultiBand excitation and PINS refocusing circumvents this
problem by only exciting desired slices. This enabled slice selection in any
desired orientation using PINS RF pulses.
Within a specific volume, the RF energy of PINS pulses increases with the
aspired slice-acceleration factor. Along with reduced repetition times from
SMS imaging, this can potentially limit the slice-acceleration factors. A hy-
brid RF waveform was developed to reduce energy transmission and enable
higher slice-acceleration.
A pressing issue in dMRI acquisitions is the noise floor of magnitude data
with low SNR. This prevents accurate signal averaging and data fitting, even
if additional data are available from faster acquisitions. Complex diffusion
data are incoherent since diffusion-weighting introduces varying background
phases for each EPI shot. Therefore, a technique was developed to transform
complex-valued diffusion MRI data into a real-valued representation without
noise bias.
11.2 The Achievements
Slice-accelerated imaging was successfully applied to clinical dynamic sus-
ceptibility contrast imaging. This implementation increases the previous
slice-coverage by two-fold and enables whole-brain vessel size and perfusion
imaging for strokes and brain tumors. The high temporal sampling rate was
not altered compared to the previous acquisition protocol. Slice-accelerated
perfusion acquisitions revealed only negligible reductions of signal-to-noise
ratio of 90% for gradient-echo signals and 99% for spin-echo signals. The
developed perfusion sequence was thoroughly evaluated and is now included
in the standard neurological procedure of the Radiology Department at the
Massachusetts General Hospital [Eichner et al., 2014a].
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The developed slice-accelerated dMRI sequence for 7 Tesla allows acquisi-
tions with high nominal isotropic resolutions in 25 minutes. In contrast, the
original acquisition times for such high quality data were exceeding one hour.
This represents a speedup by a factor of approximately 2.5. This significant
improvement of temporal efficiency for SMS dMRI acquisitions at 7 Tesla was
only possible through the development of a specialized acquisition method
incorporating low energy RF pulses and outer-volume suppression [Eichner
et al., 2014b].
A novel RF waveform was designed to achieve SMS excitations with low
energy transmissions. The designed MultiPINS waveform succeeds in reduc-
ing the energy of SMS excitation by 50% compared to the previous state
of the art for low energy SMS excitation - PINS pulses. This significant
energy-saving feature makes MultiPINS the SMS excitation strategy with
the currently highest energy efficiency. Additionally, MultiPINS pulses ex-
hibit significantly reduced susceptibility to B0 off-resonance effects and hard-
ware timing errors compared to commonly employed MultiBand pulses with
VERSE [Eichner et al., 2014c].
A further method was developed to enable signal averaging for dMRI data
without the typically emerging noise bias of magnitude data with low SNR.
This was achieved by implementing a localized phase correction based on
total variation. The phase corrected real-valued data reveal increased sensi-
tivity to detecting crossing fiber directions and exhibit no visible noise bias
in signal averaging. Given these advances, diffusion models can from now on
be fit more accurately and result in increased contrasts of model parameters
by up to 50%. Furthermore, statistical analyses revealed that the developed
real-value diffusion method allows detections of higher numbers of secondary
fiber directions with reduced angular uncertainties. These features will al-
low to gain significantly higher details of structural brain connectivity - even
without purchases of additional hardware [Eichner et al., 2015].
11.3 Future Directions
SMS enables stable clinical perfusion imaging of the whole brain. Future
directions should include a transition to higher slice-acceleration factors in
order to further improve temporal efficiency of perfusion data acquisition.
Increasing slice-accelerations will yield more detailed insights into perfusion
and vessel properties of brain tumors and strokes. The ability to image the
whole brain enables clinical longitudinal studies with stable reference vol-
umes and increased resolutions. A further option to make use of increased
temporal efficiency is to gain supplementary dynamic information of perfu-
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sion from higher temporal sampling rates.
For diffusion acquisitions at 7 Tesla, increased slice-acceleration factors could
be employed to gain higher spatial resolutions. Therefore, improved con-
trolled aliasing schemes, such as zigzag sampling or wave-CAIPI, should be
employed to reduce the g-factor and preserve high signal-to-noise ratios. In
this context, MultiPINS pulses will help to acquire such dMRI data with
significantly higher slice-accelerations.
The introduced real diffusion method opens a wide range of possible appli-
cations for diffusion-weighted MRI. The diminished noise bias in dMRI en-
ables true signal averaging to achieve higher spatial resolutions, even at field
strengths lower than 7 Tesla. The noise floor of low SNR data currently lim-
its diffusion sensitivity weighting of human in vivo dMRI. A similar problem
arises for double-pulsed field gradient techniques. Phase-corrected real-value
dMRI data offers the ability to shift these noise-induced boundaries in order
to achieve increased microstructural diffusion contrast with high resolutions.
In combination, the methods that were developed in this doctoral thesis en-
able rapid MRI measurements of blood perfusion and water diffusion with
high temporal efficiency. The diminished noise bias widens the scope of ap-
plications of slice-accelerated MRI with high temporal efficiency by enabling
true signal averaging and unbiased model fits. Slice-accelerated imaging for
the assessment of water diffusion and blood perfusion represents a major
step in the field of neuroimaging. It demonstrates that current limitations
regarding temporal efficiency of EPI can be overcome by utilizing modern
data acquisition and reconstruction strategies.
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Abbreviations
Abbreviation Meaning
ACQ Acquisition
ACS Autocalibration Signal (for parallel imaging)
BWTP BandWidth Time Product
CAIPI Controlled Aliasing in Parallel Imaging
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform
dMRI Diffusion-Weighted Magnetic Resonance Imaging
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform
DSC Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast
EPI Echo-Planar Imaging
EVI Echo Volumar Imaging
FoV Field of View
GE Gradient-Echo
GESE Combined Gradient-Echo Spin-Echo Measurement
GM Gray Matter
MB MultiBand
MultiPINS MultiBand - PINS hybrid pulse
NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
PINS Power Independent of Numbers of Slices
pMRI Parallel MRI
RF Radio-frequency
ROI Region of Interest
rSoS root Sum of Squares
SAR Specific Absorption Rate
SE Spin-Echo
SMS Simultaneous Multi-Slice
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
TA Time of Acquisition
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TI Magnetization Inversion Time
TE Echo Time
TR Repetition Time
VERSE Variable Rate Selective Excitation
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Symbols
Symbol Meaning
~B0 Main Magnetic Field
~B1 Excitation Field
b Diffusion-Weighting
~C Coil Sensitivity Matrix
C Complex Number
cj Sensitivity Profile of Coil-Element j
d Slice Thickness
D Interslice Distance
DDiff Diffusion Coefficient
∆ Difference
∆Diff Diffusion Time
δ Dirac Delta Function
δDiff Diffusion Gradient Duration
E Energy
Eff PINS Energy Efficiency
f Frequency
G Gradient
g Parallel Imaging Geometry Factor
γ Gyromagnetic Ratio
1H Hydrogen Nucleus
~ Reduced Planck Constant
I Image & Complex Magnitude
i Imaginary Unit of Complex Numbers
= Imaginary Part of Complex Numbers
j Index
KB Boltzmann Constant
~k Wave Vector
L PINS Lengthening Factor
~M Magnetization Vector
M MultiPINS Mixing Ratio
M0 Equilibrium Magnetization
M⊥ Transverse Magnetization
Mz Longitudinal Magnetization
m Magnetic Spin Quantum Number
~µ Magnetic Moment
ω0 Larmor Frequency
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φ Complex Phase
ψ Wave Function
Ψ Noise Covariance Matrix
R In-Plane Undersampling
~r Positional Vector
< Real Part of Complex Numbers
S Signal
s Spin Quantum Number
T Duration
T1 Longitudinal Relaxation Time
T2 Transverse Relaxation Time
t Time
θ Flip Angle
Y Undersampled Signal
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